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Ultraviolet (UV) light is a drinking water treatment technology that has gained popularity as an 
alternative to control chlorine-resistant pathogens and comply with regulations on disinfection byproduct 
formation.  Human adenovirus (HAdV) is found in water sources around the world and can cause 
respiratory, urinary, gastrointestinal, and eye infections.  HAdV has emerged as a waterborne pathogen of 
concern due to its resilience against UV light inactivation.  The ultraviolet disinfection guidance manual 
for the Long-Term 2 Enhanced Surface Water Treatment Rule in the United States has established a 
fluence (UV dose) of 186 mJ/cm2 to inactivate 99.99% of viruses based on adenovirus inactivation.   
 
There are different sources of UV light that are commercially available but the most commonly used are 
monochromatic low-pressure (LP) and polychromatic medium-pressure (MP) UV lamps.  MP UV light is 
found more effective at inactivating human adenovirus than LP UV light.  While LP UV disinfection has 
been largely studied, MP UV inactivation has been less investigated and the mechanisms by which MP 
UV inactivates adenovirus are not fully understood.   
 
The main goal of this research was to obtain a better understanding of the inactivation mechanisms that 
make MP UV light more effective than LP UV to control human adenovirus.  In this research work the 
inactivation kinetics of human adenovirus type 2 (HAdV-2) after exposure to narrow wavelength 
bandwidths of polychromatic UV irradiation within the 200-300 nm range were characterized.  
Quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) and reverse transcriptase qPCR assays were used to 
elucidate stages in the adenovirus replication cycle that were disrupted after exposure to three UV 
wavelength ranges with peak emissions at 224, 254 and 280 nm. 
 
This research determined that association of HAdV-2 to the host cells was not inhibited by UV treatment 
at any of the wavelengths analyzed even after exposure to a fluence that would produce a reduction in 
virus infectivity greater than 99.99%.  In contrast, early and late gene transcription, and viral DNA 
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replication were inhibited to different extents by UV irradiation at all three peak emissions, which 
suggested that different mechanisms might be dominating such disruptions for each wavelength range.   
 
The findings of this work help to better understand the mechanisms by which polychromatic MP UV light 
inactivate human adenovirus and which components of the virus are affected by UV irradiation emitted at 
different wavelengths.  This research provides valuable information that can be used to develop more 
effective and efficient treatment approaches that incorporate UV light technologies for water disinfection. 
 
Additionally, the presence of synergistic effects with the sequential application of polychromatic UV 
irradiation at different wavelength ranges, as well as the simultaneous application of monochromatic LP 
UV light and monochloramine were investigated.  No explicit synergy was detected in any of the 
sequential configurations assessed.  In contrast, the simultaneous application of LP UV light and 
monochloramine showed synergy between these two disinfectants; this aspect indicated potential for this 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Preface 
Chlorine disinfection is the water treatment technique most commonly used worldwide (Crittenden et al., 
2012).  However, when chlorine reacts with natural organic compounds in the water it can form toxic, 
regulated disinfection by-products (DBPs) that cause adverse health effects (Crawford et al., 2005).  
Ultraviolet (UV) light disinfection is a treatment approach with increasing application in water systems 
due to its effectiveness to inactivate chlorine-resistant pathogens (virus, bacteria, and protozoa) such as 
Cryptosporidium parvum oocyst; a protozoan parasite that infects the cell lining of the digestive tract 
causing the diarrheal disease cryptosporidiosis (Casemore, 1990).  In addition, UV light does not seem to 
generate regulated DBPs at the fluences (UV doses) that are commonly applied for water treatment 
purposes (Crittenden et al., 2012). 
 
The most common types of UV light sources for water disinfection are monochromatic low-pressure (LP) 
UV and polychromatic medium-pressure (MP) UV mercury-vapor lamps.  LP UV lamps emit almost all 
of their radiation at 253.7 nm, whereas MP UV lamps emit radiation at a wide range of wavelengths 
including those that are considered to have germicidal properties (200-300 nm).   
 
Cryptosporidium parvum oocyst has been shown to be similarly affected by emissions from either LP or 
MP UV, and is more susceptible to UV radiation compared to bacteria and viruses (Linden et al., 2001).  
Viruses are challenging to control in water treatment processes due to their small size and diversity of 
susceptibility to different disinfectants.  Therefore, it is important to perform analyses on different types 
of viruses to assess what the similarities and differences are among them.  These analyses can provide 
important information regarding the mechanism of inactivation that might be unique to certain viruses or 




The fact that facilities have incorporated UV light as an alternative disinfection technology induced 
concern about emerging pathogens that are susceptible to chlorine but resistant to UV inactivation.  
Human adenovirus (HAdV) is a non-enveloped, icosahedral, double-stranded (ds) DNA virus with a 
capsid or protein coat surrounding its genome.  Due to its known public health risk, adenovirus has been 
included in the US Environmental Protection Agency’s Contaminant Candidate List Four (CCL 4) as one 
of the microbial contaminants listed for future regulation (USEPA, 2016).  Different viruses that are 
included in the EPA’s CCL4 have shown different sensitivities to commonly used disinfectants including 
free chlorine, monochloramine, and UV irradiation.  Even different serotypes of the same virus can show 
different sensitivities to the same disinfectant (Shirasaki et al., 2017). 
 
Human adenoviruses (HAdVs) are the second-leading cause of childhood gastroenteritis worldwide 
(Fongaro et al., 2013).  Adenovirus has become a waterborne pathogen of concern due to its relatively 
high resistance to UV light inactivation and has, consequently, determined the current drinking water UV 
disinfection requirements.  The Long Term 2 Enhanced Surface Water Treatment Rule (LT2ESWTR) 
established a fluence of 186 mJ/cm2 required for a 4-log (99.99%) inactivation of all viruses.  This 
parameter was determined based on results from several adenovirus inactivation studies performed with 
monochromatic LP UV light (Eischeid, 2009; USEPA, 2006).  Although adenovirus has been shown to be 
highly resistant to monochromatic LP UV irradiation, polychromatic MP UV light has been reported to be 
more effective at inactivating this pathogen (Linden et al., 2007; Linden et al., 2009; Shin et al., 2009; 
Beck et al., 2014).  MP UV light has been increasingly implemented in water treatment facilities due to its 
greater capability to control adenovirus; however, the fundamentals behind such enhanced effectiveness 
(compared to LP UV) are not fully understood.   
 
Genome damage is considered the main inactivation mechanisms by which UV light renders a 
microorganism non-infectious (Bolton and Cotton, 2008).  Typically, the effectiveness of UV disinfection 
is assessed using cell culture infectivity assays.  Some studies have attributed the resistance of adenovirus 
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to UV light inactivation to the capability of the host cell to repair UV-induced genome damage (Eischeid 
et al., 2009; Guo et al., 2010).  Direct DNA damage induced by LP UV and MP UV has been evaluated 
by PCR or qPCR assays (Eischeid et al., 2009; Rodriguez et al., 2013) and both UV light sources showed 
similar effectiveness to damage the adenovirus genome at similar UV doses.  A recent study has shown 
different levels of UV-induced DNA damage from exposure to monochromatic UV radiation assessed in 
10 nm increments within the 200-300 nm wavelength range, with those below 240 nm being the least 
effective at damaging the adenovirus genome despite seeing increased inactivation effectiveness 
compared with inactivation at wavelength ranges above 240 nm (Beck et al., 2014).  This aspect showed 
the need to further investigate the inactivation mechanisms of the wavelengths below 240 nm since they 
could be causing a widespread damage to viral proteins (in addition to nucleotide damage) that contribute 
to the overall virus inactivation (Beck et al., 2014).  The observations from these previous studies 
accentuate the importance of having a better understanding of the mechanisms that cause MP UV to be 
more effective to inactivate human adenovirus.  Moreover, there is need for a better understanding about 
how structural modifications in the virus translate into infectivity inhibition.  For this reason the goal of 
this research was to look at different steps in the virus replication cycle to determine at which point the 
regular progression of infection was blocked by UV disinfection.  
 
By knowing the replication cycle step that is disrupted, the specific components involved in such step can 
be further analyzed to determine an indicator that can be targeted to detect and differentiate between 
infectious and non-infectious viruses.  This information can be used to improve real time detection of 
infectious viruses to have better monitoring of water quality in treatment systems for contextualized 




1.2 Research Objectives 
The general objective of this research was to advance the knowledge on the mechanisms by which 
polychromatic UV light inactivates human adenovirus.  The approach implemented for this task was to 
look at inhibitions at particular steps of the adenovirus replication cycle after exposure to UV irradiation.  
Elucidating which step of the infection cycle is disrupted and what viral components are damaged by UV 
light emitted at a specific wavelength range can help to design more cost-effective technologies for water 
treatment in developed and developing countries. 
 
The specific objectives of this research were: 
1. Characterize the inactivation kinetics of human adenovirus type 2 after exposure to narrow 
wavelength bandwidths of polychromatic UV irradiation within the 200-300 nm range.   
2. Employ molecular biology techniques to elucidate stages in the adenovirus replication cycle that are 
disrupted after exposure to a particular UV wavelength range to better understand the inactivation 
mechanisms of polychromatic UV disinfection.   
3. Explore synergistic effects in the combination of different UV wavelength ranges, or the combination 
of UV light and monochloramine, to inactivate human adenovirus.  
 
1.3 Scope   
Background information on the fundamentals of water disinfection by UV light, as well as the adenovirus 
structure and replication cycle is included in Chapter 2.  The research work on adenovirus inactivation by 
UV light is organized into three sections (Chapters 3 through 5), and a summary of findings and 
recommendations for future work are presented in Chapter 6.  Although the central point of this research 
work was focused on human adenovirus, the inactivation kinetics of coxsackievirus B5 (CVB5) and 
murine norovirus 1 (MNV-1) after exposure to different wavelength ranges was also investigated.  The 
action spectrum for CVB5 and MNV1 were developed and are presented in Appendix A of this 
document.   
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Polychromatic ultraviolet (UV) light with bandwidth of 20 nm and peak emission centered at 224, 254, or 
280 nm (UV224, UV254, and UV280, respectively) were used to inactivate human adenovirus type 2 (HAdV-
2). Quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) and reverse transcriptase qPCR assays were used to 
elucidate the step in the HAdV-2 replication cycle that was disrupted after UV exposure. UV treatment at 
any of the wavelengths analyzed did not inhibit association of HAdV-2 to the host cells even after 
exposure to a fluence (UV dose) that would produce a virus inactivation efficiency, measured by plaque 
assay, greater than 99.99%. In contrast, UV irradiation at all three peak emissions disrupted early E1A 
gene transcription and viral DNA replication, but different mechanisms appeared to be dominating such 
disruptions. UV224 seemed to have little effect on the integrity of the viral genome but produced a 
structural transformation of the viral capsid that may inhibit the delivery of viral genome into the host cell 
nucleus. On the other hand, UV254 and UV280 did not affect the integrity of the viral capsid, but the 
mutations they produced on the viral genome might cause the inhibition of the early gene transcription 
and DNA replication after the viral genome successfully translocated into the host cell nucleus. 
 
Sequential Application of Polychromatic Ultraviolet Light to Inactivate Human Adenovirus  
(Chapter 4) 
Since different wavelengths may affect predominantly different targets in the genome or viral proteins it 
is possible that certain combinations of wavelengths might result in an enhanced disinfection effect for 
particular waterborne pathogens.  The sequential application of polychromatic UV light from the three 
different regions of the germicidal range (200-300 nm) was evaluated to assess synergistic effects to 
inactivate human adenovirus type 2 (HAdV-2).  This work was done using a MP UV lamp and bandpass  
_______________________________ 
♪ Abstract from Vazquez-Bravo, B.; Gonçalves, K.; Shisler, J. L.; Mariñas, B. J. Adenovirus Replication 
Cycle Disruption from Exposure to Polychromatic Ultraviolet Irradiation, Environ. Sci. Technol., 2018,  
52 (6), pp 3652–3659. 
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filters with peak transmittance at 224, 254, and 280 nm.  The reduction in viral genome replication at 48 
hours postinfection (hpi) assessed by qPCR was utilized to determine the levels of inactivation achieved 
by each sequential combination of UV wavelengths.  No synergistic effects were observed by any 
combination of the three UV wavelength ranges analyzed.  These results suggest that the level of 
inactivation achieved by a source that combines UV irradiation at multiple wavelengths (such as a MP 
UV source) would be the addition of the individual contributions from the photons emitted at all the 
wavelengths in the range covered for a given time.   
 
Simultaneous Application of Monochromatic Low-Pressure Ultraviolet Light and Monochloramine to 
Inactivate Human Adenovirus (Chapter 5) 
The simultaneous application of LP UV light and monochloramine to inactivate human adenovirus type 2 
was evaluated (HAdV-2).  Additionally, a possible mechanism of synergy was investigated.  This work 
complemented the available data on the sequential configuration of these treatment techniques and helped 
to improve the understanding of the inactivation mechanisms by different disinfectants.  Explicit 
synergism was observed with the simultaneous application of LP UV light and monochloramine.  The 
presence of monochloramine made LP UV light about twice as effective to inactivate HAdV-2 compared 
to the level of inactivation achieved by LP UV acting independently.  This information can help to 
develop alternative disinfection strategies for water treatment facilities that currently use both LP UV 
light and monochloramine as part of their treatment train.  Moreover, this knowledge can also contribute 
on the design of innovative treatment approaches for application in developing countries scenarios where 
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CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
 
2.1 Ultraviolet Light 
Light is transmitted in packets of energy called photons but it also has a frequency and wavelength, thus 
light holds both particle and wave properties (Bolton and Cotton, 2008).  Ultraviolet (UV) light can be 
generated by applying a voltage through a gas mixture that results in a discharge of photons (USEPA, 
2006).  When a photon is absorbed by a molecule such molecule is raised to an excited state from which a 
chemical reaction may happen (Bolton and Cotton, 2008).  The UV light range is divided into four 
regions; UVA (315-400 nm), UVB (280-315 nm), UVC (200-280 nm), and vacuum UV (100-200 nm) 
(USEPA, 2006).  UVC can be absorbed by nucleic acids and proteins (Bolton and Cotton, 2008).  UV 
irradiance (sometimes called UV intensity, and usually measured in mW/cm2 or W/m2) is the amount of 
UV light incident on a nearly flat surface area, however if the target surface is almost spherical the term 
fluence rate is more adequate (Bolton et al., 2015).  When using a collimated-beam system to assess the 
inactivation of a microorganism within a very shallow water layer, fluence rate and irradiance are 
practically interchangeable (Bolton and Cotton, 2008).  For collimated-beam experiments the term 
irradiance is more commonly used in the water treatment industry.  Integrating irradiance (or fluence rate) 
over time the fluence, or UV dose (mJ/cm2 or J/m2), is obtained (Bolton and Cotton, 2008).  
 
2.2 Water Disinfection by UV Light 
Ultraviolet light disinfection has gained increased interest as a technology to incorporate in water 
treatment systems due to its proven effectiveness against chlorine-resistant pathogens, such as 
Cryptosporidium parvum (USEPA, 2006).  UV disinfection is a physical processes and since no 
chemicals are involved the water quality after UV treatment does not greatly change, nor are significant 
levels of regulated disinfection by-products generated (Bolton and Cotton, 2008).  The USEPA’s Long 
Term 2 Enhanced Surface Water Treatment Rule (LT2ESWTR) indicates a minimum of 4-log (99.99%) 
removal or inactivation of viruses, and the UV dose required to reach this level of inactivation was set at 
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186 mJ/cm2 based on the inactivation of adenovirus by monochromatic low-pressure (LP) UV light 
(USEPA, 2006).  Human adenovirus (HAdV) has been included on the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency (USEPA)’s Contaminant Candidate List Four (CCL 4) for potential future regulation (USEPA, 
2016).  HAdV is commonly present in sewage and has been detected in surface waters, storm water, 
coastal waters and swimming pools; detection is usually performed with a combination of cell-culture 
based methods and molecular techniques (Rigotto et al., 2011). 
 
LP UV lamps have been the predominant technology utilized for drinking water disinfection in water 
treatment plants (Bolton and Cotton, 2008).  These lamps emit monochromatic UV light at 253.7 nm and 
operate at an internal mercury-vapor pressure of 0.13 to 1.3 Pa (2 x 10-5 to 2 x 10-4 psi) with moderate 
temperature of about 40 ºC (USEPA, 2006).  Polychromatic medium-pressure (MP) lamps emit UV light 
at a wider range of wavelengths (200-800 nm) compared to LP UV lamps, including those considered to 
have germicidal properties (200-300 nm).  MP UV lamps operate at temperatures in the range of 600-900 
ºC an internal mercury-vapor pressure of 13,000 to 1,300,000 Pa (2 to 200 psi) generating polychromatic 
UV light (USEPA, 2006).  
 
In practice, temperature and pH do not seem to affect the performance and inactivation rates obtained by 
UV disinfection (AWWA, 1999).  A main drawback of UV disinfection is the lack of disinfectant residual 
capacity after treatment, and for this reason free chlorine or monochloramine is usually applied after UV 
disinfection to have disinfectant residual in the distribution system (Bolton and Cotton, 2008).  Some 
disadvantages of UV disinfection include the need for constant electric power supply, the presence of 
mercury in UV lamps that can be hazardous in the event of a lamp breakage, and the challenge to monitor 
the fluence (UV dose) constantly in UV reactors (Bolton and Cotton, 2008).  The effectiveness of UV 
disinfection can be assessed by determining the dose-response behavior for a particular microorganism 
using a collimated-beam system, however, the characterization and quantification of UV doses in full 
scale reactors remains a challenge (NWRI, 2012).  The design fluence for UV disinfection systems 
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depends on the local regulations for pathogen removal or inactivation, and the presence of other barriers 
such as microfiltration, ultrafiltration, or reverse osmosis prior to the UV disinfection step (NWRI, 2012).   
 
Historically, absorption of UV photons by DNA or RNA has been identified as the main inactivation 
mechanism against pathogenic microorganisms (Bolton and Cotton, 2008).  What is considered as the 
germicidal range (200-300 nm) of the UV spectrum is delimited by the fact that UV light emitted below 
200 nm does not penetrate water and UV light emitted above 300 nm is not absorbed by DNA (Crittenden 
et al., 2012).  Recent work has shown that at different wavelengths mechanisms other than absorption of 
UV radiation by nucleic acids might be playing a more predominant role in the inactivation of certain 
microorganisms, such as adenovirus (Beck et al., 2014).  UV light does not have the same disinfection 
capacity at all wavelengths and thus there is need to better understand the factors delineating the 
germicidal effectives of different wavelengths within the 200-300 nm range (Crittenden et al., 2012).  
 
2.3 Fundamentals of UV Light Inactivation Mechanisms 
Nucleotides and proteins absorb UV light in the range of 200-300 nm.  In DNA the absorption of a UV 
photon by one of two adjacent thymine bases results in a chemical bond between the two bases called a 
thymine dimer.  For RNA viruses a similar dimerization reaction takes place between uracil bases.  These 
dimers disrupt the structure of the DNA or RNA, and is considered to be the fundamental mechanism of 
UV disinfection (Bolton and Cotton, 2008).  The absorbance spectrum of DNA or RNA have a peak near 
260 nm and a minimum around 230-240 nm (USEPA, 2006).  In addition to pyrimidine dimers, 
pyrimidine (6-4) pyrimidone photoproducts, and protein-DNA cross-links are other types of DNA 
mutations that can contribute to microorganism inactivation (USEPA, 2006).  Single and/or double-strand 
breaks, and DNA-DNA cross-links can also happen but they are about 1000 times less likely to occur 
compared to pyrimidine dimers (USEPA, 2006).  Below 230 nm proteins dominate the absorbance of UV 
light relative to nucleotides and the opposite occurs above 230 nm (Bolton and Cotton, 2008). 
Tryptophan, tyrosine, and phenylalanine are three amino acids that absorb UV light significantly above 
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210 nm and they depict a small absorption peak at ~280 nm, tryptophan being the strongest absorber of 
the three at this wavelength (Bolton and Cotton, 2008).   
 
2.4 Human Adenovirus 
Adenoviruses are composed by a linear double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) genome inside an icosahedral 
protein shell (~ 90 nm in diameter) with fiber proteins at each of the vertices of the icosahedron that aid 
the virus to bind to host-cells (Berk, 2013).  Respiratory disease, conjunctivitis, and gastroenteritis are the 
most common self-limiting infections caused by adenovirus, however in neonates and immunosuppressed 
individuals, adenoviruses can cause fatal pneumonia, hepatitis, and/or encephalitis (Berk, 2013).  
Adenoviruses are responsible for ~7% of upper respiratory tract infection cases in children under 5 years 
of age, and for about 10% of pneumonias of childhood (Wold and Ison, 2013).  There are seven species of 
human adenovirus (A, B, C, D, E, F, and G) among which 57 types are distributed (Wold and Ison, 2013).  
Human adenovirus type 2 is classified within species C along with adenoviruses type 1, 5 and 6, being 
types 2 and 5 the most widely used for structural studies of adenoviruses (Berk, 2013).  Viral myocarditis, 
most commonly known to be caused by enterovirus infections (e.g. by coxsackievirus), might be 
significantly caused as well by adenoviruses; in children with myocarditis or dilated cardiomyopathy, 
adenoviruses were detected in 8-36% of the patients, with adenovirus type 2 being the most predominant 
type detected (Wold and Ison, 2013).  Adenovirus has become a waterborne pathogen of concern due to 
its high resistance to monochromatic low-pressure UV light inactivation, compared to other viruses 
potentially present in drinking water, and this aspect has driven the development of the current regulations 
for UV disinfection (Oguma et al., 2015).   
 
2.4.1 Virion Structure 
Adenovirus particles have a mass of ~150 × 106 Da from which 13% is DNA and 87% is protein.  The 
virion is comprised by 12 proteins numbered II-IX, IIIa, IVa, µ, terminal protein, and the p23 viral 
protease (Berk, 2013).  The icosahedral capsid is formed by 240 capsomers of hexon trimers, 12 
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pentameric penton capsomers at each vertex, and 12 fibers protruding from each penton.  The minor 
capsid proteins IIIa, VIII, and IX stabilize interactions between hexon trimers.  Polypeptides VII, VI, and 
µ contact the viral genome and likely condense it within the core (Berk, 2013).  Protein VI associates with 
protein V connecting the capsid to the DNA-protein core.  The terminal protein is covalently bound to the 
5’ ends of the viral DNA and serves as a primer for DNA replication (Berk, 2013)  
 
The DNA of human adenovirus type 2 (HAdV-2) was the first adenovirus genome to be fully sequenced 
and consists of 35,937 base pairs (bp) (Berk, 2013).   HAdV genomes contain five early transcription 
units (E1A, E1B, E2, E3, and E4), four intermediate transcription units (IX, Iva2, L4 intermediate, and E2 
late), and one late transcription unit (major late).  Intermediate transcription units are transcribed at the 
same time that DNA replication takes place, the late transcription unit generates five families of late 
mRNAs (L1-L5) transcribed by RNA polymerase II (Berk, 2013).  The E1A unit encodes two proteins 
that activate transcription and induce the host cell to enter S phase; E1B encodes two proteins that block 
apoptosis; E2 encodes three proteins that operate in DNA replication; E3 encodes products that regulate 
the response of the host to infection, and the late family of mRNAs drive the production and assembly of 
capsid components (Berk, 2013).   Figure 2.1 shows a transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image of 
human adenovirus 2 (HAdV-2).  
 
2.4.2 Replication Cycle 
Human adenovirus type 2 initiates its replication cycle by associating to the host cell using the fiber knob 
of its fiber-like projections to attach with high affinity to the coxsackie-adenovirus receptor (CAR) 
protein located in the host cell membrane (Berk, 2013).  Next, the arg-gly-asp (RGD) loop domains of the 
penton base protein of the virus attach to the ανβ3 and ανβ5 integrins in the host cell (Berk, 2013; Greber 
et al., 1999).  Viral internalization is triggered via receptor-mediated endocytosis and in epithelial cells, 
such as A549 cells, the fibers detach from the viral particle during internalization (Greber et al., 1999).  
Inside the endosomes the vertices of the viral particle dissociate and internal capsid proteins IIIa, VI, and 
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VIII are released; protein VI lyses the endosome and the partially uncoated capsid is released into the 
cytosol (Berk, 2013).  Viral internalization takes place within 10-15 min postinfection (Greber et al., 
1999).  The viral capsid is then transported to the nuclear pore complex by dynein motor proteins via 
microtubules and it reaches the nucleus about 60 minutes after infection (Berk, 2013).  Once at the 
nuclear membrane the viral particle further disassembles and by 2 hours postinfection the viral DNA and 
associated protein VII is imported into the nucleus by the importins Trasportin and Imp7 (Greber et al., 
1999: Berk, 2013).   
 
Three main goals are pursued during the early phase of adenovirus gene transcription: (1) cause the host 
to enter the S phase cycle to provide an adequate environment for viral replication; (2) set up systems to 
avoid antiviral defenses of the host; (3) and synthesize products needed for viral DNA replication (Berk, 
2013).  The E1A region is the first one to be transcribed once the viral DNA reaches the nucleus, then 
transcription of the E1B, E2 early, E3, and E4 regions takes place (Berk, 2013).  HAdV-2 initiates DNA 
replication about 6 hours after infection, and requires a set of 3 replication proteins: terminal protein 
(pTP, used as primer of DNA synthesis), the viral DNA polymerase (Ad Pol), and the ssDNA binding 
protein (DBP) (Berk, 2013).  Two stages are involved in the viral DNA replication: first, only one of the 
two parental strands of DNA serves as template for DNA synthesis leaving a displaced parental DNA, 
and then a complement to the displaced single strand is synthesized during the second stage (Berk, 2013).  
After the translation of viral late mRNAs, hexon and penton capsomers are assembled in the cytoplasm 
and then imported into the nucleus where the viral DNA is packaged into the capsids resulting in a 
complete virion (Berk, 2013).  Lastly, the cleavage of precursors of proteins VI, VII, VIII, µ, and terminal 
protein by a viral protease completes the formation of infectious particles.  The E3 11.6-kD protein is 
expressed at high levels during the late phase of infection and its accumulation kills the cells and 
promotes their lysis.  About 100,000 progeny virions are released form a cell at the end of a replication 
cycle (Berk, 2013).  Typically, by 48 hours postinfection a productive viral replication cycle is completed 
(Jogler et al., 2006; Berk, 2013).  Figure 2.2 shows a simplified graphic representation of the different 
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steps involved in the adenovirus replication cycle.  Figure 2.3 includes transmission electron microscopy 
(TEM) images of A549 cells infected with HAdV-2 where HAdVs can be observed in the outer cell 




















































Figure 2.3.  TEM image of A549 cells infected with HAdV-2.  At ~0 hours postinfection (hpi), HAdV-2 
can be observed in the outer cell membrane (left).  By ~2 hpi HAdV-2 can be observed next to the cell 
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CHAPTER 3: ADENOVIRUS REPLICATION CYCLE DISRUPTION FROM EXPOSURE TO 





Water disinfection with ultraviolet (UV) light is gaining popularity due to its effectiveness to inactivate 
chlorine-resistant pathogens while forming lower levels of toxic disinfection byproducts (DBPs) 
compared to chlorination, the most common water disinfection approach currently used throughout the 
world (Sirikanchana et al., 2008; Eischeid et al., 2011).  Two common types of UV light sources for water 
disinfection are monochromatic low-pressure (LP) and polychromatic medium-pressure (MP) UV 
mercury-vapor lamps.  LP UV lamps emit light at 254 nm, whereas MP UV lamps emit light with a wide 
wavelength range that includes those (200–300 nm) with germicidal properties (Eischeid et al., 2011).  
 
Adenovirus is a waterborne pathogen of concern because it has the highest resistance to LP UV 
inactivation among all waterborne pathogens found in drinking water and thus it is considered a 
benchmark in regulations (Oguma et al., 2016; USEPA, 2006).  Adenovirus is a nonenveloped, 
icosahedral, double-stranded (ds) DNA virus with a capsid or protein coat surrounding the genome.  
There are more than 50 adenovirus serotypes causing different diseases (Wold and Ison, 2013), and many 
of them have been found in recreational and drinking water sources around the world (Oguma et al., 
2016; Nascimento et al., 2015; Jiang, 2006; Rigotto et al., 2011).  Due to its known public health risk, 
adenovirus is included in the United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA)’s Contaminant 
Candidate List Four (CCL 4) (USEPA, 2016).  The USEPA established a fluence of 186 mJ/cm2 required 
for a 4-log inactivation of viruses based on the resistance of adenovirus to LP UV light (USEPA, 2006). 
_______________________________ 
♪ Adapted from Vazquez-Bravo, B.; Gonçalves, K.; Shisler, J. L.; Mariñas, B. J. Adenovirus Replication 
Cycle Disruption from Exposure to Polychromatic Ultraviolet Irradiation, Environ. Sci. Technol., 2018,  





MP UV light is found to be more effective than LP UV light at inactivating adenovirus when using tissue 
culture systems to assess virus replication (Linden et al., 2007; Linden et al., 2009; Shin et al., 2009; Beck 
et al., 2014).  Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) or quantitative PCR (qPCR) assays have shown that both 
LP UV and MP UV irradiation have similar capacity to damage the adenovirus genome, and yet, 
infectivity assays reveal the occurrence of different inactivation kinetics with the two light sources 
(Eischeid et al., 2009; Rodriguez et al., 2013).  It has been suggested that irradiation emitted by a MP UV 
lamps inactivates adenoviruses by damaging the viral genome, the viral proteins, or both (Beck et al., 
2014; Eischeid et al., 2009).  However, the actual mechanisms by which polychromatic MP UV 
inactivates adenovirus are unknown.  Because different wavelengths could preferentially target different 
regions of the genome or proteins in the capsid, it is important to elucidate the mechanisms of inactivation 
by different wavelengths within the germicidal range of 200–300 nm.  For these reasons, we chose to 
examine the effect that specific wavelengths have on several steps of the viral replication cycle that might 
render the virus noninfectious. 
 
Adenovirus has a dsDNA genome with ∼36 kb pairs surrounded by an icosahedral capsid with 240 hexon 
protein trimers, 12 pentameric penton proteins at each vertex, and 12 fiber protein trimers protruding from 
each penton.  Adenovirus uses its fiber-like projections to attach to a host cell receptor such as the 
coxsackie-adenovirus receptor (CAR) (Berk, 2013).  Next, the RGD loop domains of the penton base 
protein attach to ανβ integrins in the host cell (Berk, 2013; Greber et al., 1999), triggering viral 
internalization by endocytosis (Greber et al., 1999).  Inside the endosomes, the vertices of the viral 
particle dissociate, and protein VI lyses the endosome, releasing the viral particle into the cytosol (Berk, 
2013).  The viral particle interacts with microtubules, transporting them toward the nucleus (Berk, 
2013).  Upon reaching the nuclear membrane, the viral particle further disassembles, and by ∼2 hours 
postinfection (hpi), the viral DNA and associated protein VII is imported into the nucleus (Berk, 2013; 
Greber et al., 1999).  Inside the nucleus, the E1A gene quickly undergoes transcription, followed by 
genome replication, which initiates about 6 h after infection, approximately at the same time as late gene 
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transcription to produce structural proteins such as hexon.  Typically, by 48 hpi, a productive viral 
replication cycle is completed (Berk et al., 2013; Jogler et al., 2006). 
  
Ethidium monoazide bromide (EMA) (Invitrogen, ThermoFisher Scientific, Inc., Waltham, MA) was 
used to analyze if UV irradiation affected the integrity of the adenovirus capsid.  EMA is a fluorescent 
nucleic acid stain that covalently binds to nucleic acids after exposure to visible light (Kim et al., 
2011).  When EMA binds to the viral genome, the affected genome region does not amplify by qPCR. 
EMA can access the adenovirus DNA only if the capsid has undergone a certain level of disruption. 
Therefore, PCR not amplifying the adenovirus DNA would signal damage of the adenovirus capsid to the 
extent that EMA internalizes after UV treatment.  Previous work used qPCR coupled with EMA to assess 
the capsid integrity of HAdV-5 after exposure to UV irradiation with peak emissions in the 240–320 nm 
range (Sangsanont et al., 2014).  Our research expands on this work by assessing narrower bandwidths 
within that wavelength range as well as the region of high UV absorbance by proteins (wavelength <240 
nm). 
 
Adenovirus inactivation experiments performed at different UV wavelengths served as a baseline for our 
novel molecular work assessing the inhibition of the adenovirus replication cycle.  This analysis was 
important for better understanding the details of the inactivation capacity of MP UV compared to that of 
LP UV.  qPCR and reverse transcriptase qPCR (RT-qPCR) were used to assess disruption of genome 
replication and early and late mRNA transcription.  These findings can be the foundation to create more 
effective and efficient disinfection strategies that incorporate UV technologies.  Additionally, by knowing 
what transformations result from exposure to different UV wavelengths, molecular sensors could be 
designed to distinguish transformed targets from those untransformed and therefore differentiate between 
infectious and noninfectious viruses.  The major objective of this research is to elucidate using molecular 
techniques what steps in the adenovirus replication cycle were disrupted after exposure to UV radiation 
emitted in different regions of the MP UV spectrum. 
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3.2 Materials and Methods 
3.2.1 Ultraviolet Light Irradiation Experiments 
UV inactivation experiments were performed using a 1 kW Rayox collimated system operating with a 
polychromatic MP UV lamp (A300014, Calgon Carbon Co., Pittsburgh, PA).  Bandpass filters (Andover 
Corporation, Salem, NH) with maximum peak transmittance at 224, 254, and 280 nm and bandwidth of 
about 10 nm at half of the maximum peak transmittance were used to isolate specific regions of UV 
radiation emitted by a polychromatic MP UV lamp.  These nonoverlapping spectra were selected to 
represent different inactivation kinetics observed for three distinct regions within the germicidal range of 
200–300 nm after performing preliminary experiments with 13 bandpass filters with maximum peak 
transmittance within the 218–297 nm range (Figure 3.1).  Each filter was installed at the end of the 
collimator, and the spectral irradiance of the light passing through the filter was measured with a BLK-C-
50 spectrometer (StellarNet Inc. Tampa, FL).  The light intensity distribution across the irradiated water 
surface was measured with a 1400A radiometer and SEL 240 detector (International Light, Peabody, 
Massachusetts).  The spectral irradiance was used as the weighting function to calculate the average 
fluence rate in the water sample following the standard protocol for a bench-scale UV apparatus using a 
polychromatic UV source by Bolton and Linden (2003).  The radiometer readings were used to adjust for 
the nonuniformity of the light distribution across the irradiated surface (Petri factor).  The average fluence 
rate calculations accounted for the variation of the sensitivity of the SEL 240 detector to measure the 
irradiance (sensor factor), and the UV absorbance between 200 and 300 nm of the water sample (UV-
2700 Shimadzu spectrophotometer) adjusting for the water sample depth (water factor), distance of the 
suspension from the UV lamp (divergence factor), and water surface reflection (reflection factor).  A 
recirculating water-jacketed reactor (23 °C) containing 20 mL of 1 mM carbonate buffer solution (CBS, 
Fisher Scientific) in Milli-Q water was dosed with HAdV-2 at concentrations of (6–20) × 105 plaque 
forming units (PFU) per mL and irradiated by UV light at the different band ranges.  The fluence (UV 
dose) applied to HAdV-2 samples was controlled by varying the exposure time.  All experiments were 




3.2.2 Virus Propagation and Viability Assessment 
Human lung A549 carcinoma cells (CCL-185) and human adenovirus type 2 (VR-846) were obtained 
from the American Type Culture Collection (Manassas, VA).  A549 cells were used for adenovirus 
propagation and infectivity assessment with a soft agar overlay plaque assay.  Cell culture growth, virus 
propagation, and infectivity assessment assays were performed following previously reported protocols 
(Sirikanchana et al., 2008; Page et al., 2010; Gall et al., 2015).  Additional details are available in Text S1 
of section 3.4. 
 
3.2.3 Amplicon Integrity 
To assess genome damage after UV light treatment, viral DNA was extracted from UV-treated and 
untreated virions following the extraction protocol for the DNeasy Blood & Tissue Kit (Qiagen, Valencia, 
CA).  Primers previously designed to amplify different regions of the adenovirus genome (Rodriguez et 
al., 2013; Gall et al., 2015) were used to assess if such regions were amplifiable by qPCR after UV light 
exposure.  The genome regions selected represent different steps during the replication cycle; the E1A 
gene is the first gene transcribed during an early phase, and the hexon gene is a late gene that is 
transcribed soon after viral genome replication begins (Berk, 2013).  A 0.1-kilobase (kb) portion each of 
the E1A (nucleotides 673–778) and hexon (nucleotides 19 400–19 510) viral genes was subjected to 
qPCR amplification.  Additionally, a 1.1-kb fragment (nucleotides 17 822–18 996) was PCR-amplified to 
target a larger section of the genome to compare the UV-induced effect observed with the 0.1-kb E1A and 
hexon amplicons.  Details about the procedures followed and primer sets used are in Text S2 and Table 
3.1 of section 3.4.  Absolute copy numbers of the E1A and hexon amplicons as well as the 1.1-kb 






3.2.4 Ethidium Monoazide Exposure 
The inhibition of qPCR amplification due to EMA-DNA interactions was assessed by measuring the ratio 
of amplified DNA fragments present in UV-treated samples as compared to those present in the untreated 
sample.  Protocols followed were from previous studies (Kim et al., 2011; Sangsanont et al., 2014; 
Parshionikar et al., 2010) with modifications detailed in Text S3 of section 3.4. 
 
3.2.5 Viral Genome Replication in Host Cells and mRNA Transcription 
HAdV-2 genome replication and mRNA transcription were quantified using previously reported protocols 
(Gall et al., 2015) (see Text S4 in section 3.4).  Briefly, viruses were treated with light at each UV 
bandwidth and then inoculated onto cell host monolayers.  After incubation for 90 min at 4 °C, the 
inocula was removed, and the monolayers were washed twice with 1 mL of ice-cold phosphate buffered 
saline (PBS) to remove unbound viruses.  Viral genome replication and mRNA transcription in infected 
cells were monitored in the subsequent 48 h, a time by which one full replication cycle should occur 
(Berk, 2013).  Total DNA or RNA was extracted from the A549 cellular monolayers with bound HAdV-2 
at various times postinfection (0, 4, 12, 24, 36, and 48 h).  qPCR was used to quantify 0.1-kb amplicons 
of the E1A and hexon genes as proxy of the whole genome (primer sets listed in Table 3.1 of section 3.4). 
The absolute copy numbers of viral E1A and hexon qPCR products were normalized per 100 β-actin 
copies and determined using the standard curves described in Text S5 of section 3.4.  Cells infected with 
untreated virus sample were used as control.  At time 0 hpi, the amplicon copies detected would 
correspond to attached viruses.  RNA samples were reverse transcribed by PCR into cDNA before they 
were analyzed by qPCR (RT-qPCR) with the same primer sets used for DNA extracted samples to 
quantify E1A and hexon mRNA transcripts. 
 
3.2.6 qPCR Data Analysis and Statistical Analysis 
Quantification cycle (Cq) values obtained from the qPCR or RT-qPCR assays were used to determine the 
absolute copy numbers of each amplicon based on standard curves generated by amplifying 10-fold serial 
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dilutions of DNA positive controls as previously described (Rodriguez et al., 2013; Gall et al., 2015) (see 
also Text S5 of section 3.4). Analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was used to compare the linear 
regression slopes and intercepts between relative decrease in DNA amplification, genome replication, or 
mRNA transcription with the virus inactivation assessed by plaque assay to determine if they were 
statistically similar (P > 0.05). Absolute copy numbers of genome fragments amplified by qPCR were 
analyzed using a t test (one-tailed with unequal variances) to determine if genomic amplicons detected in 
UV-treated samples were statistically different from those in the untreated sample. 
 
3.3 Results and Discussion 
3.3.1 Inactivation Kinetics of HAdV-2 Exposed to UV Irradiation 
The sections of the MP UV spectra covered with each bandpass filter and the corresponding inactivation 
kinetics of HAdV-2 are shown in Figure 3.1.  In general, the observed inactivation kinetics are in 
agreement with what was previously reported (Beck et al., 2014) using UV light emitted by a tunable 
laser adjusted at a similar set of wavelengths to inactivate HAdV-2.  Both studies show similar tendencies 
contrasting the inactivation efficiency between UV irradiation emitted below and above 240 nm.  This is 
confirmation that the enhanced effectiveness of MP UV light to inactivate HAdV is possibly due to 
protein damage by the lower wavelengths given that DNA absorption of UV light at wavelengths below 
240 nm does not follow the action spectrum for adenovirus (Beck et al., 2014).  The differences in the 
viral sensitivity at some of the nominal peak emissions between both studies could be due to the different 
UV light sources utilized (highly monochromatic irradiation provided by the laser-UV emitter compared 
to narrow polychromatic irradiation using the bandpass filters in this study).  Wright et al., (2007) also 
reported differences in the dose response of bacteriophages obtained by filtered MP UV light using a 254 
nm bandpass filter compared to the response obtained using a monochromatic LP UV lamp.  This 
reproduction of results was important to confirm consistency with the published data and serve as basis 
for the novel molecular work on the adenovirus replication cycle that is the main objective of this study.  
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The analysis subsequently presented for the UV irradiation at the three regions selected will be referred to 
as the nominal peak transmittance of the filter used and indicated as UV224, UV254, and UV280. 
 
Pseudo first-order inactivation kinetics were used for analysis, and the results were consistent with what 
was reported previously (Beck et al., 2014): UV224 was most effective to inactivate HAdV-2 among the 
three wavelength ranges analyzed.  UV224 (k = 0.181 cm
2/mJ, R2 = 0.995) required a fluence of ∼20 
mJ/cm2 to reach a HAdV-2 survival ratio N/N0 = 10
–4, which corresponds to a 4-log (99.99%) adenovirus 
inactivation, as detected by plaque assay.  In contrast, UV254 (k = 0.032 cm
2/mJ, R2 = 0.994) showed 
slower kinetics requiring a fluence of ∼125 mJ/cm2 to achieve 4-log adenovirus inactivation as detected 
by plaque assay.  For UV280 (k = 0.036 cm
2/mJ, R2 = 0.986), an intermediate fluence of ∼110 mJ/cm2 was 
required to achieve 4-log HAdV-2 inactivation.  ANCOVA determined that the linear regressions of the 
three wavelength ranges were significantly different (P < 0.05). Figure 3.2 shows the sections of the MP 
UV spectra covered using the UV224, UV254, and UV280 bandpass filters and their corresponding 
inactivation kinetics of HAdV-2 obtained in this study. 
 
3.3.2 Effect of UV Light on Genomic DNA Amplification and Capsid Integrity 
To understand the molecular basis of virus disinfection at each wavelength range used above, we first 
examined the extent of viral genome and capsid damage induced by the three UV wavelengths 
investigated in purified virions independent of infection.  Figure 3.3 displays the combined ratios of E1A 
and hexon amplicons from UV-treated samples compared to the untreated samples (0.1-kb/0.1-kb0) for 
UV224, UV254, and UV280.  For all the three wavelength ranges, relatively similar copy numbers of the 
E1A and hexon amplicons were detected in the UV-treated and untreated HAdV-2 samples (P > 
0.05, t test).  These data suggest that the 0.1-kb amplicons of E1A and hexon genes did not change 
significantly within the light fluence ranges investigated.  However, it is important to note that these 
amplicons cover about 12.1 and 3.8% of the whole E1A and hexon genes, respectively, and damage to 
other regions of these genes could occur.  Next, we further assessed genome damage using a 1.1-kb DNA 
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fragment following the protocols previously reported (Beck et al., 2014; Rodriguez et al., 2013), and the 
results (Figure 3.4) indicated that genome damage increased with treatment according to UV224 < UV254 < 
UV280.  These observations are consistent with previous reports that UV280 was the most effective of these 
three wavelength ranges at inducing genome damage (Beck et al., 2014). 
 
An additional set of untreated and UV-treated viruses exposed to EMA assist in determining the structural 
integrity of viral capsids.  Viruses that were in contact with EMA after UV224 exposure showed a 
decreased amplification of the E1A and hexon genes with increasing UV224 fluence (see Figure 3.3).  This 
indicated that UV224 treatment of viruses altered the structure of the viral capsid such that it became 
increasingly permeable to EMA with increasing fluence.  In contrast, EMA did not affect qPCR 
amplification of HAdV-2 genes from viruses treated with UV254 or UV280 (Figure 3.3).  These results 
implied that UV254 and UV280 did not cause structural modifications to the viral capsid to the extent that 
UV224 did. 
 
3.3.3 Effect of UV Light on Genome Replication 
Given the limited effects on the 0.1-kb amplicons of E1A and hexon DNA by UV224, UV254, and 
UV280 for the range of fluence investigated, we used them to assess if the genome was effectively 
replicated during a normal virus lifecycle.  The average number of E1A and hexon amplicons from two 
independent experiments was quantified throughout the duration of one full replication cycle (48 h).  The 
resulting amounts of E1A and hexon-based amplicons are shown in Figures 3.5 and 3.6.  By 48 hpi, the 
number of E1A and hexon amplicons increased by more than 3 orders of magnitude in the untreated 
samples.  However, UV treatment of viruses resulted in a decreased amount of viral genome synthesis at 
all times tested, as determined by qPCR. 
 
The relative ratios of E1A DNA copies present in UV-treated samples compared to the untreated sample 
(E1A/E1A0) at the beginning and end of one replication cycle (0 and 48 hpi, respectively) are shown 
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in Figure 3.7.  This relative quantification was compared with the virus inactivation kinetics achieved 
(N/N0) for each UV range.  Figure 3.7 shows that at 0 hpi, the copies of E1A amplicons were relatively 
the same in all UV-treated and untreated samples (P > 0.05, t test).  The data in Figure 3.7 implied that 
UV224, UV254, and UV280 did not affect the ability of the virions to associate with the host cells, even after 
exposure to a fluence that resulted in a 4-log (99.99%) viral inactivation.  Page et al., (2010) reported that 
only about 5% of HAdV-2 bind nonspecifically to host cells lacking CAR receptors; thus, most of the 
E1A-based qPCR signal is due to viruses that bound to CAR.  Adenovirus uses its fiber-like projections 
to bind to CAR (Berk, 2013).  Beck et al., (2018) reported little to no adenovirus fiber protein 
damage/degradation by UV light emitted at 220, 254, and 278 nm at similar fluence ranges to those used 
in this study for each case, which supports our findings that UV-treated viruses are able to bind to the host 
cells.  By 48 hpi, the relative decrease in viral genome replication with increasing exposure to UV224, 
UV254, and UV280 matched the decrease in viral infectivity assessed by plaque assay (N/N0); ANCOVA 
determined that the linear regression slopes and intercepts between the relative genome replication at 48 
hpi (E1A/E1A0DNA) and the virus inactivation measured by plaque assay (N/N0) were not significantly 
different (P > 0.05).  Collectively, these results indicated that UV224, UV254, and UV280 interrupted DNA 
synthesis or an earlier step in the replication cycle but did not inhibit virus association to the host cells.  
As expected, the relative quantification data for the hexon gene, shown in Figure 3.8, were similar to 
those for the E1A gene, supporting that the step inhibited was earlier in the replication cycle. 
 
3.3.4 Effect of UV Light on mRNA Synthesis 
Because DNA replication was disrupted, the effect of UV exposure on early gene transcription (E1A 
mRNA synthesis), which occurs prior to DNA synthesis, was analyzed next.  Once again, HAdV-2 
samples were incubated with host cells after various levels of exposure to UV irradiation at each target 
wavelength.  At different times postinfection, cells were harvested, and transcription of the E1A gene was 
detected using RT-qPCR.  The numbers of E1A mRNA determined for each wavelength as a function of 




The relative ratios of E1A mRNA transcripts from UV-treated samples compared to the untreated control 
(E1A/E1A0) by the end of one viral replication cycle (48 hpi) quantified for each wavelength are 
displayed and compared to the decrease in virus infectivity measured by plaque assay (N/N0) in Figure 
3.10.  ANCOVA determined that the linear regression slopes and intercepts between the relative 
expression levels of E1A mRNA and the reduction in viral infectivity (N/N0) assessed by plaque assay 
were not significantly different (P > 0.05) for UV224.  This implied that UV224 inhibited adenovirus 
infection by blocking early E1A gene transcription or a prior step in the replication cycle. 
 
In contrast, ANCOVA determined that the linear regressions of the relative expression of E1A mRNA 
synthesis for UV254 and UV280 did not match the corresponding virus inactivation levels (N/N0) (P < 0.05 
at both wavelengths).  UV254 and UV280 produced a greater decrease in viral inactivation and relative 
DNA replication compared to the decrease in E1A mRNA synthesis.  It is likely that at these two 
wavelength ranges, UV-induced mutations in the viral genome template from targeted regions that are not 
transcribed in the early phase of the replication cycle are preventing DNA synthesis and resulting in the 
higher decrease in DNA replication and infectivity observed. 
 
3.3.5 Occurrence of DNA Damage Repair 
Although a decrease in hexon mRNA synthesis was expected because it occurs at a similar time or shortly 
after DNA replication begins (Berk, 2013), the effect of UV treatment on this step was also assessed, and 
the results are included in Figure 3.11 (absolute values) and Figure 3.12 (relative ratios). A comparison of 
data sets in Figures 3.12 and 3.8 reveals that by 48 hpi for UV224 treatment, as expected, the hexon mRNA 
transcription data match the results obtained for hexon DNA amplicon replication.  In contrast, ANCOVA 
determined that the relative levels of hexon mRNA transcription were significantly lower compared to 
those for hexon amplicon replication for both UV254 and UV280 treatment were significantly different (P < 
0.05), with the discrepancy for UV280being more pronounced.  One possible explanation for these 
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differences in hexon mRNA transcription and hexon DNA replication observed by 48 hpi could be a 
delay associated with genome repair.  An interesting finding was observed when the data for hexon 
mRNA transcription at various times postinfection prior to 48 h were plotted in relative quantification 
format as shown in Figure 3.12.  A delayed increase in hexon mRNA synthesis is observed in UV treated 
viruses, particularly for the two wavelengths where genome damage was prevalent (UV254 and UV280), 
which might be an indirect indication of genome repair taking place.  Relatively speaking, UV224 (which 
produced the least damage to the viral genome from the three wavelength ranges analyzed by a fluence 
that caused a 4-log HAdV-2 inactivation) approached the reduction in infectivity assessed by plaque assay 
more readily.  For the UV254 hexon mRNA transcription data, delays were apparent with respect to the 24 
and 36 hpi curves at UV224 even though the transcription data nearly reached the viral inactivation curve 
by postinfection of 48 h.  The levels of hexon mRNA transcription for UV280 were generally lower than 
those for UV254, and by 48 hpi, the expression levels of hexon mRNA did not match the viral inactivation 
curve.  It is likely that longer postinfection time would be required for viruses exposed to UV280 to 
produce the same relative levels of hexon mRNA copies as those observed for the genome copies and 
infectious viruses.  The hexon mRNA synthesis data suggests that there might be damage and repair of 
other genome regions not used in this study but important for hexon mRNA synthesis.  These 
observations highlight the need to look at other portions of the genome that are responsible for late 
mRNA transcription. One possibility is assessing the integrity of the genome region encoding the major 
late promoter (MLP), which is situated at an intermediate location between the two regions analyzed in 
this study (E1A and hexon genes) and from which most late mRNAs originate (Berk, 2013).  
 
Similar trends were observed when the sets of DNA replication at postinfection times prior to 48 hpi were 
plotted in relative quantification format as shown in Figure 3.13.  UV254 and UV280 seemed to require 
longer time than UV224 to reach the level of inactivation determined by plaque assay.  This observation 
might be additional indication of genome repair taking place in the virus samples treated with UV254 and 
UV280.  In the relative quantification plots of the DNA replication data (Figure 3.13), the samples included 
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were those expressing genome copies to a level above the background baseline E1A and hexon DNA 
copies that would correspond to attached viruses (equivalent to time 0 hpi shown in Figures 3.5 and 3.6). 
 
Finally, a comparison of the relative quantification of E1A mRNA synthesis at the different postinfection 
times assessed for the three wavelength ranges investigated is shown in Figure 3.14.  Differently to DNA 
replication and hexon mRNA synthesis, the inhibition levels of E1A mRNA synthesis attained by 
increasing fluences in general did not significantly change at times investigated prior to 48 hpi, suggesting 
that genome repair might be happening predominantly after E1A mRNA transcription takes place (likely 
during DNA replication).  As a whole, these observations suggest that different parts of the genome might 
have different sensitivities to damage induced by UV light at a particular wavelength range and that such 
damage might not be equally repaired in all regions of the genome that are affected.  DNA damage repair 
during cell culture infectivity assays has been suggested as a possible explanation of the different 
adenovirus inactivation effectiveness of LP UV and MP UV light (Shin et al., 2009; Eischeid et al., 
2009).  Reports that quantum yields of the reduction in viral infectivity for double-stranded nucleic acid 
viruses are an order of magnitude lower compared to quantum yields for the formation of UV 
photoproducts of pyrimidines support the occurrence of repair in host cells (Rauth, 1965).  Single and/or 
double-strand breaks and DNA–DNA cross-links can also happen but they are about 1000 times less 
likely to occur compared to pyrimidine dimers (USEPA, 2006).  UV absorption of nucleotides is 
predominant at intermediate wavelengths, while proteins dominate the absorbance of UV light at 
wavelength below and above this intermediate range (Bolton and Cotton, 2008) (see Figure 3.2 showing 
intermediate range at 243–285 nm).  This is consistent with our results at UV254 and UV280 having 
pronounced delays in genome replication and hexon mRNA synthesis.  Different sensitivities of viruses to 
UV light have been attributed to differences in viral protein sensitivity and the fact that photons absorbed 
at different wavelengths in the germicidal range does not have the same inactivation quantum yield 
(Rauth, 1965).  Mattle et al., (2015) discussed the inactivation quantum yield by sunlight (290–320 nm) 
for HAdV-2, indicating that although the adenovirus genome readily absorbs light in the UVB range, the 
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low inactivation quantum yield from UV exposure could be possible given that adenovirus could repair 
UV-induced genome damage inside the host.  Our results provide valuable insight on genome repair 
taking place after UV exposure to different UV wavelengths, and this aspect should be further 
investigated in future studies. 
 
3.3.6 Mechanistic Considerations 
Collectively, the data obtained in this study suggest that different molecular mechanisms are involved in 
the HAdV-2 inactivation levels achieved by the different UV wavelength ranges analyzed. 
UV224 disinfection did not inhibit HAdV-2-host cell binding and had the lowest effect on the integrity of 
the viral genome among the three wavelength ranges analyzed but hampered viral gene transcription and 
viral genome replication.  In addition, assays using EMA suggested that UV224 modified the viral capsid 
(see Figure 3.3).  UV224 treatment of adenovirus resulted in conformational changes in the virus capsid 
that do not preclude binding to the host cell but prevent one of the subsequent steps of the infection cycle 
such as internalization to the cytoplasm, endosomal release, or genome translocation into the host cell 
nucleus.  The adenovirus capsid is primarily formed by three major capsid proteins (hexon, fiber, and 
penton base) and several internal proteins (e.g., proteins VI and VII).  One possibility is that during 
UV224 treatment, the penton base gets disrupted, thus blocking internalization of the attached virus.  After 
the high-affinity binding of the fiber knob with CAR, RGD loop domains of penton base subunits 
associate with αν integrins on the host cell with 50-fold lower affinity than the interaction of fiber with 
CAR to promote endocytosis (Berk, 2013).  Exposure to UV224 may further inhibit a successful 
interaction at this step if penton base is affected. Beck et al., (2018) indicated that a fluence of 38 
mJ/cm2 emitted at 220 nm reduced adenoviral penton and hexon protein quantities to ∼31 and ∼33%, 
respectively, of the original amounts.  The authors also detected indication of protein aggregation with 
increasing fluence at this wavelength.  Their results support the hypothesis that UV224 treatment might be 
predominantly disrupting the ability of the bound viruses to promote endocytosis and internalize into the 
host or that, if successfully internalized, it might not be able to release from the endosome due to 
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disruption of the capsid.  Finally, if the virus reaches the nucleus, import of the genome might be 
inhibited due to disruption of protein VII as it mediates DNA import through the nuclear pore complex 
(Berk, 2013; Kremer and Nemerow, 2015).  Inhibition of the virus replication cycle steps post binding 
and prior to early gene transcription should be assessed in future research to determine what viral protein 
modifications induced by UV224 rendered adenovirus noninfectious. 
 
UV254 treatment of viruses also allowed virus–host cell binding, but it disrupted the viral genome to a 
greater extent than UV224 (Figure 3.4).  The results from the EMA assay indicated that UV254 did not 
cause modifications to the viral capsid that would allow EMA permeation (Figure 3.3).  This is consistent 
with the observations reported by Bosshard et al., (2013) in which UV254 did not cause degradation to 
structural proteins (hexon, fiber, and penton base) of HAdV-2.  UV254 also hindered early E1A mRNA 
synthesis but not to the same level as the decrease in viral infectivity, as was the case with UV224.  For 
UV254 the inhibition of early gene transcription may be dominated by UV-induced mutations to the 
template E1A gene.  It is possible that the UV254-treated virus could translocate its mutated genome into 
the cell nucleus, and E1A mRNA transcription was inhibited proportionally to the level of UV-induced 
damage to the complete E1A gene region.  Likely, the viral DNA was replicated depending on the level of 
mutations caused to the whole genome.  Consequently, genome replication appeared to be the limiting 
step that ultimately produced the reduction in infectivity assessed by plaque assay after irradiation with 
UV254.  Adenovirus may be able to repair UV-induced damage to its genome using host cell repair 
mechanisms such as the nucleotide excision-repair process (Beck et al., 2014; Eischeid et al., 2009; Guo 
et al., 2010).  Specifics about the effect of viral genome repair mechanisms and their repercussions in the 
viral replication cycle inhibitions require future exploration. 
 
Finally, UV280 did not seem to inhibit viral binding association with the host cell either and showed 
capacity higher than that of UV254 to disrupt mRNA transcription under similar applied fluences. 
UV280 disrupted early mRNA synthesis to a greater extent than UV254, as indicated by the steeper linear 
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regression slope of the E1A mRNA synthesis plot for UV280 (slope UV280 = −0.027, slope UV254 = 
−0.016) in Figure 3.10.  Similar to UV254, UV280 did not seem to be greatly affecting structural proteins, 
as indicated by the EMA results (Figure 3.3).  However, UV280 was the most effective among the 3 
wavelength ranges analyzed in blocking qPCR amplification of the 1.1-kb amplicon used (Figure 3.4).   
This suggests that the more effective HAdV-2 inactivation by UV280 (compared to UV254) is likely 
dominated by a more effective induction of mutations on the viral genome (perhaps to DNA regions 
associated with core proteins) rather than modifications to structural proteins.  Three amino acids 
(tryptophan, tyrosine, and phenylalanine) that regularly constitute proteins have UV absorption peaks at 
280 nm, and although this peak is smaller relative to that for UV absorption of DNA, its presence may be 
contributing to the enhanced effectiveness that UV280showed compared to UV254 (Bolton and Cotton, 
2008).  Further research is needed to elucidate if damage to a specific core protein or DNA–protein 
complex region contributes in the viral inactivation effect observed by UV280. 
 
3.3.7 Practical Implications 
Some of the techniques utilized in this work allowed a relatively fast determination of virus inactivation 
levels attained by UV irradiation.  For all 3 wavelengths, results for genome replication experiments by 
48 hpi matched the decrease in virus infectivity achieved by each applied fluence when infectivity was 
assessed by plaque assay (which required 10 days to be completed).  This convenient aspect could help 
inspect the effectiveness of water disinfection approaches more rapidly when using adenovirus as the 
target pathogen for monitoring virus inactivation by UV light. 
 
The results from this study also contribute to a better understanding of the mechanisms by which UV 
irradiation emitted at different wavelengths renders HAdV-2 noninfectious.  A complete understanding of 
this phenomenon will allow the development of more effective and efficient water disinfection strategies 
that incorporate UV technologies as well as rapid methods for detection and monitoring of pathogens in 
drinking water.  In addition, our results confirmed better capacity of the 260–280 nm wavelength range, 
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UV270 being the most effective (Figure 3.1), to inactivate HAdV-2 compared to UV254, making it an 
attractive alternative to be further explored to control viruses in drinking water.  This work provided 
insightful information toward a better understanding of the mechanisms by which different regions of the 
MP UV spectrum inactivate human adenovirus during water disinfection. 
 
3.4 Supporting Information  
Text S1.  Virus Propagation and Viability Assessment 
Human lung A549 carcinoma cells (CCL-185) obtained from the American Type Culture Collection 
(Manassas, VA) were used for adenovirus propagation and viability assessment with a soft agar overlay 
plaque assay.  Cell culture growth, virus propagation, and viability assessment assays were performed 
following previously reported protocols (Sirikanchana et al., 2008; Page et al., 2010; Gall et al., 2015). 
Briefly, A549 cell monolayers were propagated in T175 flasks using a nutrient media containing modified 
Ham’s F12K growth media supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 0.25 μg/mL amphotericin 
B, 100 units/mL penicillin, and 10 μg/mL streptomycin (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO).  The cell 
monolayers were incubated at 37 °C in a 5% CO2 incubator until used for virus propagation or harvested 
to prepare T-25 or 6-well plates to perform HAdV-2 viability assessment by plaque assay.  Viruses were 
propagated by inoculating cell monolayers in T-175 flasks with previously purified virus stock and 
incubated until cytopathic effect was observed.  Viral release was induced by three freeze-thaw cycles. 
The suspension containing the lysed cells was centrifuged at 2000 rpm for 15 min and the supernatant 
was removed and passed through a 0.22 µm microfilter to remove large cellular debris.  Concentration 
and purification of the virus was done through several washes with 1mM carbonate buffer solution (CBS) 
using a 300 kDa ultrafiltration membrane in an Amicon stirred cell.  The concentrated virus stock was 
aliquoted and stored at -80 °C.  Virus titer was determined by plaque assay using a nutrient mixture and 
soft agar overlay on A549 cell monolayers.  Plaque formation was observed and quantified from 6 to 10 




Text S2.  Amplicon Integrity 
To assess genome damage after UV light treatment, viral DNA was extracted from UV-treated and 
untreated samples following the DNA extraction protocol from the DNeasy Blood & Tissue Kit (Qiagen, 
Valencia, CA).  Primers designed to amplify different regions of the adenovirus genome were used to 
assess if such regions were amplifiable by qPCR after UV light exposure. The primer sets used can be 
found in Table 3.1 and were used after previous studies (Rodriguez et al., 2013; Gall et al., 2015).   
 
The regions selected for analysis correspond to three viral DNA fragments, two of them 0.1-kilobase (kb) 
pairs long, and a third one 1.1-kb long.  The first DNA fragment (106 bp) corresponds to the E1A gene 
located at the left-hand side of the adenovirus genome (nucleotides 673-778) and covers ~12.1% of the 
complete E1A gene (870 bp).  The E1A gene is the first gene transcribed during an early phase in the 
replication cycle (Berk, 2013).  The second DNA fragment (111 bp) is located within the hexon gene 
(nucleotides 19,400-19,510) covering ~3.8% of the complete hexon gene (2907 bp) which is a late gene 
that is transcribed soon after viral genome replication begins.  The hexon gene is located in the central 
part of the adenovirus genome (Berk, 2013).  The third DNA fragment amplified (1174 bp) is located in 
the central section of the genome (nucleotides 17,822-18,996) upstream of the hexon gene region.  This 
section of the viral DNA was PCR-amplified to target a larger section of the genome to compare the UV-
induced effect observed with the 0.1-kb E1A and hexon amplicons.  The Cq values from the qPCR or RT-
qPCR assays were used to determine relative log reductions or absolute copy numbers of each amplicon 
based on standard curves generated by amplifying 10-fold serial dilutions of DNA positive controls as 

























Reverse 20 5'-CCGCCAACATTACAGACTCG-3' 
55.0% 56.0 
Hexon 






Reverse 20 5'-CTTCGTTCCACTGAGATTCG-3' 
50.0% 53.1 
β-actin 

























forward 20 5'-CACGGAGAGATGGCTATGCG-3' 








a Tm, melting temperature, based on 50 mM NaCl. 
b Genomic position based on human adenovirus type 2 genome (NCBI accession AC_000007.1) for E1A 
and hexon, homo sapien chromosome 7 (NCBI accession NC_000007.14) for β-actin, and adenovirus 2 
genome (NCBI accession number 56160492) for long range fragment (after Rodriguez et al., 2013, and 
Gall et al., 2015). 
 
 
Text S3.  Ethidium Monoazide Bromide Exposure 
These experiments were performed following previously reported protocols (Parshionikar et al., 2010; 
Kim et al., 2011; Sangsanont et al., 2014).  Briefly, a concentration of 1µg/mL EMA was mixed with 200 
µL of UV-treated and untreated virus samples.  After an incubation time of 1 hour at 4 ᵒC in the dark, the 
samples were exposed for 5 minutes to a 650 Watt xenon lamp equipped with a filter to cut out all the 
irradiation below 400 nm.  The samples were placed on ice at a distance of 15 cm away from the lamp to 
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prevent temperature increase during visible light exposure.  Viral DNA was extracted using the DNeasy 
Blood & Tissue Kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA) and qPCR amplification was performed using the same set of 
primers used to assess amplicon integrity (Table 3.1).  The absolute number of 0.1-kb DNA fragments 
quantified by qPCR was determined using the equations from Text S5.  The ratio of amplified 0.1-kb 
DNA fragments (E1A or hexon region) present in UV-treated samples compared to those present in the 
untreated sample (E1A/E1A0, Hexon/Hexon0) was evaluated with and without exposure to EMA to detect 
the effect of EMA binding to the DNA and inhibiting amplification of the targeted genome region.  
Control conditions of EMA-exposed virus samples without exposure to visible light, and virus samples 
exposed to visible light only were performed for all wavelengths and fluences investigated to assess if 
EMA or visible light by itself would have any effect on the disruption of the DNA amplification.  No 
effect was observed on these control conditions (data not shown).  
 
Text S4.  Genome Replication in Host Cells and mRNA Transcription 
HAdV-2 genomic DNA replication and mRNA transcription was performed following the protocols 
reported by Gall et al., (2015).  Total DNA or RNA was extracted from A549 cells inoculated with 
viruses at different hours post-infection (hpi).  The number of gene copies at each post-infection time was 
analyzed by qPCR, using primer sets previously designed (Gall et al., 2015), and quantified using the 
equations described in Text S5. 
 
A confluent monolayer of A549 cells in T-25 flasks were placed at 4 ᵒC for 60 min with media lacking 
fetal bovine serum (FBS).  After this time, UV-treated and untreated viruses were allowed to bind to the 
host cell monolayer for 90 min at 4 ᵒC with constant rocking.  Then, the inocula was removed and the 
monolayers were washed twice with 1 mL of ice-cold phosphate buffer saline (PBS) to remove unbound 
viruses.  Cells were dislodged using 0.25% trypsin and the enzymatic activity of trypsin was quenched 
using media with FBS.  Detached cells were centrifuged at 300 x g for 5 min and supernatants were 
removed.  Cell pellets were re-suspended in 180 µL of molecular biology grade water and 20 µL of 10x 
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PBS.  DNA was extracted using the DNeasy Blood & Tissue Kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA) following the 
protocol provided by the manufacturer.  Total DNA from A549 cells with bound viruses was extracted at 
0, 4, 12, 24, 36, and 48 hours p.i.  The number of gene copies at each time point was quantified by qPCR, 
using the primer sets and protocols previously reported (Gall et al., 2015). Additionally, a primer set to 
amplify β-actin, a housekeeping gene of the host cell, was included to use as a normalizer (Table 3.1).   
 
Total RNA was extracted from A549 cells inoculated with UV-treated and untreated virus at 4, 12, 24, 36 
and 48 hours post-infection.  RNA was extracted using the RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA) 
following the manufacturers’ procedure and homogenized using QIAshredder spin columns.  20 µL of 
extracted RNA were digested with 2.5 µL of RNase-free DNase I stock solution to remove any 
contaminating DNA, and cleaned RNA samples were stored at -80 ᵒC until they were processed into 
cDNA.  Purified RNA was quantified using NanoDrop spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific, 
Wilmington, DE) and 0.5 µg of total RNA from each sample was reverse transcribed into cDNA 
following the described protocol by Gall et al., (2015).  cDNA was synthesized by PCR, and final 
samples were kept at 4 ᵒC until they were analyzed by qPCR.  
 
Text S5.  PCR Data Analysis 
For analysis of data generated from qPCR and RT-qPCR assays, relative and absolute quantification was 
used based on values obtained for the quantification cycle, Cq, as has been previously described 
(Rodriguez et al., 2013; Gall et al., 2015).   
 
Relative quantification 
The relative expression level from infected cells, R, was determined using the ΔΔCq method with the 
following equation:  
𝑅 = 2−∆∆𝐶𝑞 = 2−(∆𝐶𝑞,sample−∆𝐶𝑞,calibrator) 
where the values ΔCq are obtained as ΔCq = (Cq, N - Cq,β-actin). 
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Being “N” succeeding UV-treated samples (N1, N2, N3 … etc.) or the untreated sample (N0).  For each 
analysis, the calibrator was the untreated virus sample (N0).  In this way for UV-treated sample 1:  
ΔCq sample 1 = (Cq, N1 - Cq,β-actin),  and ΔCq, calibrator = (Cq, N0 - Cq,β-actin). 
The relative expression level, R, is represented as E1A/E1A0 or Hexon/Hexon0 for the relative quantity of 
DNA or mRNA for each gene fragment. 
The log reduction of the 1.1-kb fragment was calculated by subtracting the log10 copies of the control 
sample (not exposed to UV light) to the log10 copies of UV-treated samples. 
 
Absolute quantification 
For absolute quantification, a standard curve generated from dilutions of purified PCR amplicons from 
each primer set was used to correlate Cq values to log-copies.  The following equations were used to 
calculate the number of copies in a sample for each primer set: 
E1A: log10(number of copies)= -(0.2869×Cq)+10.4533 (r
2=0.9980) 
Hexon: log10(number of copies)= -(0.2718×Cq)+10.3289 (r
2=0.9972) 
β-actin: log10(number of copies)= -(0.2699×Cq)+10.3617 (r
2=0.9989) 
1.1-kb: log10(number of copies)= -(0.3060×Cq)+14.7854 (r
2=0.9992) 
 
Utilizing a housekeeping gene is standard practice in qPCR when determining the relative quantity of a 
gene. To be used as a normalizer in the ΔΔCq method, the housekeeping gene must be expressed at 
consistent levels throughout the viral infection.  With this approach we normalize the increase in HAdV 
gene expression to a stable housekeeping gene present in the host cells.  Through this normalization we 
are comparing treated to untreated viral samples (as well as the changing viral gene expression) to a stable 
gene expression (housekeeping gene) in the host cells (Livak and Schmittgen, 2001; Schmittgen et al., 
2000; Winer et al., 1999).  We used β-actin as a reference gene because of its constant and abundant 
expression (Livak and Schmittgen, 2001; Morse et al., 2005; Bas et al., 2004).  The advantages of this 
method are the reliability and the reproducibility of results.  
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Text S6.  Action Spectrum  
The relative sensitivity of a microorganism to UV light emitted at different wavelengths is known as the 
inactivation action spectrum (Bolton and Cotton, 2008).  For polychromatic sources it is important to take 
into account the relative germicidal effectiveness of UV light at different wavelengths and this is done by 
comparison with a reference wavelength.  Usually a germicidal factor of 1 is assigned to UV emitted at 
254 nm and it is used as the reference for other wavelengths.   
 
For many microorganisms the action spectrum is not known, for this reason it is common practice to use 
the absorption spectrum of DNA as the germicidal factor to calculate the germicidal fluence from a 
polychromatic UV light (Bolton and Cotton, 2008).  From the linear regression analysis for each 
inactivation curve presented in Figure 3.1, a kinetic constant was obtained and used to determine the 
spectral sensitivity of adenovirus relative to its inactivation at 254 nm.  The action spectrum obtained in 
this work is shown in Figure 3.16.  The spectrum showed that below 240 nm adenovirus is highly 
sensitive to UV light and its sensitivity increases as the wavelength decreases.  Above 240 nm a relative 
peak was observed at ~270 nm.  The enhanced effectiveness of MP UV light compared to LP UV is 
considered to be due to the effect of the wavelengths below 240 nm which seem to affect other 
components different to the viral genome (Beck et al., 2014). 
 
The obtained action spectrum was compared to that previously reported by Beck et al., (2014) and in 
general both spectrums are consistent (Figure 3.17).  For the wavelengths below 240 nm the spectrum 
from this work displays a relative sensitivity slightly lower compared to that reported by Beck et al., 
(2014).  This difference can be due to the difference in UV sources utilized (narrow polychromatic 
emissions used in this work compared with the monochromatic emission from the tunable laser used by 
Beck et al., 2014), which can influence the relative sensitivities obtained.  Still, both action spectrums are 




Inactivation by the Full Spectrum of MP UV light 
There is certain variability in the literature regarding the fluences required for a 4-log (99.99%) 
adenovirus inactivation using a MP UV source.  Reported applied fluences range from ~25 to ~90 mJ/cm2 
(~40 mJ/cm2, Linden et al., 2007; ~25 mJ/cm2, Eischeid et al., 2009; ~60 mJ/cm2, Shin et al., 2009; ~80 
mJ/cm2, Linden et al., 2009; 86 mJ/cm2, Rochelle et al., 2010; ~50 mJ/cm2, Rodriguez et al., 2013).    
 
The different fluences reported in the literature can be due to variability in the methodology followed for 
determination of the average germicidal irradiance, as well as inherent differences in the virus stocks used 
and cell culture conditions employed for viability assessment.  In this work a fluence of ~80 mJ/cm2 of 
MP UV light was required to reach a 4-log reduction of adenovirus infectivity.  This value was 
determined using the spectral irradiance of the MP UV lamp as the weighting function in the average 
fluence rate calculations.  When using a polychromatic UV source, such as a MP UV lamp, weighting the 
average germicidal fluence using the UV absorption spectrum of nucleic acid is common practice in the 
water treatment industry (Bolton and Cotton, 2008).  When the fluence was calculated using the 
absorption of DNA as the weighting factor, the fluence value for a 4-log adenovirus inactivation switched 
from ~80 to ~60 mJ/cm2.   
 
When the fluence was calculated using the action spectrum obtained in this work the value for a 4-log 
inactivation went to 169 mJ/cm2, which is very similar to the required fluence for a 4-log adenovirus 
inactivation by LP UV light obtained in this work (164 mJ/cm2).  The inactivation kinetics of human 
adenovirus (HAdV) from exposure to LP UV have been characterized in the literature with reporting 
fluences needed to reach 4-log inactivation typically in the 160-180 mJ/cm2 range (Malayeri et al., 2016).   
 
Figure 3.18 shows the comparison of the adenovirus inactivation kinetics obtained by LP UV and that for 
MP UV calculated using 3 different weighting functions; 1) UV absorption of DNA, 2) the spectral 




As shown in Figure 3.18, the kinetics from the LP UV and MP UV weighted by action spectrum are very 
similar; the linear regressions between these two data sets were not significantly different (ANCOVA, 
P > 0.05).  These results confirm that the action spectrum obtained in this work is accurate.  This analysis 
corroborated that, for adenovirus, using the absorption spectrum of DNA as the weighting function in the 
fluence calculations does not accurately account for its sensitivity to UV light at the wavelengths below 
240 nm.  When the relative effectiveness of different wavelengths provided by a polychromatic UV 
source are adequately accounted for, its inactivation response should be similar to the response of the 
reference wavelength (UV254) (Beck et al., 2014).  Ideally, the action spectrum of the target 
microorganisms for validation of UV systems should be used as the weighting factor for accurate fluence 






Figure 3.1.  Top plot: Polychromatic MP UV spectrum and spectral irradiance of the different 
wavelength ranges provided by bandpass filters with peak UV emission from 218 to 297 nm. Bottom plot: 
Human adenovirus type 2 (HAdV-2) inactivation assessed by infectivity assay in A549 cells after 












































































Figure 3.2.  (A) Spectra of the MP UV light and each of the three non-overlapping range of wavelengths 
analyzed.  (B) HAdV-2 inactivation assessed by infectivity assay in A549 cells after exposure to UV224, 
UV254, and UV280.  (C) UV absorption spectra of HAdV-2 and dsDNA, and a qualitative HAdV-2 protein. 
HAdV particles are 13% DNA and 87% protein (Berk, 2013). 
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Figure 3.3.  Relative combined average ratios of E1A and hexon DNA copy numbers (0.1-kb/0.1-kb0) 
after increasing applied fluences of UV224, UV254 and UV280.  The plots noted as “DNA + EMA” were 
obtained from UV-treated virus samples that were subsequently exposed to EMA.  Viral DNA was 
extracted from purified virions immediately after exposure to UV irradiation, or after UV irradiation 
followed by EMA exposure.  No cell infection took place in these sets of experiments.  The E1A and 
hexon DNA copy numbers from UV-treated virus samples exposed and unexposed to EMA were 














































Figure 3.4.  Decrease in amplification by qPCR of a 1.1-kb viral DNA fragment after increasing exposure 
to UV224, UV254, and UV280.  No cell infection took place in these sets of experiments. Error bars represent 
standard deviation of the mean.  The white symbols for UV224 represent data points that were not included 
in statistical analysis due to indications of tailing.  ANCOVA determined that the linear regressions of 
UV224 (k=0.017 cm
2/mJ, R2=0.916) and UV254 (k=0.021 cm
2/mJ, R2=0.988) were not significantly 
different (P > 0.05).  The linear regression of UV254 and UV280 (k=0.029 cm
2/mJ, R2=0.946) were 












































Figure 3.5.  Absolute quantification of adenovirus E1A DNA copies (0.1-kb long) per 100 β-actin DNA 
copies measured from 0 to 48 hours postinfection (hpi) after increasing exposure to UV224, UV254, and 







































































































































































Figure 3.6.  Absolute quantification of adenovirus Hexon DNA copies (0.1-kb long) per 100 β-actin 
DNA copies measured from 0 to 48 hours postinfection (hpi) after increasing exposure to UV224, UV254, 











































































































































































Figure 3.7.  Relative expression level of E1A DNA (E1A/E1A0) measured at 0 and 48 hpi (hours 
postinfection) normalized to the untreated sample is compared to the adenovirus survival ratio (N/N0) 
determined by plaque assay, where N is the number of infectious viruses at any given time and N0 the 
initial number of infectious viruses. Error bars represent the standard deviation of the mean. For each of 
the three conditions (UV224, UV254, and UV280), the linear regression slopes and intercepts of the relative 
genome replication (E1A/E1A0 DNA) at 48 hpi and the virus inactivation (N/N0) were not significantly 

























































Figure 3.8.  The relative expression level of Hexon DNA (Hexon/Hexon0) measured at 0 and 48 hours 
post-infection (hpi) normalized to the untreated sample is compared to the adenovirus survival ratio 























































Figure 3.9.  Absolute quantification of E1A mRNA copies per 0.5 µg of total RNA measured from 4 to 



























































































































































Figure 3.10.  Relative expression level of E1A mRNA synthesis (E1A/E1A0) at 48 hpi (hours 
postinfection) normalized to the untreated sample is compared to the adenovirus survival ratio (N/N0) 
determined by plaque assay after exposure to UV224, UV254, and UV280. Error bars represent the standard 
deviation of the mean. For UV254 and UV280, the linear regression of the relative mRNA synthesis 






















































Figure 3.11.  Absolute quantification of Hexon mRNA copies per 0.5 µg of total RNA measured from 4 





































































































































































Figure 3.12.  Relative expression level of Hexon mRNA synthesis (Hexon/Hexon0) at 24, 36, and 48 hpi normalized to the untreated sample 
compared to the adenovirus survival ratio (N/N0) determined by plaque assay after exposure to UV224, UV254, and UV280. Error bars represent 













































































































Figure 3.13.  The relative expression level of E1A (top plots) and Hexon (bottom plot) amplicon replication (E1A/E1A0 DNA, and Hexon/Hexon0 
DNA) at 24, 36, and 48 hours post-infection (hpi) normalized to the untreated sample is compared to the adenovirus survival ratio (N/N0) 










































































































































































































Figure 3.14.  The relative expression level of E1A mRNA synthesis (E1A/E1A0) at 4, 12, 24, 36, and 48 hours post-infection (hpi) normalized to 
the untreated sample is compared to the adenovirus survival ratio (N/N0) determined by plaque assay after exposure to UV224, UV254 and UV280.  















































































































Figure 3.15.  Summary of the HAdV-2 replication cycle inhibitions from exposure to UV224, UV254 and 









































Figure 3.16.  Human adenovirus type 2 action spectrum determined by inactivation after exposure to 
narrow bands of UV light within the range of 200-300 nm isolated with bandpass filters. 
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Figure 3.17.  Human adenovirus type 2 action spectrum determined in this study compared with a 
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Figure 3.18.  Comparison of HAdV-2 inactivation kinetics from exposure to LP UV and MP UV light.  
The different kinetics displayed from MP UV were obtained by using DNA absorption, spectral 
irradiance, or action spectrum as the weighting function in the fluence calculations.  The linear regression 
between the relative reduction in viral infectivity caused by LP UV and that from MP UV weighted by the 
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CHAPTER 4: SEQUENTIAL APPLICATION OF POLYCHROMATIC ULTRAVIOLET LIGHT 
TO INACTIVATE HUMAN ADENOVIRUS 
 
4.1 Introduction 
Human adenovirus is of relevance in the study of water disinfection due to its high resistance to UV light 
inactivation relative to other waterborne pathogens (Eischeid et al., 2009).  The USEPA has established a 
fluence of 186 mJ/cm2 required to inactivate 99.99 % of waterborne viruses based on adenovirus 
inactivation by monochromatic low-pressure (LP) UV light (USEPA, 2006).  Polychromatic medium-
pressure (MP) UV light has been reported more effective than LP UV to inactivate adenovirus (Linden et 
al., 2007; Linden et al., 2009; Eischeid et al., 2009; Shin et al., 2009).  
 
As described in Chapter 3, UV light emitted by a polychromatic MP UV source at different wavelengths 
inhibits various HAdV-2 replication cycle events to different extents.  This suggests the involvement of 
diverse inactivation mechanisms that are driven by the damage inflicted on different targets of the virus 
during MP UV light disinfection.  Polychromatic MP UV light has been shown to be more effective than 
monochromatic LP UV light at damaging some viral proteins (Eischeid and Linden, 2011).  The enhanced 
inactivation of adenovirus by MP UV light seems to be the result of damage to viral components other 
than its nucleic acid (Beck et al., 2014).  Therefore, tailored UV systems could be designed incorporating 
UV light at wavelengths that are highly absorbed by nucleic acids (250-280 nm) and those where 
absorption of polypeptides is dominant (220-230 nm) (Beck et al., 2014; Beck et al., 2015; Beck et al., 
2017).  Since different wavelengths may affect predominantly different targets in the genome or viral 
proteins perhaps a certain combination of wavelengths might result in an enhanced inactivating effect for 
particular waterborne pathogens.   
 
In this work the sequential application of polychromatic UV light from three different regions of the 




adenovirus type 2 (HAdV-2).  This work was done using a MP UV lamp and bandpass filters with peak 
transmittance at 224, 254, and 280 nm.  The reduction in viral genome replication at 48 hours 
postinfection (hpi) assessed by qPCR was utilized to determine the levels of inactivation achieved by each 
sequential combination of wavelengths.   
 
4.2 Materials and Methods 
4.2.1 UV Irradiation Experiments 
The inactivation experiments were performed using a 1-kW Rayox collimated UV system operating with 
a polychromatic MP UV lamp (A300014, Calgon Carbon Co., Pittsburgh, PA).  Bandpass filters with a 
bandwidth of about 10 nm at half of the maximum peak transmittance at 224, 254, and 280 nm (Andover 
Corporation, Salem, NH) were used to isolate specific regions from the full MP UV radiation spectrum.  
The presence of synergy by the sequential combination of the narrow band ranges provided with the 
bandpass filters was determined by comparison to the inactivation attained by each independent 
wavelength range as a control.  The details on the fluence calculations were described in section 3.2.1 of 
Chapter 3.  For the sequential application of UV254 and UV280 the fluence was determined using 
absorption of DNA as the weighting function in order to better discern the presence of synergistic effects 
by such combination.  
 
4.2.2 Virus Propagation and Viability Assessment 
Human lung A549 carcinoma cells (CCL-185) obtained from the American Type Culture Collection 
(Manassas, VA) were used for adenovirus propagation and viability assessment with a soft agar overlay 
plaque assay.  Cell culture growth, virus propagation, and viability assays were performed following 
previously reported protocols (Sirikanchana et al., 2008; Page et al., 2010; Gall et al., 2015).  Additional 






4.2.3 Viral Genome Replication in Host Cells  
HAdV-2 genome replication was quantified using previously reported protocols (Gall et al., 2015).  
Details are provided in section 3.2.5 of Chapter 3.  Briefly, total DNA was extracted at 48 hours 
postinfection from A549 cellular monolayers that were inoculated with untreated and UV-treated HAdV-
2.  The number of E1A gene copies present at the time of DNA extraction was assessed by qPCR 
amplification, using primer sets listed in Table 3.1 of Chapter 3, and quantified using the standard curves 
presented in section 3.4 (Text S5) of Chapter 3.  
 
4.2.4 qPCR Data Analysis and Statistical Analysis 
Quantification cycle (Cq) values obtained from the qPCR assays were used to determine the relative 
decrease in DNA replication as described in section 3.2.6 of Chapter 3 (see also Text S5 of section 3.4).  
Analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was used to compare the linear regression slopes between relative 
decrease in genome replication observed in the sequential experiments compared to their reference 
independent wavelength control in order to determine if they were statistically similar (P > 0.05), or a 
synergistic effect was observed.   
 
4.3 Results and Discussion 
The sequential application of narrow polychromatic UV light with peak emissions at 224, 254 and 280 
nm was evaluated using the following combinations: UV224 followed by UV254 (UV224+UV254), UV224 
followed by UV280 (UV224+UV280), and UV254 followed by UV280 (UV254+UV280).  Each combination was 
also assessed in the reverse order.  The results discussed in Chapter 3 indicated that for UV inactivation of 
HAdV-2 the reduction in viral infectivity and the inhibition of genome replication by 48 hours 
postinfection (hpi) was statistically similar (ANCOVA, P > 0.05).  Thus, the log reduction of viable 
adenovirus provided by each combination of wavelengths was assessed by the disruption of E1A gene 
replication at 48 hpi.  Nonetheless, the levels of inactivation of some of the combinations were assessed 




replication disruption at 48 hpi (Figure 4.1).  These results corroborated that the assay to evaluate genome 
replication inhibition using qPCR quantification of the E1A gene amplicon can be used to determine the 
decrease in viral infectivity assessed by plaque assay produced by the UV treatment. 
Figure 4.2 displays the log reduction of viral E1A DNA replication at 48 hpi from sequential exposure to 
UV224 followed by UV254 (UV224+UV254) and UV254 followed by UV224 (UV254+UV224).  The reduction in 
E1A DNA replication provided by the independent application of each individual wavelength are 
included in the plot as controls for comparison.  Figure 4.2 shows that in the sequential experiments when 
the exposure to the second wavelength range started the slope of the reduction in E1A gene replication 
shifted and followed the log reduction displayed by the second wavelength applied independently.  The 
slope of the linear regression from each of the two distinct sections of the sequential experiment was not 
significantly different (ANCOVA, P > 0.05) to the slope of their corresponding control (independent 
wavelength without prior UV exposure).  These results suggest that there is no synergy obtained by the 
sequential application of UV224 and UV254.  Pretreatment with either wavelength did not change the 
inactivation rate of the subsequent exposure.  The data implies that the final level of inactivation achieved 
in the sequential UV tests is the summation of the individual contributions of each wavelength range 
during the complete duration of the experiment. 
 
Figure 4.3 shows the results for the sequential exposure to UV224 and UV280.  Similarly to the results from 
the sequential combination of UV224 and UV254, there was no explicit synergy observed with the 
combination of these two wavelengths.  The slope of the linear regression from each of the two sections 
of the sequential experiment was not significantly different (ANCOVA, P > 0.05) to the slope of their 
corresponding control (no prior UV exposure to the other wavelength).  This again, suggests an additive 
effect of the individual contributions of both wavelength ranges. 
 
Finally, Figure 4.4 shows the results for the combination of UV254 and UV280.  A clear trend was difficult 




when the spectral irradiance was used as the weighting function to calculate the average fluence rate in 
the water (see Figure 3.2).  In this particular case the fluence displayed in Figure 4.4 was calculated using 
absorption of DNA as the weighting function in order to better observe the change in slopes from the 
sequential exposure experiments.  Consistent with the two previous combinations, the final level of virus 
inactivation was the result from the individual contributions of both wavelength ranges.   
 
The results obtained in this work indicate that there does not seem to be synergy among any combination 
of the wavelengths tested, which suggests that the effects of different wavelength ranges on the virus are 
independent from each other.  This would imply that the virus inactivation by MP UV light (200-300 nm) 
is the addition of the individual effects from the wavelengths in the range covered during a given 
exposure time.  This phenomenon is consistent with the second law of photochemistry (Stark-Einstein 
Law) which indicates a 1:1 correspondence between absorbed photons and yield of physical or chemical 
events (Bolton et al., 2015).  The Stark-Einstein Law implies that photochemical events are independent 
of each other and therefore the extent of photochemical reaction is directly proportional to the total 
number of absorbed photons of all wavelengths (Bolton et al., 2015).   
 
A recently published work assessed synergistic effects by the simultaneous application of polychromatic 
UV light with peak emissions at 260 and 280 nm using UV-C LEDs (Beck et al., 2017).  Consistent to the 
results from this work, no synergy was observed by the 260|280 combination compared to the sum of 
their individual effects acting separately to inactivate HAdV-2 (Beck et al., 2017).  The results from this 
work complement what was reported by Beck et al., 2017 indicating that the dual combination of different 
wavelength ranges in either configuration, simultaneous or sequential, does not provide synergism to 
inactivate HAdV-2.  Collectively these data suggest that the inactivation obtained by the full spectrum of 
a polychromatic MP UV light is predominantly the result of the additive contributions from all the 








Figure 4.1.  Comparison of HAdV-2 inactivation assessed by the relative reduction in the expression 
level of E1A DNA measured at 48 hours postinfection (hpi) normalized to the untreated sample 
(E1A/E1A0), and the decrease in viral infectivity assessed by plaque assay (N/N0) in A549 cells.  The plot 
includes the experiments for the sequential application of UV224 followed by UV254 (224+254), and UV280 
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Figure 4.2.  HAdV-2 inactivation assessed by the relative reduction in the expression level of E1A DNA 
(E1A/E1A0) measured at 48 hours postinfection (hpi) normalized to the untreated sample.  For the 
sequential experiments (UV224+UV254, and UV254+UV224) the linear regression slopes of the relative 
decrease in genome replication of each section was not significantly different (ANCOVA, P > 0.05) to the 





































Figure 4.3.  HAdV-2 inactivation assessed by the relative reduction in the expression level of E1A DNA 
(E1A/E1A0) measured at 48 hours postinfection (hpi) normalized to the untreated sample.  For the 
sequential experiments (UV224+UV280, and UV280+UV224) the linear regression slope of the relative 
decrease in genome replication of each section was not significantly different (ANCOVA, P > 0.05) to the 





































Figure 4.4.  HAdV-2 inactivation assessed by the relative reduction in the expression level of E1A DNA 
(E1A/E1A0) measured at 48 hours postinfection (hpi) normalized to the untreated sample.  For the 
sequential experiments (UV254+UV280, and UV280+UV254) the linear regression slope of the relative 
decrease in genome replication of each section was not significantly different (ANCOVA, P > 0.05) to the 
slope of their corresponding independent wavelength without prior UV exposure.  Fluences displayed 
were determined using UV absorption of DNA as the weighting function to calculate the average fluence 
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CHAPTER 5: SIMULTANEOUS APPLICATION OF MONOCHROMATIC LOW-PRESSURE 




5.1 Introduction  
Concern about adverse health effects of regulated disinfection by-products (DBPs) formed during water 
chlorination has driven the increased application of chloramines as secondary disinfectant since they 
formed fewer regulated DBPs (Gall et al., 2016).  The USEPA (2016) indicates that more than 20% of 
Americans use drinking water treated with chloramines.  However, chloramine has been shown to be 
significantly less effective than free chlorine to inactivate different microorganisms (Ballester and Malley, 
2004; Gall et al., 2015; Gall et al., 2016).  In addition, stringent regulations about DBP formation has 
caused the rise in utilization of alternative disinfection technologies like ultraviolet (UV) light that do not 
seem to produce known DBPs at the fluences commonly applied (USEPA, 2006).  However, one of the 
main challenges with the implementation of UV light disinfection technologies is the lack of residual 
disinfectant in the treated water.  A majority of the water supply systems in the US is required to provide 
a residual disinfectant in the distribution line to ensure safe drinking water reaching the households, and 
to prevent biofilm formation (Shin and Lee, 2010).  Human adenovirus (HAdV) is known as the least 
susceptible virus to monochloramine inactivation and there is not a good understanding of the mechanism 
by which monochloramine renders adenovirus non-infectious (Gall et al., 2016).  Also, human adenovirus 
is highly resistant to monochromatic low-pressure (LP) UV light inactivation and this aspect has 
determined the UV disinfection requirements in the current regulations (USEPA, 2006).  Most waterborne 
pathogens of concern require 4 to 5 times lower fluences (UV doses) to reach a 4-log inactivation 
compared to that needed for human adenovirus (Malayeri et al., 2016).  It has been suggested that human 
adenovirus could be used as a viral indicator for fecal contamination due to its prevalence in water 
sources and public health implications (Rattanakul et al., 2015). 
______________________________ 
♫ Adapted from Vazquez-Bravo, B.; Gonçalves, K.; Shisler, J. L.; Mariñas, B. J., Adenovirus Inactivation 





Although UV light and monochloramine are increasingly used in water treatment systems globally the 
available literature investigating potential synergism combining both disinfectants to inactivate human 
adenovirus is limited.  The sequential application of UV light and monochloramine to inactivate HAdV-2 
has been assessed in a few studies; however, different observations have been reported regarding potential 
presence of synergistic effects in the sequential application of these disinfectants.  Ballester and Malley 
(2004) indicated that the sequential application of monochloramine and LP UV light resulted in higher 
HAdV-2 inactivation than the expected additive result from both disinfectants acting independently under 
the same experimental conditions.  These authors also reported greater HAdV-2 inactivation when UV 
light was applied prior to monochloramine exposure, compared to the inactivation achieved when the 
disinfectants where applied in the reverse order.  The results from Ballester and Malley (2004) would 
suggest a potential synergistic effect in the sequential application of these disinfectants.  On the other 
hand, Baxter et al., (2007) reported no statistically significant difference in the inactivation rate of HAdV-
2 by monochloramine when viruses were previously exposed to UV light compared to those that did not 
received prior UV treatment.  The experiments from both of these studies were performed at pH 8 and 20-
23 ºC.   
 
In a more recent study (Shin and Lee, 2010), LP UV and medium-pressure (MP) UV light were used in 
sequential combination with monochloramine to inactivate HAdV-2.  Shin and Lee (2010) showed that 
MP UV was more effective than LP UV to inactivate adenovirus, which is consistent with other studies 
that have assessed the capacity of both UV sources to inactivate HAdV-2 (Linden et al., 2007; Eischeid et 
al., 2009; Shin et al., 2009).  Still, the inactivation provided by monochloramine was not enhanced by 
prior exposure to either MP UV or LP UV light.  The experiments of Shin and Lee (2010) were 
performed at pH 8 at 5 ºC.  
 
Due to the limited information available there is a need to further evaluate the presence of potential 




particular configuration can enhance the individual contributions of both disinfectants.  Although the 
sequential application has been previously assessed (Ballester and Malley, 2004; Baxter et al., 2007; Shin 
and Lee, 2010), to our knowledge, the simultaneous application of monochloramine and LP UV to 
inactivate human adenovirus has not been reported.   
 
The main objective of this study was to assess the presence of synergy in the simultaneous application of 
LP UV light and monochloramine to inactivate HAdV-2.  Additionally, a possible mechanism of synergy 
was investigated.  This work complemented the available data on the sequential configuration of these 
treatment techniques and helped to improve the understanding of the inactivation mechanisms by these 
disinfectants.  Furthermore, this knowledge can aid in the development of alternative disinfection 
strategies for water treatment facilities currently using both LP UV light and monochloramine as part of 
their treatment train, and also on the design of applications for developing countries scenarios where 
presence of ammonia in drinking water makes the implementation of free chlorine a challenge.  
 
5.2 Materials and Methods  
5.2.1 UV Irradiation Experiments 
UV light inactivation experiments were performed using a 1-kW Rayox collimated UV system (A300014, 
Calgon Carbon Co., Pittsburgh, PA) operating with a 15-W low-pressure (LP) UV lamp providing 
monochromatic UV light at 254 nm.  The applied fluence was determined following the recently 
published IUVA protocol for a LP UV lamp using a collimated beam system (Bolton, et al., 2015).  A 
reactor with 20 mL of 1 mM carbonate buffer solution (CBS) was dosed with HAdV-2 at concentrations 
of ~2×106 plaque forming units (PFU) per mL and irradiated by LP UV light.  Experiments were 
conducted at room temperature (23 ºC).  A recirculating water-jacketed reactor was used to maintain the 
temperature constant throughout the duration of the experiment.  Continuous stirring was provided by a 
magnetic stir bar and plate.  The fluence (UV dose) applied to HAdV-2 samples was controlled by 




5.2.2 Monochloramine Experiments 
Monochloramine disinfection experiments were performed in batch reactors containing 20 mL of 1 mM 
carbonate buffer solution (CBS) dosed with HAdV-2 at concentrations of ~2×106 plaque forming units 
(PFU) per mL.  Preformed monochloramine was prepared by mixing 50 mL of sodium hypochlorite 
solution and 50 mL of ammonium chloride solution.  Monochloramine concentration was determined 
using the N, N-diethyl-p-phenylenediamine colorimetric method.  Confirmation that monochloramine was 
the only chloramine species formed was done by measuring the absorbance from 200-400 nm using a 
UV-Vis spectrophotometer (Shimadzu, UV-2700).  At exposure times set to match those at which the LP 
UV samples were taken, virus samples were withdrawn from the monochloramine reactor and mixed with 
0.1% sodium thiosulfate to quench the monochloramine.  Residual monochloramine concentration was 
measured at the times that virus samples were taken.  Experiments were performed at pH 8.3 and 23 ºC.  
A recirculating water-jacketed reactor was used to maintain the temperature constant throughout the 
duration of the experiment.  Initial monochloramine concentration was 4 mg/L as Cl2.   
 
5.2.3 Simultaneous LP UV and Monochloramine Experiments 
The same conditions described for the monochloramine experiments in section 5.2.2 were used with the 
addition that the mixed monochloramine-virus solution was simultaneously exposed to LP UV light.  At 
exposure times set to match those at which the LP UV and monochloramine samples were taken when 
used independently, virus samples were also taken from the UV-irradiated monochloramine reactor and 
residual monochloramine was quenched with 0.1% sodium thiosulfate.  Monochloramine concentration 
was measured at the times that virus samples were taken.  The presence of synergy by the simultaneous 
application of LP UV light and monochloramine was determined by comparison with the calculated level 







5.2.4 Virus Propagation and Viability Assessment 
Human lung A549 carcinoma cells (CCL-185) obtained from the American Type Culture Collection 
(Manassas, VA) were used for adenovirus propagation and viability assessment with a soft agar overlay 
plaque assay or HAdV-2 genome amplification by qPCR from extracted DNA at 48 hours post-
synchronized infection.  Cell culture growth, virus propagation, and viability assays were performed 
following previously reported protocols (Sirikanchana et al., 2008; Page et al., 2010; Gall et al., 2015). 
 
5.2.5 Amplicon Integrity 
To assess genome damage after exposure to LP UV light, monochloramine, or their simultaneous 
application (LP UV | NH2Cl), viral DNA was extracted from treated and untreated samples following the 
extraction protocol for the DNeasy Blood & Tissue Kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA).  Primers previously 
reported to amplify different regions of the adenovirus genome (Rodriguez et al., 2013; Gall et al., 2015) 
were used to assess if such regions were amplifiable by qPCR after treatment with each condition 
evaluated.  The primer sets used can be found in Table 3.1 of Chapter 3. 
 
5.2.6 Thermal Stability Assay Coupled with Ethidium Monoazide Bromide Exposure 
Ethidium monoazide bromide (Invitrogen, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc., Waltham, MA) was used to 
analyze if the different treatment conditions assessed in this work affected the integrity of the adenovirus 
capsid.  EMA is a fluorescent nucleic acid stain that covalently binds to nucleic acids after exposure to 
visible light (Kim et al., 2011).  When EMA binds to the viral genome, the affected genome region cannot 
be amplified by qPCR.  Previous studies have shown that the disassembly behavior exhibited by purified 
adenovirus particles upon heating is very similar to the disassembly behavior exhibited during the first 
steps of viral infection (Greber et al., 1993; Wiethoff et al., 2005).  The approach used to detect the effects 
of the different treatment conditions investigated on the viral capsid integrity, as an indication of capsid 
protein transformation, was to assess the thermal stability of the capsid comparing untreated versus 




this would imply that such treatment altered the capsid proteins in a manner that destabilized the virus.  
Such mutagenesis of the capsid perhaps alters the virus’s ability to bind to the cell, internalize or properly 
disassemble within the cytoplasm.   
 
We developed a qPCR-based strategy that quantified viral genomes after virions were exposed to 
different temperatures in the presence of ethidium monoazide bromide (EMA).  If the integrity of the 
capsid was compromised, EMA would enter the virion and covalently bind to DNA to prevent PCR 
amplification of the genome.  Thus, the use of EMA coupled with a thermal stability assay can identify 
changes in capsid conformation.  Control experiments at different temperatures determined that untreated 
virions remained impermeable to EMA up until 50 ºC and that this temperature alone did not affect the 
integrity of the genome (data not shown).   If UV light, monochloramine, or the simultaneous application 
of both disinfectants makes the virions permeable to EMA at a temperature lower or higher than 50 ºC, it 
would be an indication of mutagenesis of capsid proteins induced by such treatment.  It was decided to 
perform experiments at 37 ºC as a temperature to evaluate a shift in the thermal stability of the virus post-
treatment.  This temperature was selected for being the temperature at which cell monolayers are 
incubated during the infectivity assays and is also what is considered normal human body temperature.  
For each disinfection condition the inhibition of qPCR amplification due to EMA-DNA interactions at 37 
ºC was assessed by measuring the ratio of amplified DNA fragments present in treated samples as 
compared to those present in the untreated sample.  Details of the EMA protocol, with exception of the 
incubation step at 37 ºC, are included in section 3.4 of Chapter 3 (Text S3).  
 
5.2.7 Analysis of Viral Replication Cycle Inhibition  
Inhibition at different steps of the HAdV-2 replication cycle was quantified as previously reported (Gall 
et al., 2015).  Details are provided in section 3.2.5 of Chapter 3.  Briefly, total DNA or RNA was 
extracted at 48 hours postinfection from A549 cellular monolayers that were inoculated with untreated or 




number of E1A or hexon gene copies present at the time of DNA or RNA extraction was assessed by 
qPCR amplification, using primer sets listed in Table 3.1 of Chapter 3, and quantified using the equations 
presented in section 3.4 of Chapter 3 (Text S5).  RNA samples were reverse transcribed by PCR into 
cDNA before they were analyzed by qPCR (RT-qPCR). 
 
5.2.8 qPCR Data Analysis and Statistical Analysis 
Quantification cycle (Cq) values obtained from the qPCR assays were used to determine the relative 
decrease in DNA replication or qPCR amplification as previously described (Gall et al., 2015; Rodriguez 
et al., 2013).  Analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was used to compare the linear regression slopes 
between the relative decrease in genome replication calculated by the addition of the independent 
contributions of the two disinfectants used (additive effect), and the relative decrease in genome 
replication observed in the simultaneous experiments in order to determine if they were statistically 
similar (P > 0.05), or significantly different, which would suggest presence of synergy.   
 
5.3 Results and Discussion  
5.3.1 HAdV-2 Inactivation by LP UV, NH2Cl, and simultaneous LP UV | NH2Cl 
The inactivation of HAdV-2 from exposure to low-pressure (LP) UV light, monochloramine (NH2Cl), 
and the simultaneous application of both, UV light and monochloramine (LP UV | NH2Cl) was assessed.  
All experiments were performed in carbonate buffer solution (CBS) at pH 8.3 and 23 ºC.  An initial 
concentration of monochloramine was set to 4 mg/L as Cl2 to consider the value on the regulatory limit of 
residual concentration and also be within the range that is commonly used in water treatment processes (2 
- 6 mg/L as Cl2) (Crittenden et al., 2012).  Also, this condition was selected to complement and compare 
with previously reported data that evaluated the sequential application of LP UV and NH2Cl (Ballester 





Figure 5.1 (top plot) shows the log-reduction of HAdV-2 infectivity assessed by genome replication 
inhibition at 48 hours postinfection (hpi) using a 100-bp amplicon of the E1A gene.  Figure 5.1 (top plot) 
displays the levels of adenovirus inactivation attained by each disinfectant acting independently (NH2Cl, 
and LP UV) and also in their simultaneous application (LP UV | NH2Cl).  For ease of comparison among 
treatments the horizontal axis displays the exposure time (in minutes) for each disinfectant.  The top plot 
of Figure 5.1 includes the additive effect curve that was calculated by summation of the inactivation rate 
constants obtained using the linear regression analysis for each disinfectant independently.  Figure 5.1 
(top plot) indicates that the resulting inactivation curve from the simultaneous application of LP UV light 
and monochloramine (LP UV | NH2Cl) has a faster HAdV-2 inactivation rate compared with the 
calculated additive effect (LP UV + NH2Cl).  ANCOVA determined that the linear regressions of the 
calculated additive effect plot and that from the simultaneous application of both disinfectants obtained 
experimentally were significantly different.  These results indicate that the simultaneous application of LP 
UV light and monochloramine inactivate HAdV-2 at a faster rate than the addition of their independent 
contributions, which suggests a synergistic interaction between both disinfectants.   
 
Rattanakul, et al., (2015) observed synergy in the sequential application of free chlorine followed by LP 
UV to inactivate HAdV-5, but the authors did not see this effect in the simultaneous application of both 
disinfectants.  It is possible that the fast rate at which free chlorine inactivates HAdV impeded the 
observation of synergy in the simultaneous experiments of Rattanakul et al., (2015).  The conditions used 
in this work and the slow kinetics of HAdV-2 inactivation by monochloramine allowed the observation of 
a clear synergistic effect.  By ~25 min when LP UV light was used independently a fluence of ~80 
mJ/cm2 was applied and about a 2-log reduction of HAdV-2 infectivity was reached.  This is consistent 
with previously reported data using LP UV light to inactivate HAdV-2 (Baxter et al., 2007; Shin and Lee, 
2010).  When monochloramine was present, the same fluence of ~80 mJ/cm2 reached a ~4-log HAdV-2 
inactivation, in contrast to the 2-log reduction that was obtained by LP UV independently.  By this time 




bottom plot).  In the experiments where monochloramine was not exposed to UV light, the 
monochloramine concentration decreased from 4 to ~3 mg/L by 25 min (Figure 5.1, bottom plot) but less 
than 0.5-log HAdV-2 inactivation was achieved (Figure 5.1, top plot).  Exposure to LP UV light 
decreased the monochloramine concentration at a faster rate than the decrease in the absence of UV light.  
Still, there was residual 2 mg/L of monochloramine by the time the exposure to UV light ended.  
 
5.3.2 Mechanism of Synergy 
It has been previously shown that LP UV light does affect the integrity of the adenovirus genome 
(Rodriguez et al., 2013; Beck et al., 2014).  On the other hand, monochloramine applied independently 
did not seem to affect the integrity of a 0.1-kb DNA fragment of the E1A and Hexon genes (Gall et al., 
2016).  In this work genome integrity was assessed with a 1.1-kb DNA fragment of the adenovirus 
genome using primers previously reported (Rodriguez et al., 2013).  qPCR amplification of the 1.1-kb 
HAdV-2 genome fragment was not inhibited by monochloramine during the exposure times assessed 
using an initial NH2Cl concentration of 4 mg/L as Cl2.  Simultaneous application of LP UV light and 
monochloramine did not cause greater genome disruption compared to the damaged produced by LP UV 
alone (Figure 5.2).  Therefore, it is likely that the enhanced inactivation observed with the simultaneous 
application of LP UV light and monochloramine is due to damage to viral components other than the 
genome.   
 
The HAdV-2 capsid integrity after exposure to the 3 disinfection conditions investigated (NH2Cl, LP UV, 
and LP UV | NH2Cl) was evaluated by its thermal stability in the presence of EMA.  Figure 5.3 shows the 
results obtained when the most inactivated virus samples for each condition tested (<0.5-log inactivated 
by NH2Cl, ~2-log inactivated by LP UV, and ~4-log inactivated by LP UV | NH2Cl) were exposed to 
EMA while incubated at 37 ºC.  A decrease in the qPCR amplification of viral genome would suggest a 
mutagenized capsid that resulted in a shift in the thermal stability of the virion, and allowed EMA-DNA 




to each treatment), a decrease in qPCR amplification of about 80 % of the viruses that were exposed to 
simultaneous LP UV light and monochloramine was detected.  In contrast, when each disinfectant was 
applied independently a decrease of about 10 % in qPCR amplification of the genome fragment analyzed 
was detected after the samples were incubated in the presence of EMA.   
 
The HAdV-2 capsid is formed by a set of twelve proteins that are divided into three groups: major, minor 
and core proteins (Berk, 2013).  The capsid proteins are responsible for packing, transporting, and 
delivering the viral genome into host cell nucleus, therefore, mutation of any one of these twelve proteins 
can impact the success of HAdV replication (Reddy and Nemerow, 2014).  It has been previously 
reported that monochloramine does not inhibit the ability of the virus to bind to the host cell (Gall et al., 
2016), and this research work has shown that UV254 does not inhibit this step in the replication cycle 
either (see Figures 3.7 and 3.8 of Chapter 3).  Similarly, the simultaneous application of LP UV (emitted 
at 254 nm) and monochloramine did not inhibit association of the virus with the host cell (Figure 5.4).  
Collectively, the results suggest that while each disinfectant acting independently did not cause gross 
modifications on the viral capsid during the exposure times evaluated, the simultaneous application of 
both disinfectants produced a modification in the viral capsid that did not inhibit the ability of the virus to 
associate with the host cell but perhaps disrupted virus internalization or a subsequent step in the 
replication cycle. 
 
Next, the disruption of early and late gene transcription was assessed for each condition using previously 
reported protocols (Gall et al., 2015).  The three conditions analyzed (monochloramine, LP UV light, and 
the simultaneous application of LP UV and monochloramine) inhibited hexon mRNA synthesis to the 
same extent at which DNA replication was inhibited (Figure 5.5).  In contrast, E1A mRNA transcription 
was reduced to a greater extent compared to the effect caused by LP UV independently or by 
monochloramine exposure alone (Figure 5.6).   The greater decrease in E1A mRNA synthesis observed 




the LP UV to the template E1A gene, and less number of viruses reaching/translocating their genome into 
the nucleus due to disruption of the timely-synchronized progression of the post-binding steps caused by 
conformational changes of the capsid proteins. 
 
The results for LP UV on the analysis of early and late gene transcription are consistent with the work 
described in Chapter 3 using bandpass filters to isolate polychromatic UV light emitted by a MP UV lamp 
with peak transmittance at 254 nm.  The observations from the condition in which monochloramine was 
applied independently are consistent with what was reported by Gall et al., 2016, who looked at 
replication cycle inhibitions of HAdV-2 by monochloramine.  Collectively, the results suggest that the 
enhanced HAdV-2 inactivation observed by the simultaneous application of LP UV and monochloramine 
is likely produced by a conformational change of the viral capsid proteins that possibly disrupts viral 
internalization or a subsequent step in the replication cycle.  Under this premise, viruses that were able to 
reach the cell nucleus and internalize their UV-damaged genome could continue the replication cycle but 
E1A mRNA transcription was reduced due to the UV-induced damage to the E1A gene template.  
 
Patton et al., (2017) indicated that photolysis of monochloramine can generate the formation of hydroxyl 
radicals (HO●) or the chlorine dimer (Cl2
●-), which both contributed in the degradation of 1,4-dioxane for 
potable water reuse applications.  It is possible that these radicals react with the viral capsid proteins in 
the simultaneous LP UV | NH2Cl approach, causing a conformational change of the viral capsid that 
allowed the results shown in Figure 5.3, and that might drive the enhanced HAdV-2 inactivation 
observed.   
 
5.3.3 Practical implications  
The total exposure times used in the experiments displayed in Figure 5.1 are about 25 min.  In scenarios 
encountered in water treatment plants the exposure times in UV reactors are much shorter with high UV 




intensity was increased to assess if the same synergistic effect would be observed with conditions closer 
to real scenarios in water treatment plants.  Figure 5.7 shows the results obtained when the UV intensity 
was increased ~6 times and the kinetics observed were about 5 times faster (k=-0.826) than those 
displayed in Figure 5.1 (k=-0.163).  These results suggest that enhanced HAdV inactivation by 
simultaneous application of LP UV light and monochloramine would be achieved in conditions 
encountered in real water treatment plant scenarios (high UV intensity in short contact time).  At the 
experimental conditions used in this work (pH 8.3, 23 ºC, initial [NH2Cl] = 4 mg/L as Cl2), the presence 
of monochloramine made LP UV light as effective as MP UV light to control HAdV-2.  A fluence of ~80 
mJ/cm2 of MP UV light generated a 4-log reduction of HAdV-2 infectivity, which was a similar fluence 
at which LP UV light reached the same level of HAdV-2 inactivation (4-log reduction) when it was 
applied simultaneously with monochloramine.  This aspect can be advantageous to develop approaches 
that use LP UV lamps to control HAdV given that they are more energy efficient than MP UV lamps, 
which can reduce operational costs.  
 
It was not intended in this study to provide a full characterization of inactivation kinetics caused by the 
simultaneous application of LP UV and monochloramine.  The main objective of this work was to 
identify the presence of a synergistic effect with the simultaneous application of both disinfectants, and (if 
detected) explore a possible mechanism of synergism.  There is need to investigate these synergistic 
effects in natural water samples with different levels of natural organic matter since results might differ 
due to non-specific reactions of the formed radicals with other organic matter in the water matrices.  A 
complete characterization at different pH values and temperatures of interest in water treatment processes 
would complement this work to further evaluate practical applications of this simultaneous approach.  
Assessment of nitrogenous disinfection byproducts formation and their toxicological analysis during LP 
UV | NH2Cl applications is an important aspect to be addressed, however it was outside of the scope of 




5.4 Figures  
 
Figure 5.1. Relative expression level of E1A DNA synthesis (E1A/E1A0) at 48 hours postinfection (hpi) 
normalized to the untreated sample after exposure to monochloramine independently (NH2CL), low-
pressure UV independently (LP UV), or the simultaneous application of both disinfectants (LP UV | 
NH2CL).  The additive effect from the independent contributions of both disinfectants was calculated by 
adding the reaction rate constants from both independent conditions and it is represented by the dashed 
line and squares in the top plot (LP UV+NH2CL).  The linear regressions of the relative decrease from the 
calculated additive effect and that from the simultaneous application of both disinfectants obtained 
experimentally were significantly different (ANCOVA, P < 0.05).  These data suggest the presence of 
synergism in the simultaneous application of LP UV and NH2CL to inactivate HAdV-2.  Experiments 
were performed at pH 8.3, 23 ᵒC, and initial NH2CL concentration of 4 mg/L as Cl2.  The bottom plot 
shows the decrease in monochloramine concentration in the presence of HAdV-2 with and without 
exposure to LP UV light. 
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Figure 5.2.  Decrease in amplification by qPCR of a 1.1-kb viral DNA fragment after increasing exposure 
to monochloramine independently (NH2Cl), low-pressure UV light independently (LP UV), and the 
simultaneous combination of UV light and monochloramine (LP UV | NH2Cl).  No cell infection took 
place in these sets of experiments.  The combined application of both disinfectants did not produce 
greater disruption of the genome fragment analyzed compared to LP UV alone.  NH2CL acting 
independently did not seem to affect the integrity of the 1.1-kb fragment amplified by qPCR. 
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Figure 5.3.  Assessment of viral capsid conformation caused by exposure to monochloramine (NH2Cl), 
low-pressure UV light (LP UV) or the simultaneous application of both disinfectants (LP UV | NH2Cl) by 
EMA assay performed at 37 ᵒC.  Indication that the capsid of ~80% of viruses was mutagenized in the 
most inactivated sample by simultaneous LP UV | NH2CL was observed.  About 10% of viruses in 
samples from the independent application of each disinfectant were permeable to EMA after treatment.  
 
  
































































Figure 5.4.  Relative expression level of E1A DNA (E1A/E1A0) measured at 0 and 48 hpi (hours 
postinfection) normalized to the untreated sample after simultaneous exposure to low-pressure UV light 
and monochloramine (LP UV | NH2Cl).  Similar relative quantity of viral DNA was present at 0 hpi in all 
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Figure 5.5.  The relative expression level of Hexon mRNA synthesis (Hexon/Hexon0) at 48 hpi (hours 
postinfection) normalized to the untreated sample is compared to the relative expression level of DNA 
replication at 48 hpi normalized to the untreated sample after exposure to monochloramine (NH2Cl), low-
pressure UV light (LP UV) or the simultaneous application of both disinfectants (LP UV | NH2Cl).  For 
all three disinfection conditions analyzed the linear regression of the relative decrease in mRNA synthesis 
and the reduction in DNA replication were not significantly different (ANCOVA, P > 0.05).
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Figure 5.6.  Relative expression level of E1A mRNA synthesis at 48 hpi (hours postinfection) normalized 
to the untreated sample (E1A/E1A0 mRNA) is compared to the relative expression level of E1A DNA 
replication at 48 hpi normalized to the untreated sample (E1A/E1A0 DNA) after exposure to 
monochloramine (NH2Cl), low-pressure UV light (LP UV) or the simultaneous application of both 
disinfectants (LP UV | NH2Cl).  For LP UV and simultaneous LP UV | NH2Cl the linear regression of the 
relative mRNA synthesis (E1A/E1A0 mRNA) and the DNA replication (E1A/E1A0 DNA) were 










































Figure 5.7.  Relative expression level of E1A DNA replication at 48 hpi (hours postinfection) normalized 
to the untreated sample (E1A/E1A0 DNA) after exposure to monochloramine (NH2Cl), low-pressure UV 
light (LP UV) or the simultaneous application of both disinfectants (LP UV | NH2Cl).  The plot includes 
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 
6.1 Summary of Research 
The overall goal of this research work was to advance the knowledge on the mechanisms by which UV 
light renders human adenovirus non-infectious.  Additionally, the combination of different UV 
wavelengths of polychromatic irradiation, as well as the application of monochromatic UV light and 
monochloramine were evaluated in search of synergistic interactions.  The approach implemented was to 
analyze inhibitions at different steps in the adenovirus replication cycle after exposure to the various 
treatment scenarios investigated to elucidate possible viral targets responsible for the reduction in 
infectivity.  The main outcomes of this research work are summarized below: 
 
 The adenovirus action spectrum obtained from this research work using bandpass filters to isolate 
narrow wavelength ranges emitted by a MP UV light is consistent with the spectrum available in 
the literature obtained using a UV laser emitter set at similar wavelengths (Beck et al., 2014).  
This replication of results served to confirm the published data and be the basis for the molecular 
work on the disruption at different stages of the adenovirus replication cycle. 
   
 UV irradiation at wavelengths below 240 nm was effective to inactivate human adenovirus type 2 
(HAdV-2); fluences in the range of 10-40 mJ/cm2 provided a 4-log reduction in viral infectivity.  
UV irradiation at wavelengths in the 240-300 nm range showed different inactivation kinetics for 
HAdV-2.  The slowest kinetics were observed at the wavelengths of 248, 289 and 297 nm.  
 
 UV irradiation emitted at 3 specific wavelength ranges analyzed (224, 254 and 280 nm) inflicted 
different levels of damage to the adenovirus genome as indicated by qPCR amplification of a 1.1-
kb fragment.  UV light with peak emission at 280 nm was the most effective at inflicting genome 





 None of the 3 wavelengths ranges analyzed inhibited the ability of adenovirus to bind to the host 
cell, which suggested that inactivation by polychromatic UV light disrupts a replication cycle 
event downstream of attachment.  
 
 UV224 disrupted early E1A gene synthesis to a level consistent with the decrease in viral 
infectivity and viral DNA replication.  This inhibition is possibly induced by protein 
modifications of the adenovirus capsid since minor genome damage was inflicted by UV224 at the 
fluences applied to reach a 4-log HAdV-2 inactivation.  
 
 UV254 reduced early E1A mRNA synthesis but not to the same level as the decrease in viral 
infectivity and viral DNA replication.  It is possible that UV254 predominantly inhibited early 
gene transcription by UV-induced mutations to the template E1A gene, which may differ from 
mutations in other genome regions.  For UV254 genome replication seemed to be the limiting step 
that ultimately produced the reduction in infectivity assessed by plaque assay.  
 
 UV280 disrupted early mRNA synthesis to a greater extent than UV254 and it was the most 
effective among the three wavelength ranges analyzed at blocking qPCR amplification of the 
amplicons assessed.  This aspect suggests that the faster HAdV-2 inactivation by UV280 
(compared to UV254) is likely dominated by a more effective induction of mutations on the viral 
genome (perhaps to DNA regions associated with core proteins), rather than modifications to 
structural proteins. 
 
 The sequential application of UV light at different wavelength ranges did not show synergistic 




UV light (200-300 nm) is the addition of the individual effects from all the wavelengths in the 
range covered during a given exposure time. 
 
 The simultaneous application of monochromatic LP UV and monochloramine produced explicit 
synergism determined by comparison with the added contributions of both disinfectants acting 
independently. 
 
 The simultaneous application of monochromatic LP UV light and monochloramine did not cause 
greater HAdV-2 genome damage compared to that inflicted by LP UV light acting independently.  
Monochloramine alone had minimal impact on the adenovirus genome integrity at the 
concentrations and exposure times assessed. 
 
 The simultaneous application of LP UV light and monochloramine did not inhibit the ability of 
the virus to attach to the host cell.  Indication of a mutagenized viral capsid that did not inhibit the 
ability of adenovirus to bind to the host but possibly disrupted the well-timed progression of 
subsequent steps was detected.   
 
 The simultaneous application of LP UV light and monochloramine reduced early E1A mRNA 
synthesis but not to a level consistent with the reduction in viral infectivity.  The observed 
decrease is possibly result from a combination of genome damage induced by the LP UV light, 
and less number of viruses reaching and/or translocating their genome into the nucleus due to the 
disruption of capsid integrity.  
 
 The simultaneous application of LP UV light and monochloramine inhibited DNA replication and 





The analysis of the adenovirus replication cycle disruption after exposure to different wavelength ranges 
of polychromatic UV light provided important information to better understand the different mechanisms 
of inactivation taking place during water disinfection using MP UV light.  Some of the molecular 
techniques utilized in this work allowed a relatively fast determination of the infectivity reduction levels 
attained by the different treatment approaches investigated.  For all treatment approaches, results for 
genome replication experiments by 48 hpi consistently matched (ANCOVA, P > 0.05) the reduction in 
virus infectivity assessed by plaque assay; which requires about 10 days to be completed.  This is a 
convenient aspect that can help to assess the effectiveness of water disinfection approaches more rapidly 
if adenovirus is used as the target pathogen for monitoring virus inactivation by UV light.   
 
From the three wavelength ranges analyzed UV254 showed the slowest kinetics being genome damage the 
predominant inactivation mechanism involved.  UV224 showed the greatest disruption of the viral capsid 
integrity suggesting that its enhanced effectiveness compared to UV254 is possibly dominated by 
conformational changes of the structural capsid proteins.  UV280 displayed the greatest inhibition of the 
viral genome amplification by qPCR of the 1.1-kb region evaluated, suggesting a more effective induction 
of mutations on the viral genome (perhaps to DNA regions associated with core proteins), rather than 
modifications to structural proteins. 
 
The observation that sequential application of different wavelength ranges of UV light did not show 
synergism suggests that the inactivation obtained by the full spectrum of a polychromatic MP UV light is 
likely the result of the additive independent contributions of the absorbed photons from all the 
wavelengths over the range covered during a given exposure time.  The simultaneous application of 
monochloramine with an initial concentration of 4 mg/L as Cl2 and monochromatic LP UV light showed 
promising results for potential application in water treatment processes for control of HAdV-2.  The 




monochloramine to provide residual disinfectant in the distribution line.  The data obtained in this work 
showed that residual monochloramine decreases at a faster rate due to exposure to UV light; however the 
initial concentration of monochloramine and the exposure time to UV light can be adapted to provide 
residual monochloramine concentrations within the range usually provided in typical water treatment 
scenarios (2-4 mg/L).  The presence of monochloramine made LP UV light as effective as MP UV light 
was to inactivate HAdV-2.  This aspect can help water treatment facilities comply on the required viral 
log-reduction when using LP UV light as water disinfectant, and develop cost-effective approaches to 
control HAdV.  A complete characterization using natural water matrices with varying environmental 
conditions, as well as the assessment of byproducts formed and their toxicological analysis is needed to 
better understand the practical implications of the synergistic interaction observed.   
 
The fact that none of the treatment scenarios investigated in this research work showed disruption of viral 
association with the host cell indicates that detection methods should target modifications on structural 
components that are not involved in host cell attachment.  The results from capsid integrity assessed by 
the EMA assay for UV224 and the simultaneous application of LP UV light with monochloramine, 
provided indication that mutations of the viral capsid might be affecting the timely progression of 
replication cycle events downstream of attachment.   
 
It is important to note that the results presented in this work using HAdV-2 might be different for other 
serotypes.  Different virus serotypes can show characteristics that could impact their sensitivity to the 
same disinfectant.  There is need to develop comparable analyses with serotypes from other adenovirus 
species to elucidate the differences and similarities on the inactivation mechanisms.  Viruses are classified 
in families according to several characteristics of the viral particle; capsid format, genome type, presence 
and type of envelope, overall size of the virion, area of the host cell in which the virus replicates, or the 
type of disease they cause.  The species of adenoviruses are classified according to their biological 




genomic organization (Berk, 2013).  Although all human adenoviruses are non-enveloped dsDNA viruses 
that have an icosahedral capsid, specifics about the molecular interactions during the replication cycle for 
different species are unknown (Cupelli and Stehle, 2011).  The results from this work can help to develop 
hypothesis to be assessed regarding the inactivation mechanisms of other adenoviruses for which little 
information is available; like serotype 52 of species G, or HAdV-40 and HAdV-41 of species F.  A 
complete understanding of how different viruses are inactivated will allow the development of more 
effective and efficient water disinfection strategies that incorporate UV technologies, as well as rapid 
methods for detection and monitoring of pathogens in drinking water.   
 
6.3 Future Work Recommendations 
The results from this research work indicate that for all of the different treatment approaches evaluated to 
inactivate HAdV-2, inhibition of a replication cycle step post-binding and prior to early gene mRNA 
transcription takes place.  However, with exception of UV224 and monochloramine applied independently, 
different inhibition levels of early gene synthesis were observed that did not match the reduction in viral 
infectivity and viral genome replication.  UV224 was the treatment approach with the lowest impact on 
genome integrity and therefore it is likely that the reduction in early gene transcription is not driven by 
genome damage.  In contrast, the rest of the treatment approaches evaluated (UV254, UV280, LP UV, and 
simultaneous LP UV | NH2Cl), showed different impacts on the viral genome integrity which likely is 
influencing the inhibition levels of early gene transcription detected.  This research can be complemented 
with assessment of integrity of other genome regions that were not analyzed in this work; such as the 
whole region that encodes the complete E1A gene, the genome region encoding the major late promoter, 
and also the DNA polymerase region.  
 
In addition, different key steps in the virus replication cycle between virus attachment and the viral 
genome entry into the nucleus for subsequent E1A mRNA transcription can be evaluated in continuation 




with αν integrin; this interaction triggers the virus internalization into an endosome through receptor-
mediated endocytosis.  Once in the endosome, penton base, fiber, and peripentonal hexons are removed to 
allow the release of protein VI from the inner surface of the virus capsid.  The virus disassembly starts to 
occur and eventually protein VI is released, with other vertex proteins, disrupting the early endosome.  
Protein VI lyses the endosome and partially uncoated virions are transported along microtubules to reach 
the nuclear pore complex (NPC).  Association of virions with proteins at the NPC facilitates further 
uncoating of the virion and internalize the genome into the nucleus.  
 
One possibility is that after UV-treated adenovirus binds to the CAR receptor the bending of the fiber 
does not take place and interaction of the penton base and αν integrin is inhibited.  Kremer and Nemerow 
(2015), indicated that in epithelial cells, such as A549 cells, CAR facilitates attachment but not entry; 
integrin ligation causes partial capsid disassembly that initiates at the vertex regions.  Perhaps 
polychromatic UV irradiation (particularly UV224 and possibly UV280) or the simultaneous application of 
LP UV and monochloramine causes protein mutations that affect the fiber flexibility and/or the penton 
base-integrin interaction.  A previous study has shown that modifying the length of the adenoviral fiber 
shaft reduces virus infectivity (Wu et al., 2004).  UV irradiation might be causing conformational changes 
that modify the capability of the fiber to bend and facilitate fiber-receptor interactions.  The analysis of 
interaction between αν integrin and penton base in treated and untreated viruses would provide insight on 
whether these different treatment approaches are affecting this step in the replication cycle.  
 
A subsequent step in the adenovirus infection cycle is the release of protein VI to lyse the endosome. 
Kremer and Nemerow (2015), showed that a single point mutation in the helical domain of protein VI 
significantly attenuates cell infection.  Fluorescence microscopy has been used to elucidate how protein 
VI damages membranes by visualizing changes in lipid vesicles after protein VI binding.  This has helped 
to develop a model in which protein VI binds to membranes and fragments the lipid bilayer into small 




protein VI does not seem to form pores in the endosome, instead there is a whole reorganization of the 
lipid bilayer as a result of a positive membrane curvature.  The synthesis of protein VI could be done 
following the protocols described by Maier et al., (2010).  Next, the effect of the different treatment 
approaches evaluated in the efficiency of membrane disruption by protein VI could be assessed by a 
membrane permeabilization assay using fluorescence microscopy to measure the percentage of cells 
capturing propidium iodide (a fluorescent membrane impermeable nuclear stain) after protein VI addition.  
Then, the effect of increasing UV fluences or exposure to simultaneous LP UV | NH2Cl treatment on 
membrane permeabilization by protein VI could be compared to viral infectivity.  Another approach is the 
use of saporin, which is a membrane impermeable toxin whose translocation into the cytosol is facilitated 
by co-internalization with the virus in endosomes (Maier et al., 2010).  Infected cells with treated and 
untreated viruses can be exposed to saporin.  If the toxin reaches the cytosol via translocation mediated by 
adenovirus protein VI endosome disruption, the toxin will inhibit protein synthesis and ultimately result 
in cell death which can be quantified via yellow tetrazolium MTT (3-(4, 5-dimethylthiazolyl-2)-2, 5-
diphenyltetrazolium bromide) assay.  This assay would provide insight on whether certain wavelengths of 
UV irradiation or the combined application of LP UV and monochloramine inhibits protein VI release, 
disrupting endosome lysis, and subsequent docking of the virion onto the nuclear pore complex (NPC). 
  
Finally, at the NPC level, the interaction of protein VII with the nuclear import receptors is a fundamental 
step for genome internalization (Kremer and Nemerow, 2015).  To assess the effect of the different 
treatment approaches on this step, A549 cells could be infected with treated and untreated virus particles 
and analyzed for detection of protein VII with rabbit anti-pVII antibody by immunofluorescence; 
antibody staining of protein VII can only be done after nuclear import (Cassany et al., 2015).  Protein VII 
should be detected in the nucleus of untreated viruses and any decrease on the levels of protein VII 





Sequencing periodically the virus used is recommended to detect changes on the genome sequence 
throughout the duration of the study, and be able to compare to the available NCBI GenBank sequence.  
For HAdV-5, the mutation rate per cell infection cycle is 1.3 × 10−7 mutations per base per cell infection 
cycle, which is lower comparted to RNA viruses given the high replication fidelity of DNA viruses 
(Risso-Ballester et al., 2016).  New HAdV types have been reported as a result of homologous 
recombination within the same subgenus acquiring different pathogenicities, and the recombination 
mechanisms remain unknown (Ghebremedhin, 2014).  
 
Another important aspect to be addressed in future work is related to the UV technologies used on this 
research effort.  The fact that LP UV and MP UV light lamps contain mercury denotes issues regarding 
proper disposal of the lamps at the end of their lifespan.  In addition, specialized training to properly 
maintain and handle the lamps is required.  Light-emitting diodes (LEDs) provide UV irradiation at 
specific narrow wavelength ranges, similar to those displayed by the bandpass filters used in this work, 
and present several advantages over UV lamps: do not contain mercury, have a rapid light up time, are 
found in compact sizes, and offer reduced heat production (Nelson et al., 2013).  Mercury-vapor lamps 
require some time to stabilize their irradiation after they light up, are much larger in size and, a significant 
amount of their energy is lost in heat production (Nelson et al., 2013).  
 
By using UV-LEDs, irradiation at specific wavelengths can be applied to have an adjusted configuration 
depending on the susceptibility of the target microorganism to UV light inactivation.  Aoyagi et al., 
(2011) evaluated the inactivation efficacy of UV-LEDs operating at 280 and 255 nm using three different 
bacteriophages as surrogate viruses.  The study concluded that the power production of the 280 nm UV-
LEDs was simpler to achieve than that at 255 nm; making it a more suitable alternative for disinfection.  
 
Another important advantage of this technology is the flexibility that allows for reactor design.  The 




configurations that provide optimal performance with a highly effective water treatment process.  Water 
depth, reactor shape, and adequate sample mix, are some important factors to ensure that the irradiation 
from the UV-LEDs is reaching the target microorganisms in the water.  These advances can be adapted 
for multiple contextualized applications; from the optimization of industrial water treatment processes to 
point-of-use approaches implemented in rural communities in developing countries.  
 
The current disadvantages of UV-LEDs are their relatively high cost, low efficiency, and low power 
output requiring several of them to reach comparable UV intensities to those emitted by a mercury-vapor 
lamp.  Nevertheless, UV-LEDs are an innovative technology in constant improvement and several studies 
(Chatterley and Linden, 2010; Ibrahim et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2014) project that the improvements on this 
technology will decrease their cost and increase their efficiency and power output making them a viable 
alternative to LP UV light lamps.  Once these expectations are met, there is high potential for 
implementation of UV-LEDs, particularly in water treatment approaches at the household level.  
 
Understanding how markets in developed and developing communities operate, UV-LED technologies 
can be adapted for different contexts and contribute to the economic stability of the implementation 
region by the empowerment of local entrepreneurs.  A household level UV-LED approach could provide 
a safe type of technology, avoiding the risk of mercury exposure by handling fragile lamps, and would 
offer a sustainable alternative to traditional disinfection techniques.  The future research to understand the 
fundamentals of this technology will have a wide range of implementation approaches that will allow a 
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APPENDIX A: INACTIVATION OF COXSACKIEVIRUS B5 AND MURINE NOROVIRUS 1 
FROM EXPOSURE TO POLYCHROMATIC ULTRAVIOLET LIGHT 
 
A.1 Introduction  
UV light disinfection has been shown effective to inactivate different types of bacteria and viruses in 
water treatment processes.  Nonetheless, microorganisms such as human adenovirus have emerged as 
pathogens of concern due to their resistance to UV light disinfection (Linden et al., 2009).  Enteroviruses 
and caliciviruses are included in the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Contaminant Candidate List 
4 as microorganisms for potential future regulation (USEPA, 2016).  Therefore, coxsackievirus 
(enterovirus) and norovirus (calicivirus) are of relevance to evaluate the effectiveness of alternative 
disinfection techniques, such as UV light, as a barrier in drinking water treatment systems.   
 
Coxsackievirus, a human enterovirus in the family Picornaviridae, is a waterborne pathogen of concern 
due to its low susceptibility to chlorination.  Coxsackievirus is a non-enveloped single stranded positive-
sense RNA virus, about 30 nm in diameter, with an icosahedral capsid surrounding the naked RNA 
genome.  Children are particularly susceptible to coxsackievirus infections during outbreak episodes 
(Chen et al., 2013).  The inactivation of coxsackievirus B3, B4 and B5 by monochromatic low-pressure 
(LP) UV light has been assessed in a few studies showing that a fluence of about 30-36 mJ/cm2 provided 
a 4-log reduction in coxsackievirus infectivity (Malayeri et al., 2016).  
   
Human norovirus is a waterborne pathogen in the Caliciviridae family typically transmitted through the 
fecal-oral route that causes gastrointestinal illness.  Norovirus is a pathogen of concern due to its low 
infectious dose, resistance to a variety of environmental conditions, and the absence of long-term 
immunity in humans (Young, 2010).  Noroviruses are about 30 nm in diameter, have icosahedral shape, 
and are non-enveloped single stranded positive-sense RNA viruses that cause acute gastroenteritis (Bae 





There is a lack of cultivation methods for human norovirus, thus research on this topic has been limited. 
Previous studies have used feline calicivirus, canine calicivirus, or poliovirus as surrogates to evaluate the 
inactivation of noroviruses; however, the results haven’t been applicable to human norovirus due to 
differences in survival characteristics.  Recent studies on the biology and pathogenesis of murine 
norovirus (MNV) suggest that it is an appropriate surrogate for studying human norovirus’ resistance to 
disinfectants (Wobus et al., 2006; Thurston-Enriquez et al., 2003; Cannon et al., 2006; Bae and Schwab, 
2008; Park et al., 2011). 
 
A few studies have addressed the UV light inactivation for murine norovirus.  Lee et al., (2008) assessed 
the inactivation kinetics of MNV by LP UV light and determined that a fluence of ~26 mJ/cm2 was 
required for a 4-log10 inactivation of MNV.  The USEPA reported in 2005 that the UV inactivation of 
murine norovirus exhibited 2-log10 and 4-log10 reductions with fluences of 15 mJ/cm
2 and 30 mJ/cm2, 
respectively.  A recent study showed that the UV254 fluence required to achieve 4-log10 inactivation of 
MNV was 29 mJ/cm2 (Park et al., 2011).   
 
Although some studies have evaluated the inactivation of coxsackievirus and murine norovirus by LP UV 
light, the inactivation of these viruses by MP UV light has not been well characterized and therefore a gap 
in the knowledge exists regarding control of these viruses of concern.  In this work coxsackievirus B5 
(CVB5) and murine norovirus 1 (MNV-1) were used to elucidate their inactivation kinetics obtained from 
exposure to different wavelength ranges emitted by MP UV light within the 200-300 nm range. 
 
A.2 Materials and methods 
A.2.1 UV Disinfection Experiments 
UV disinfection experiments were performed with a standard collimated beam apparatus equipped with a 




bandwidth of about 10 nm at half of the maximum peak transmittance at 218, 224, 228, 232, 239, 248, 
254, 260, 265, 270, 280, 289, and 297 nm (Andover Corporation, Salem, NH) were used to isolate 
specific regions within the MP UV radiation and determine the germicidal effect of those band ranges.  
The spectral irradiance was used as the weighting function to calculate the average germicidal irradiance 
in the water sample applying different correction factors as indicated in the protocol for a bench-scale UV 
apparatus using a polychromatic UV source by Bolton and Linden (2003).  The light intensity distribution 
across the irradiated water surface was measured with a 1400A radiometer (International Light, Peabody, 
Massachusetts) and a SEL 240 detector.   
 
During the experiment, a recirculating water jacketed reactor with 15 mL of a suspension of 1.0×105 to 
2.0×106 plaque forming units (PFU) per mL of CVB5 or MNV-1 was exposed to UV light at varying 
doses.  Continuous mixing conditions were achieved with a magnetic stir bar and plate.  The irradiation 
was constant throughout the experiment; the applied fluence was controlled with the exposure time.  The 
survival ratios for each virus were assessed by infectivity assay immediately after exposure to UV light.  
 
A.2.2 Virus Propagation and Viability Assessment 
Coxsackievirus 
The cell line used for coxsackievirus propagation and viability assessment were buffalo green monkey 
kidney (BGMK) cells obtained from Diagnostic Hybrids (53-0600, Quidel, Athens, OH, USA).  Upon 
cell arrival, 3 mL of the culture was added to 7 mL of pre-warmed cell media in a 75 cm2 tissue-culture 
flask.  Cell media consisted of a 50/50 mixture of MEM (with Hank's salts and L-glutamine, without 
sodium bicarbonate) and Leibovitz's L-15 (with L-glutamine) plus 0.75 g sodium bicarbonate per liter, 
along with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 1% Penicillin/Streptomycin antibiotics, and 0.1% amphotericin 
B.  The cell suspension was incubated at 37 oC.  Cell confluence was checked every day using an inverted 
microscope, and when ~80-90% confluence was reached cells were used for virus propagation or 





Coxsackievirus B5 (CVB5) Faulkner (VR-185) was obtained from the American Type Culture Collection 
(ATCC, Manassas, VA).  Cell culture flasks were prepared 3 to 6 days before viral inoculation.  On the 
day of inoculation, growth media was aspirated before addition of viruses and replaced with maintenance 
medium (cell media with 2 % FBS).  The inoculated cell flasks were incubated at 37 °C until cytopathic 
effect was observed.  Viral release was induced by three freeze-thaw cycles.  The suspension containing 
the lysed cells was centrifuged at 2000 rpm for 15 min and the supernatant was removed and passed 
through a 0.22 µm microfilter to remove large cellular debris.  Concentration and purification of the virus 
was done through several washes with 1mM carbonate buffer solution (CBS) using a 300 kDa 
ultrafiltration membrane in an Amicon stirred cell.  The concentrated virus stock was aliquoted and stored 
at -80 °C until used for disinfection experiments.  Virus titer was determined by plaque assay using a 
nutrient mixture and soft agar overlay on BGMK cell monolayers.  Plaque formation was observed and 
quantified at 3 days postinfection.  The CVB5 stock concentration was approximately 108 PFU per mL. 
 
CVB5 viability was assessed by a soft agar overlay plaque assay using BGMK cell monolayers.  Three to 
six days prior to plaque assay, BGMK cells were passed to 25 cm2 tissue culture flasks and incubated at 
37 °C until a monolayer with ~95-100% confluence was achieved.  On the day of the plaque assay, the 
old cell media was removed and replaced with 1 mL of dilution broth (cell media excluding FBS).  Virus 
suspensions were serially diluted in dilution broth.  Next, 0.8 mL of virus suspension was inoculated onto 
the cell monolayers.  The inoculated flasks were incubated at 37 °C and rocked at 15 min intervals for 80 
min to distribute the suspension evenly over the cell monolayer.  After 80 min, 9-mL overlay medium 
was added to the flask and blended with previously added virus suspension.  The overlay medium 
consisted of 83 mL 2X MEM, 3 mL FBS, 2 mL magnesium chloride, 1 mL penicillin/streptomycin, 0.75 
mL neutral red, 0.2 mL amphotericin B, and 6 ml of 7.5% (w/v) sodium bicarbonate.  The nutrient 
mixture was combined with 100 mL of Milli-Q water containing 3 g of agar which had been previously 




°C and plaque formation was observed 2-3 days postinfection.  Flasks with 15-200 plaques were used for 
calculation of virus concentration. 
 
Murine Norovirus 
Murine Norovirus 1 (MNV-1) was provided by Dr. Herbert Virgin from the Washington University 
School of Medicine in St Louis, MO.  MNV-1 was cultivated using RAW 264.7 cells, a macrophage-like, 
Abelson leukemia virus transformed cell line derived from BALB/c mice.  These cells were obtained 
from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC; cat. no. TIB-71; lot no. 58228175).  RAW 264.7 
cells were suspended in culture medium, dispensed into 75 cm2 culture flasks, and incubated at 37 ºC in a 
humidified 5% CO2 incubator.  Cell media consisted of  Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) 
containing 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 100 units of penicillin/mL, 100 μg/mL streptomycin, 10 mM 
HEPES (N-2 hydroxyethylpiperazine- N9-2-ethanesulfonic acid), and 2 mM L-glutamine.  All the cellular 
media was equilibrated for 30 min in the CO2 incubator before use.  
 
Cells were sub-cultured every 2-3 days by gently dislodging them from the flask surface with a cell 
scraper in 5 ml of culture medium.  Cell suspensions were collected and centrifuged at 4000 rpm for 5 
min.  The supernatant was removed and the cell pellet was re-suspended in fresh equilibrated media (10% 
FBS).  With the cell suspension new T-75 culture flasks were prepared for subsequent cell culture, and/or 
T-25 flasks were prepared to be used for virus viability assessment. 
 
MNV-1 was inoculated on an 80-90% confluent RAW 264.7 cell monolayer for 2 to 3 days in a 
humidified 5% CO2 incubator.  After this time, cells were subjected to three freeze-thaw cycles to induce 
viral release and then centrifuged at 3,000 rpm for 20 min.  Concentration and purification of the virus 
was done through several washes with 1mM carbonate buffer solution (CBS) using a 300 kDa 
ultrafiltration membrane in an Amicon stirred cell.  The concentrated virus stock was aliquoted and stored 





To assess the viability of MNV-1, RAW 264.7 cells were dispensed in 25 cm2 flasks at a density of 2 x 
106 cells per flask and grown to 90% confluence in 3 mL of 10% FBS culture medium.  The cell 
monolayer was inoculated with 0.5 mL of 10-fold serial dilutions of the virus prepared using culture 
medium.  The inoculated cell flasks were incubated for 2 hours at 37 ºC in the presence of 5% CO2.  After 
this time, the inocula was removed and 3 mL of a solution containing 2 parts of culture medium and one 
part of 1.5% Sea Plaque agarose was added and allowed to solidify.  The flasks were incubated for 2-3 
days at 37 ºC.  After this period plaques formed were counted.  Flasks with 15 to 200 plaques were used 
to determine the virus titer in PFU per mL.  
 
A.3 Results and Discussion 
The objective of this work was to investigate the inactivation kinetics of coxsackievirus B5 (CVB5) and 
murine norovirus 1 (MNV-1) from exposure to different ranges of polychromatic UV irradiation emitted 
by MP UV light.  The results from this work complement the information obtained for HAdV-2 described 
in the main body of this document.  
 
A.3.1 CVB5 Inactivation Kinetics  
Figure A.1 shows the CVB5 inactivation kinetics obtained after exposure to narrow band ranges of 
polychromatic UV light isolated from the emission of a MP UV light lamp using several bandpass filters.  
The horizontal axis shows the increasing applied fluences in mJ/cm2, and the vertical axis displays in 
logarithmic scale the reduction of viable viruses or survival ratio (N/N0, where N is the number of 
infectious viruses at a given time after UV treatment, and N0 is the initial CVB5 concentration). 
Differently to what was observed with HAdV-2 (Chapter 3) the inactivation kinetics provided by most 
wavelength ranges are similarly effective to inactivate CVB5.  The extreme wavelength ranges analyzed 




inactivation kinetics, respectively.  For most of the intermediate wavelength ranges a 4-log CVB5 
inactivation was achieved with 20-40 mJ/cm2.  
 
A.3.2 CVB5 Action Spectrum 
To build the action spectrum the average fluences were calculated using the spectral irradiance from each 
bandpass filter as the weighting function to determine the fluence rate (Bolton and Cotton, 2008).  From 
the linear regression analysis for each inactivation curve displayed in Figure A.1 a kinetic constant was 
obtained and used to determine the spectral sensitivity of CVB5 relative to its inactivation at 254 nm.  
The action spectrum obtained from this analysis is shown in Figure A.2.  The UV absorbance of nucleic 
acid is included in the plot for comparison.  It can be observed in Figure A.2 that at the wavelengths 
above 240 nm the action spectrum of CVB5 correlates with the UV absorbance of nucleic acids.  This 
suggests that at such wavelengths the CVB5 inactivation is likely predominately driven by damage to the 
viral genome.  At wavelengths below 240 nm, the action spectrum showed that the sensitivity of CVB5 to 
UV light increases beyond the UV absorbance of DNA as the wavelength decreases.  Although a similar 
trend was observed for HAdV-2 the sensitivity of CVB5 to the lower wavelengths was not as pronounced 
as that observed for HAdV-2.  For the lowest UV wavelength analyzed with peak emission at 218 nm 
CVB5 was about twice as sensitive as it was at 254 nm; while HAdV-2 was almost ten times more 
sensitive at that wavelength compared to UV254.  The action spectrum of CVB5 suggests that (similarly to 
HAdV) UV irradiation at wavelengths below 240 nm might cause damage to viral components different 
to the viral genome.  
 
A.3.3 MNV-1 Inactivation Kinetics 
Figure A.3 shows the MNV-1 inactivation kinetics obtained after exposure to narrow band ranges of 
polychromatic UV light isolated by using several bandpass filters.  The horizontal axis indicates the 
increasing applied fluences in mJ/cm2, and the vertical axis displays in logarithmic scale the reduction of 




that the inactivation kinetics of MNV-1 by the different wavelength ranges analyzed were similar to those 
obtained for coxsackievirus B5.  The inactivation kinetics provided by most wavelength ranges show that 
a 4-log reduction in MNV-1 infectivity was achieved with fluences in the range of 20-40 mJ/cm2.   
 
A.3.4 MNV-1 Action Spectrum 
The action spectrum for MNV-1 was built using the kinetic constants obtained from the linear regression 
analysis of the inactivation curves included in Figure A.3.  The spectral sensitivity of MNV-1 relative to 
its inactivation at 254 nm is included in Figure A.4.  The UV absorbance of nucleic acid is also included 
in Figure A.4 for comparison.  Although the data is limited it can be observed that, similarly to the action 
spectrum of CVB5, at the wavelengths above 240 nm there is a good correlation between the UV 
absorbance of nucleic acid and the action spectrum of MNV-1.  This suggests that at such wavelengths 
the virus inactivation is possibly driven by damage to the MNV-1 genome.  At wavelengths below 240 
nm, the action spectrum showed an increased sensitivity as the wavelength decreased that did not coincide 
with the UV absorbance of nucleic acids.  Consistent with the action spectrum of CVB5 and HAdV-2, the 
spectrum for MNV-1 suggest that UV irradiation at wavelengths below 240 nm might cause damage to 
other viral components different to the viral genome.  The effects of disruption of other viral components 
had a greater impact in human adenovirus (a dsDNA virus) compared to coxsackievirus and murine 








Figure A.1. Coxsackievirus B5 inactivation kinetics assessed by infectivity assay in BGMK cells after 






















































Figure A.2. Coxsackievirus B5 (CVB5) action spectrum determined by inactivation after exposure to 











































Figure A.3. Murine Norovirus 1 inactivation kinetics assessed by infectivity assay in RAW 264.7 cells 

















































Figure A.4. Murine norovirus 1 (MNV-1) action spectrum determined by inactivation after exposure to 
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APPENDIX B: RAW DATA 
B.1 Raw Data Chapter 3 
 
HAdV-2 vs UV218 
 
  
Wavelength 218 nm Virus HAdV-2
Temperature 23 ºC
pH 8 0.018431 mW/cm2
Solution CBS
Fluence
UV Dose Sample Time N N/No Log N/No
mJ/cm2 (min) 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 pfu/ml
0.000 Control 0.00 TNTC 64 5 800000 1.000000 0
3.502 1 3.17 TNTC 73 13 91250 0.114063 -0.94286
7.004 2 6.33 71 17 8875 0.011094 -1.95492
10.506 3 9.50 69 2 862.5 0.001078 -2.96733
14.007 4 12.67 86 10 107.5 0.000134 -3.87168
Viability at 10^-x dilution


































Wavelength 224 nm Virus HAdV-2
Temperature 23 ºC
pH 8 0.011893 mW/cm2
Solution CBS
Fluence
UV Dose Sample Time N N/No Log N/No
mJ/cm2 (min) 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 pfu/ml
0.000 Control 0.000 TNTC TNTC 40 5000000 1 0
3.354 1 4.700 TNTC TNTC 170 24 2125000 0.425 -0.37161
6.708 2 9.400 TNTC TNTC 159 45 - 380625 0.076125 -1.11847
10.074 3 14.117 TNTC TNTC 43 53750 0.01075 -1.96859
13.427 4 18.817 TNTC 124 15500 0.0031 -2.50864
16.781 5 23.517 TNTC 221 2762.5 0.000553 -3.25767
22.038 6 30.883 TNTC 35 396.875 7.94E-05 -4.10032
Average irradiance through the water =



































Wavelength 228 nm Virus HAdV-2
Temperature 23 ºC
pH 8 0.051903 mW/cm2
Solution CBS
Fluence
UV Dose Sample Time N N/No Log N/No
mJ/cm2 (min) 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 pfu/ml
0.000 Control 0.000 429 150 12 1875000 1 0
4.464 1 1.433 TNTC TNTC 80 1000000 0.533333 -0.273
8.875 2 2.850 TNTC TNTC 135 168750 0.09 -1.04576
13.339 3 4.283 TNTC 209 45 41187.5 0.021967 -1.65824
17.751 4 5.700 TNTC 414 53 5900 0.003147 -2.50215
22.215 5 7.133 TNTC 71 887.5 0.000473 -3.32483
26.626 6 8.550 297 29 366.875 0.000196 -3.70848
33.737 7 10.833 37 46.25 2.47E-05 -4.60789
Average irradiance through the water =



































Wavelength 232 nm Virus HAdV-2
Temperature 23 ºC
pH 8 0.063515 mW/cm2
Solution CBS
Fluence
UV Dose Sample Time N N/No Log N/No
mJ/cm2 (min) 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 pfu/ml
0.000 Control 0.00 TNTC 111 24 2193750 1.000000 0
7.939 1 2.08 TNTC NA 28 350000 0.159544 -0.79712
16.196 2 4.25 TNTC 52 65000 0.029630 -1.52827
23.882 3 6.27 TNTC 284 22 3550 0.001618 -2.79096
31.821 4 8.35 TNTC 65 812.5 0.000370 -3.43136
39.824 5 10.45 116 8 145 0.000066 -4.17982
Viability at 10^-x dilution



































Wavelength 239 nm Virus HAdV-2
Temperature 23 ºC
pH 8 0.040262 mW/cm2
Solution CBS
Fluence
UV Dose Sample Time N N/No Log N/No
mJ/cm2 (min) 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 pfu/ml
0.000 Control 0.000 TNTC TNTC 51 2 637500 1 0
22.788 1 9.433 TNTC 130 13 - 162500 0.254902 -0.59363
45.576 2 18.867 TNTC 269 19 0 - 28687.5 0.045 -1.34679
68.646 3 28.417 - TNTC 36 1 4500 0.007059 -2.15127
91.152 4 37.733 - 103 8 1287.5 0.00202 -2.69473
113.941 5 47.167 - 35 437.5 0.000686 -3.1635
Viability at 10^-x dilution



































Wavelength 248 nm Virus HAdV-2
Temperature 23 ºC
pH 8 0.038536 mW/cm2
Solution CBS
Fluence
UV Dose Sample Time N N/No Log N/No
mJ/cm2 (min) 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 pfu/ml
0.000 Control 0.000 TNTC 172 32 3075000 1 0
41.580 1 17.983 TNTC 147 45 373125 0.121341 -0.91599
83.160 2 35.967 TNTC 138 30 27375 0.008902 -2.05049
124.856 3 54.000 TNTC 135 9 1687.5 0.000549 -3.2606
166.475 4 72.000 120 150 4.88E-05 -4.31175
Viability at 10^-x dilution



































Wavelength 254 nm Virus HAdV-2
Temperature 23 ºC
pH 8 0.069629 mW/cm2
Solution CBS
Fluence
UV Dose Sample Time N N/No Log N/No
mJ/cm2 (min) 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 pfu/ml
0.000 Control 0.000 TNTC TNTC 47 5875000 1 0
19.078 1 4.567 TNTC TNTC 65 812500 0.138298 -0.85918
38.157 2 9.133 TNTC TNTC 79 98750 0.016809 -1.77447
76.244 3 18.250 TNTC 67 8375 0.001426 -2.84602
114.401 4 27.383 TNTC 42 525 8.94E-05 -4.04885
152.558 5 36.517 34 42.5 7.23E-06 -5.14062
Viability at 10^-x dilution



































Wavelength 260 nm Virus HAdV-2
Temperature 23 ºC
pH 8 0.094203 mW/cm2
Solution CBS
Fluence
UV Dose Sample Time N N/No Log N/No
mJ/cm2 (min) 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 pfu/ml
0.000 Control 0.00 TNTC 124 14 952500 1.000000 0
12.435 1 2.20 238 24 297500 0.312336 -0.50538
24.022 2 4.25 84 2 105000 0.110236 -0.95768
47.478 3 8.40 TNTC 240 30000 0.031496 -1.50174
59.348 4 10.50 TNTC 58 7250 0.007612 -2.11853
71.311 5 12.62 250+ 28 3500 0.003675 -2.4348
83.652 6 14.80 57 712.5 0.000748 -3.12608
95.616 7 16.92 272 28 340 0.000357 -3.44739
110.877 8 19.62 56 6 70 0.000073 -4.13377
Viability at 10^-x dilution



































Wavelength 265 nm Virus HAdV-2
Temperature 23 ºC
pH 8 0.091784 mW/cm2
Solution CBS
Fluence
UV Dose Sample Time N N/No Log N/No
mJ/cm2 (min) 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 pfu/ml
0.000 Control 0.000 TNTC TNTC 147 16 1918750 1 0
20.927 1 3.800 TNTC 168 18 217500 0.113355 -0.94556
41.303 2 7.500 TNTC 289 65 58687.5 0.030586 -1.51447
62.413 3 11.333 TNTC 89 11125 0.005798 -2.23672
83.157 4 15.100 TNTC 131 1637.5 0.000853 -3.06884
101.881 5 18.500 224 22 280 0.000146 -3.83586
Average irradiance through the water =



































Wavelength 270 nm Virus HAdV-2
Temperature 23 ºC
pH 8 0.05008 mW/cm2
Solution CBS
Fluence
UV Dose Sample Time N N/No Log N/No
mJ/cm2 (min) 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 pfu/ml
0.000 Control 0.00 TNTC 74 10 925000 1.000000 0
16.426 1 5.47 51 3 63750 0.068919 -1.16166
32.803 2 10.92 134 17 19000 0.020541 -1.68739
49.429 3 16.45 TNTC 26 2 3250 0.003514 -2.45426
65.655 4 21.85 58 4 725 0.000784 -3.1058
82.082 5 27.32 134 23 227.5 0.000246 -3.60916
98.458 6 32.77 31 4 38.75 0.000042 -4.37787
Average irradiance through the water =














































Wavelength 280 nm Virus HAdV-2
Temperature 23 ºC
pH 8 0.042253 mW/cm2
Solution CBS
Fluence
UV Dose Sample Time N N/No Log N/No
mJ/cm2 (min) 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 pfu/ml
0.000 Control 0.000 TNTC 107 6 1337500 1 0
19.648 1 7.750 TNTC 131 28 2 256875 0.192056 -0.71657
39.296 2 15.500 TNTC 259 37 5 - 39312.5 0.029393 -1.53176
58.943 3 23.250 TNTC 104 11 13000 0.00972 -2.01235
78.591 4 31.000 103 11 3 1287.5 0.000963 -3.01655
Average irradiance through the water =




































Wavelength 289 nm Virus HAdV-2
Temperature 23 ºC
pH 8 0.041886 mW/cm2
Solution CBS
Fluence
UV Dose Sample Time N N/No Log N/No
(mJ/cm2) (min) 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 pfu/ml
0.000 Control 0.000 TNTC 147 40 3418750 1 0
38.954 1 15.500 TNTC TNTC 80 1000000 0.292505 -0.53387
77.614 2 30.883 TNTC 142 15 177500 0.05192 -1.28467
116.651 3 46.417 TNTC 193 26 28312.5 0.008282 -2.08189
155.270 4 61.783 TNTC 198 27 2925 0.000856 -3.06774
196.024 5 78.000 221 16 0 276.25 8.08E-05 -4.09257
226.182 6 90.000 34 6 42.5 1.24E-05 -4.90548
Viability at 10^-x dilution


































Wavelength 297 nm Virus HAdV-2
Temperature 23 ºC
pH 8 0.05795 mW/cm2
Solution CBS
Fluence
UV Dose Sample Time N N/No Log N/No
mJ/cm2 (min) 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 pfu/ml
0.000 Control 0.000 TNTC 125 12 1562500 1 0
104.311 1 30.000 TNTC 328 44 480000 0.3072 -0.51258
222.530 2 64.000 TNTC 138 15 172500 0.1104 -0.95703
312.933 3 90.000 TNTC 325 51 52187.5 0.0334 -1.47625
417.243 4 120.000 TNTC TNTC 104 13000 0.00832 -2.07988
Average irradiance through the water =

































Wavelength MP UV Virus HAdV-2
Temperature 23 ºC
pH 8 0.501629 mW/cm2
Solution CBS
Fluence
UV Dose Sample Time N N/No Log N/No
mJ/cm2 (min) 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 pfu/ml
0.000 Control 0.00 TNTC 96 5 1200000 1.000000 0
13.042 1 0.43 TNTC 175 33 315625 0.263021 -0.58001
26.586 2 0.88 383 124 101437.5 0.084531 -1.07298
39.629 3 1.32 TNTC 105 13125 0.010938 -1.96108
53.173 4 1.77 232 37 3762.5 0.003135 -2.5037
66.215 5 2.20 TNTC 83 1037.5 0.000865 -3.06319
79.759 6 2.65 121 151.25 0.000126 -3.89949
92.801 7 3.08 40 50 0.000042 -4.38021
Average irradiance through the water =




























LR-qPCR 1.1-kb DNA fragment  
 
 
DNA+EMA               Relative Action Spectrum 
    






















0 0.0000 0.0000 0 0.0000 0 0 0 0
10 -0.2183 0.1062 20 -0.4621 20 -0.6671
20 -0.2775 0.1867 40 -0.9437 0.1233 30 -1.0676 0.0905
30 -0.5110 0.2147 60 -1.2700 45 -1.6524
40 -0.8619 0.0758 80 -1.9287 0.0844 60 -1.6251 0.1372
50 -0.7620 0.1082 100 -2.1452 70 -2.2552
75 -0.9517 0.1212 120 -2.4854 0.1536 90 -2.4487 0.0368
100 -1.0297 0.1753

















0.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
10.0 -0.1469 0.1655 -0.4446 0.0327
15.7 0.2247 0.2585 -0.6203 0.2135
20.0 -0.0799 0.2360 -0.8803 0.1145
30.0 0.0033 0.1914 -0.9123 0.2559
34.8 0.0500 0.1636 -1.2533 0.2226
40.0 -0.0703 0.0264 -1.4949 0.3531
46.4 -0.0723 0.0130 -1.6500 0.2135

















0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
40 0.0141 0.0686 -0.1612 0.0318
80 -0.0461 0.0768 -0.2150 0.0733
120 -0.2824 0.0187 -0.2249 0.0796
160 -0.2453 0.0508 -0.2380 0.1133

















0 0 0 0 0
30 -0.0221 0.1435 -0.0373 0.0203
60 -0.0556 0.0698 -0.0556 0.0698
90 -0.2006 0.0772 -0.1862 0.0442














































0.00 224-0hrs 26.60 26.95 29.03 1.0000000 1.0000000 66169.82 100376.33 33442.45 197.86 300.15
6.71 224-0hrs 25.78 26.41 28.71 1.4142136 1.1647336 113750.70 140750.60 40802.91 278.78 344.95
10.07 224-0hrs 25.47 25.97 27.84 0.9592641 0.8645372 139606.85 185387.51 70076.49 199.22 264.55
13.43 224-0hrs 25.79 25.54 28.25 1.0210121 1.5475650 113001.61 242656.45 54310.18 208.07 446.80
16.78 224-0hrs 26.74 27.54 29.94 1.7052698 1.2483305 60323.68 69377.41 18994.06 317.59 365.26
22.04 224-0hrs 26.85 27.98 28.99 0.8179021 0.4763190 56094.98 52672.97 34284.45 163.62 153.64
91491.27 131870.21 41985.09 227.52 312.56
0.00 224-4hrs 27.22 31.21 29.93 1.0000000 1.0000000 43929.34 6972.57 19112.50 229.85 36.48
6.71 224-4hrs 26.66 30.93 29.20 0.8888427 0.7320428 63597.98 8308.48 30088.58 211.37 27.61
10.07 224-4hrs 26.25 30.41 28.89 0.9526380 0.8467453 83385.47 11505.42 36483.38 228.56 31.54
13.43 224-4hrs 25.39 29.09 28.88 1.7171309 2.0994334 147184.56 26290.17 36710.88 400.93 71.61
16.78 224-4hrs 26.57 30.30 30.06 1.7171309 2.0562277 67494.49 12325.66 17628.70 382.87 69.92
22.04 224-4hrs 25.82 29.23 28.92 1.3103934 1.9588406 110783.82 24084.03 35809.29 309.37 67.26
91491.27 131870.21 41985.09 227.52 312.56
0.00 224-12 hrs 27.64 28.13 29.53 1.0000000 1.0000000 33284.20 47951.79 24508.06 135.81 195.66
6.71 224-12 hrs 27.57 28.04 29.32 0.9075192 0.9201877 34859.75 50731.14 27925.72 124.83 181.66
10.07 224-12 hrs 27.09 27.37 28.66 0.8010699 0.9265881 47869.33 77168.28 42091.08 113.73 183.34
13.43 224-12 hrs 27.03 27.81 30.18 2.3949574 1.9588406 49805.12 58587.99 16361.49 304.40 358.08
16.78 224-12 hrs 27.05 27.76 30.40 2.7510836 2.3619853 49151.32 60450.92 14270.12 344.44 423.62
22.04 224-12 hrs 25.97 26.81 29.12 2.3949574 1.8790455 100330.90 109570.97 31622.78 317.27 346.49
0.00 224-16 hrs 25.85 27.47 30.26 1.0000000 1.0000000 108609.55 72485.33 15567.71 697.66 465.61
6.71 224-16 hrs 27.48 28.96 29.61 0.2058978 0.2268798 36995.53 28519.29 23319.04 158.65 122.30
10.07 224-16 hrs 27.21 28.52 29.02 0.1649385 0.2044755 44220.55 37563.75 33650.99 131.41 111.63
13.43 224-16 hrs 26.85 28.23 29.30 0.2570285 0.3035487 56094.98 45041.84 28275.08 198.39 159.30
16.78 224-16 hrs 26.73 28.30 29.96 0.4413515 0.4569157 60723.56 43110.59 18759.37 323.70 229.81
22.04 224-16 hrs 26.52 28.05 29.36 0.3368084 0.3584888 69761.45 50414.53 27239.88 256.10 185.08
0.00 224-24 hrs 20.44 21.81 29.77 1.0000000 1.0000000 3874675.12 2506859.31 21111.25 18353.60 11874.52
6.71 224-24 hrs 25.71 27.05 30.11 0.0328036 0.0334929 119135.22 94285.01 17089.19 697.14 551.72
10.07 224-24 hrs 27.60 28.30 28.91 0.0038525 0.0061296 34175.58 43110.59 36032.59 94.85 119.64
13.43 224-24 hrs 26.72 27.66 28.90 0.0070410 0.0094859 61126.10 64356.38 36257.28 168.59 177.50
16.78 224-24 hrs 26.69 27.82 29.96 0.0149885 0.0177013 62349.79 58222.35 18759.37 332.37 310.36
22.04 224-24 hrs 26.77 27.56 29.14 0.0080321 0.0120068 59139.75 68514.16 31232.05 189.36 219.37
91491.27 131870.21 41985.09 227.52 312.56
0.00 224-36 hrs 16.95 17.94 30.31 1.0000000 1.0000000 38874965.30 28270419.03 15091.27 257599.08 187329.66
6.71 224-36 hrs 21.43 22.62 29.61 0.0275845 0.0240137 2014469.46 1509737.97 23319.04 8638.73 6474.27
10.07 224-36 hrs 24.33 25.72 29.28 0.0029399 0.0022281 296498.81 216796.47 28628.82 1035.67 757.27
13.43 224-36 hrs 26.44 27.68 29.44 0.0007609 0.0006398 73548.03 63555.61 25918.32 283.77 245.21
16.78 224-36 hrs 27.37 28.78 30.37 0.0007609 0.0005687 39784.42 31921.13 14538.75 273.64 219.56
22.04 224-36 hrs 27.53 28.68 29.58 0.0003939 0.0003525 35793.32 33983.41 23758.00 150.66 143.04
91491.27 131870.21 41985.09 227.52 312.56
0.00 224-48 hrs 16.61 17.30 30.43 1.0000000 1.0000000 48666598.19 42202663.26 14006.46 347458.30 301308.63
6.71 224-48 hrs 19.43 20.38 29.66 0.0830429 0.0693481 7551770.45 6136605.74 22605.37 33406.97 27146.67
10.07 224-48 hrs 22.27 23.48 29.28 0.0089122 0.0062151 1156452.21 881208.84 28628.82 4039.47 3078.05
13.43 224-48 hrs 24.41 25.07 29.20 0.0019129 0.0019531 281233.75 325670.70 30088.58 934.69 1082.37
16.78 224-48 hrs 26.83 27.82 30.73 0.0010322 0.0008384 56841.15 58222.35 11623.44 489.02 500.90
22.04 224-48 hrs 27.93 28.31 29.14 0.0001600 0.0001983 27480.48 42841.55 31232.05 87.99 137.17
91491.27 131870.21 41985.09 227.523197 312.556687
Irradiance
(mW/cm2)
0.011893261 Sample 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 N N/No
Time (min) pfu/ml Log reduction
0.00 0 Control TNTC TNTC 40 5000000 1 0
9.40 6.7077994 1 TNTC TNTC 159 45 - 380625 0.076125 -1.118472694
14.12 10.073592 2 TNTC TNTC 43 53750 0.01075 -1.968591536
18.82 13.427492 3 TNTC 124 15500 0.0031 -2.508638306
23.52 16.781392 4 TNTC 221 2762.5 0.0005525 -3.257667718
30.88 22.038213 5 TNTC 35 437.5 0.0000875 -4.057991947
Fluence
mJ/cm2


























0.00 224-0hrs 27.72 29.23 29.06 1.0000000 1.0000000 3.16E+04 2.41E+04 3.28E+04 96.18 73.37
7.76 224-0hrs 28.29 29.84 29.15 0.7169776 0.6973718 2.17E+04 1.64E+04 3.10E+04 69.79 52.96
11.95 224-0hrs 27.98 29.63 28.92 0.7578583 0.6877709 2.66E+04 1.87E+04 3.58E+04 74.25 52.36
15.82 224-0hrs 26.79 28.60 28.54 1.3286858 1.0792282 5.84E+04 3.57E+04 4.54E+04 128.69 78.78
19.74 224-0hrs 28.68 30.04 30.91 1.8531761 2.0562277 1.67E+04 1.45E+04 1.04E+04 161.09 139.56
104.79 78.31
0.00 224-4hrs 29.57 31.30 31.63 1.0000000 1.0000000 9.30E+03 6.59E+03 6.64E+03 139.99 99.21
7.76 224-4hrs 29.47 31.89 30.98 0.6830201 0.4233727 9.93E+03 4.56E+03 9.95E+03 99.84 45.78
11.95 224-4hrs 29.30 31.34 31.68 1.2483305 1.0069556 1.11E+04 6.43E+03 6.44E+03 172.61 99.81
15.82 224-4hrs 28.98 30.88 31.21 1.1250585 1.0000000 1.37E+04 8.57E+03 8.62E+03 159.22 99.40
19.74 224-4hrs 29.56 31.39 31.63 1.0069556 0.9395227 9.36E+03 6.23E+03 6.64E+03 140.91 93.78
0.00 224-12 hrs 26.24 27.64 29.24 1.0000000 1.0000000 8.39E+04 6.52E+04 2.93E+04 285.99 222.04
7.76 224-12 hrs 29.11 30.56 29.22 0.1349035 0.1303082 1.26E+04 1.05E+04 2.97E+04 42.41 35.25
11.95 224-12 hrs 29.32 30.83 29.84 0.1792444 0.1660857 1.10E+04 8.85E+03 2.02E+04 54.27 43.76
15.82 224-12 hrs 28.39 29.52 29.64 0.2973018 0.3584888 2.03E+04 2.01E+04 2.29E+04 88.60 87.75
19.74 224-12 hrs 29.07 30.22 30.20 0.2735734 0.3253355 1.29E+04 1.30E+04 1.62E+04 80.07 80.19
0.00 224-16 hrs 23.01 24.54 29.25 1.0000000 1.0000000 7.09E+05 4.54E+05 2.92E+04 2431.57 1555.88
7.76 224-16 hrs 28.11 29.59 29.19 0.0279695 0.0289559 2.44E+04 1.92E+04 3.03E+04 80.59 63.50
11.95 224-16 hrs 27.35 28.60 28.31 0.0257372 0.0312500 4.03E+04 3.57E+04 5.23E+04 77.05 68.29
15.82 224-16 hrs 27.71 29.34 28.91 0.0303955 0.0283600 3.18E+04 2.25E+04 3.60E+04 88.20 62.39
19.74 224-16 hrs 28.22 29.98 29.80 0.0395549 0.0337259 2.27E+04 1.51E+04 2.07E+04 109.50 72.68
0.00 224-24 hrs 19.26 20.76 30.33 1.0000000 1.0000000 8.45E+06 4.84E+06 1.49E+04 56689.57 32455.26
7.76 224-24 hrs 25.11 26.80 30.42 0.0184530 0.0161760 1.77E+05 1.10E+05 1.41E+04 1256.55 782.32
11.95 224-24 hrs 27.10 28.97 30.32 0.0043343 0.0033538 4.76E+04 2.83E+04 1.50E+04 317.08 188.97
15.82 224-24 hrs 28.02 30.04 29.35 0.0011694 0.0008155 2.59E+04 1.45E+04 2.74E+04 94.47 52.92
19.74 224-24 hrs 28.92 30.35 30.62 0.0015113 0.0015864 1.43E+04 1.19E+04 1.24E+04 114.79 95.98
104.79 78.31
0.00 224-36 hrs 17.65 18.65 30.76 1.0000000 1.0000000 2.45E+07 1.81E+07 1.14E+04 214572.35 158875.57
7.76 224-36 hrs 22.42 23.72 30.09 0.0230355 0.0187106 1.05E+06 7.58E+05 1.73E+04 6052.92 4382.33
11.95 224-36 hrs 25.82 27.50 30.02 0.0020788 0.0012975 1.11E+05 7.11E+04 1.81E+04 612.99 393.62
15.82 224-36 hrs 27.32 28.74 30.21 0.0008384 0.0006267 4.11E+04 3.27E+04 1.61E+04 256.06 203.81
19.74 224-36 hrs 28.50 29.81 30.66 0.0005055 0.0004078 1.89E+04 1.68E+04 1.21E+04 155.32 137.98
104.79 78.31
0.00 224-48 hrs 17.45 18.66 31.35 1.0000000 1.0000000 2.79E+07 1.80E+07 7.91E+03 353386.40 227837.66
7.76 224-48 hrs 20.10 21.34 29.66 0.0493776 0.0483614 4.85E+06 3.36E+06 2.26E+04 21457.77 14883.50
11.95 224-48 hrs 24.23 25.58 30.27 0.0043043 0.0039063 3.17E+05 2.37E+05 1.55E+04 2047.35 1529.65
15.82 224-48 hrs 26.85 28.23 30.28 0.0007050 0.0006267 5.61E+04 4.50E+04 1.54E+04 364.84 292.95
19.74 224-48 hrs 29.65 30.83 31.64 0.0002599 0.0002653 8.82E+03 8.85E+03 6.60E+03 133.61 133.98
Irradiance
(mW/cm2)
0.039168451 Fluence Sample 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 N N/No
Time (min) mJ/cm2 pfu/ml
0.000 0 Control TNTC 230 33 4125000 1 0
3.300 7.7553533 1 TNTC TNTC 22 275000 0.066666667 -1.176091259
5.083 11.946378 2 TNTC TNTC 26 32500 0.007878788 -2.103540592
6.733 15.824054 3 TNTC 26 3250 0.000787879 -3.103540592
8.4 19.740899 4 46 575 0.000139394 -3.855756108
Log Reduction






















0.00 224-4hrs 27.58 26.21 1.0000000 1.0000000 1731.51 9651.77
6.71 224-4hrs 29.52 27.20 0.5176325 480.57 5215.89
10.07 224-4hrs 32.64 26.49 0.0363979 61.16 8109.86
13.43 224-4hrs 26.66 7296.54
16.78 224-4hrs 26.53 7910.68
22.04 220-4hrs 26.14 10081.05
0.00 224-12 hrs 22.62 30.64 30.17 1.0000000 1.0000000 45884.63 498.13 823.18
6.71 224-12 hrs 25.18 30.68 0.2414841 8454.55 599.52
10.07 224-12 hrs 28.01 30.16 0.0236831 1303.28 828.31
13.43 224-12 hrs 31.69 29.45 0.0011296 114.57 1287.89
16.78 224-12 hrs 31.35 395.29
22.04 220-12 hrs 31.00 491.37
0.00 224-16 hrs 22.13 23.77 27.57 1.0000000 1.0000000 63426.37 36745.29 4144.16
6.71 224-16 hrs 24.16 30.23 26.56 0.1215819 0.0056403 16587.21 643.89 7764.52
10.07 224-16 hrs 27.30 27.06 0.0195052 2083.38 5690.17
13.43 224-16 hrs 30.64 27.28 0.0022436 229.29 4962.84
16.78 224-16 hrs 33.75 28.97 0.0008384 29.38 1735.67
22.04 220-16 hrs 27.11 5516.03
0.00 224-24 hrs 20.44 17.44 26.84 1.0000000 1.0000000 193733.76 1933061.62 6524.10
6.71 224-24 hrs 23.94 21.60 26.95 0.0953912 0.0603710 19182.32 142953.97 6092.89
10.07 224-24 hrs 27.43 27.39 25.72 0.0036195 0.0004652 1911.91 3810.40 13088.70
13.43 224-24 hrs 31.52 32.51 25.98 0.0002545 0.0000160 128.19 154.49 11135.31
16.78 224-24 hrs 33.85 27.72 0.0001691 27.50 3775.20
22.04 220-24 hrs 27.45 4465.13
0.00 224-36 hrs 21.34 16.09 27.17 1.0000000 1.0000000 106894.57 4500834.11 5314.08
6.71 224-36 hrs 24.49 19.98 27.49 0.1406323 0.0842021 13337.73 394142.24 4355.47
10.07 224-36 hrs 27.36 24.02 26.04 0.0070410 0.0018736 2002.41 31421.72 10727.62
13.43 224-36 hrs 29.84 26.42 25.64 0.0009565 0.0002690 388.98 6993.61 13756.08
16.78 224-36 hrs 33.75 30.64 28.18 0.0003700 0.0000840 29.38 498.13 2836.28
22.04 220-36 hrs 30.63 26.69 0.0000301 501.25 7161.72
0.00 224-48 hrs 22.63 15.93 29.44 1.0000000 1.0000000 45582.47 4975020.90 1295.92
6.71 224-48 hrs 24.42 19.03 28.04 0.1095757 0.0441942 13969.09 714406.73 3094.19
10.07 224-48 hrs 26.80 21.80 26.95 0.0098887 0.0030436 2898.95 126130.13 6092.89
13.43 224-48 hrs 29.41 25.79 27.47 0.0023227 0.0002747 516.79 10375.05 4409.96
16.78 224-48 hrs 32.65 29.49 28.04 0.0003650 0.0000314 60.76 1023.31 3094.19
22.04 224-48 hrs 34.16 29.54 27.85 0.0001123 0.0000266 22.40 991.78 3482.11
Irradiance
0.011893261 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 N N/No
Time min pfu/ml Log reduction
0.00 0 TNTC TNTC 40 5000000 1 0
9.40 6.707799386 TNTC TNTC 159 45 - 380625 0.076125 -1.118472694
14.12 10.07359234 TNTC TNTC 43 53750 0.01075 -1.968591536
18.82 13.42749203 TNTC 124 15500 0.0031 -2.508638306
23.52 16.78139173 221 2762.5 0.0005525 -3.257667718
30.88 22.03821323 35 437.5 0.0000875 -4.057991947
Fluence 
(mJ/cm2)























0.00 224-4hrs 25.47 27.14 1.0000000 1.0000000 6980.34 5414.11
4.79 224-4hrs 28.35 26.23 0.0722930 1041.07 9532.52
9.62 224-4hrs 30.21 25.77 0.0144779 304.62 12688.13
15.62 224-4hrs 27.34 ############## 4781.14
19.24 224-4hrs 26.88 6363.87
24.03 220-4hrs 26.33 8957.97
0.00 224-12 hrs 21.29 24.79 28.57 1.0000000 1.0000000 110484.88 19403.36 2225.66
4.79 224-12 hrs 25.02 32.10 28.07 0.0532897 0.0044561 9397.27 199.70 3037.02
9.62 224-12 hrs 26.14 26.82 0.0103087 4483.57 ############# 6605.72
15.62 224-12 hrs 28.89 27.05 0.0017972 728.67 ############# 5725.66
19.24 224-12 hrs 27.81 3569.78
24.03 224-12 hrs 26.52 ############## 7960.01
0.00 224-16 hrs 20.03 18.82 28.41 1.0000000 1.0000000 254010.90 814782.67 2458.41
4.79 224-16 hrs 24.23 26.02 27.39 0.0268302 0.0033538 15837.53 8983.72 4634.82
9.62 224-16 hrs 25.79 30.64 26.22 0.0040440 0.0000606 5650.08 498.13 9591.96
15.62 224-16 hrs 27.11 28.26 0.0066612 2362.05 ############# 2698.68
19.24 224-16 hrs 30.01 28.88 0.0013715 347.66 1835.54
24.03 224-16 hrs 27.50 ############## 4328.48
0.00 224-24 hrs 18.86 14.52 28.53 1.0000000 1.0000000 550271.34 12026947.94 2281.69
4.79 224-24 hrs 21.97 19.45 27.53 0.0579118 0.0164018 70498.67 549228.47 4248.50
9.62 224-24 hrs 24.24 24.15 27.37 0.0107464 0.0005648 15733.23 28965.74 4692.80
15.62 224-24 hrs 27.11 28.38 27.47 0.0015755 0.0000323 2362.05 2050.23 4409.96
19.24 224-24 hrs 30.03 27.44 0.0002039 343.09 4492.97
24.03 224-24 hrs 27.48 4382.63
0.00 224-36 hrs 19.06 13.31 28.54 1.0000000 1.0000000 482156.56 25653024.40 2267.55
4.79 224-36 hrs 20.97 16.83 28.22 0.2131587 0.0698304 136497.58 2832022.53 2766.63
9.62 224-36 hrs 24.24 20.54 26.65 0.0074425 0.0017972 15733.23 277585.21 7342.04
15.62 224-36 hrs 27.78 24.18 27.41 0.0010836 0.0002441 1517.18 28426.80 4577.55
19.24 224-36 hrs 28.80 27.24 27.29 0.0004917 0.0000269 773.31 4185.57 4932.08
24.03 224-36 hrs 31.69 30.53 27.29 0.0000663 0.0000028 114.57 533.64 4932.08
0.00 224-48 hrs 19.30 13.31 27.29 1.0000000 1.0000000 411454.21 25653024.40 4932.08
4.79 224-48 hrs 21.76 15.73 27.12 0.1065794 0.1660857 81259.45 5638613.00 5481.85
9.62 224-48 hrs 24.45 18.86 25.98 0.0074425 0.0086086 13694.93 794632.47 11135.31
15.62 224-48 hrs 26.18 22.31 26.75 0.0010836 0.0013433 4366.63 91655.08 6899.52
19.24 224-48 hrs 29.47 25.15 27.81 0.0003090 0.0003925 496.71 15536.64 3569.78
24.03 224-48 hrs 31.17 28.87 27.88 0.0000663 0.0000312 161.55 1508.62 3417.77
Irradiance
0.041640321
Time Fluence 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 N N/No Log N/No
(min) mJ/cm2 pfu/ml
0.0000 0.0000 TNTC 51 637500 1 0.0000
1.9167 4.7886 TNTC 82 10 102500 0.160784314 -0.7938
3.8500 9.6189 TNTC 89 10 11125 0.01745098 -1.7582
6.2500 15.6151 75 3 937.5 0.001470588 -2.8325
7.7000 19.2378 122 11 152.5 0.000239216 -3.6212
9.6167 24.0265 30 37.5 5.88235E-05 -4.2304





























0.00 254-0hrs 26.72 28.47 30.08 1.000000 1.000000 6.11E+04 3.88E+04 1.74E+04 351.08 222.61
19.08 254-0hrs 26.54 28.09 29.70 0.870551 1.000000 6.88E+04 4.92E+04 2.21E+04 312.22 222.98
38.16 254-0hrs 26.12 27.75 28.84 0.641713 0.697372 9.09E+04 6.08E+04 3.76E+04 241.43 161.63
76.24 254-0hrs 26.55 28.06 29.37 0.687771 0.812252 6.84E+04 5.01E+04 2.71E+04 252.64 185.07
114.40 254-0hrs 27.26 28.68 29.75 0.547147 0.687771 4.28E+04 3.40E+04 2.14E+04 200.15 158.98
152.56 254-0hrs 27.52 29.21 29.62 0.417544 0.435275 3.60E+04 2.44E+04 2.32E+04 155.48 105.23
0.00 254-4hrs 28.03 30.08 29.03 1.000000 1.000000 2.57E+04 1.41E+04 3.34E+04 76.92 42.30
19.08 254-4hrs 28.65 29.71 30.41 0.7022224 0.5783441 1.71E+04 1.78E+04 1.42E+04 120.42 125.75
38.16 254-4hrs 28.50 29.58 29.88 0.5396141 0.4383029 1.89E+04 1.93E+04 1.97E+04 95.64 98.12
76.24 254-4hrs 28.18 30.43 28.62 0.678302 0.590496 2.33E+04 1.14E+04 4.32E+04 53.99 26.33
114.40 254-4hrs 27.51 30.32 28.27 0.846745 0.500000 3.63E+04 1.22E+04 5.36E+04 67.62 22.69
152.56 254-4hrs 27.71 30.37 28.93 1.164734 0.763130 3.18E+04 1.18E+04 3.56E+04 89.30 33.15
76.72 58.68
0.00 254-12hrs 29.45 30.60 30.44 1.000000 1.000000 1.01E+04 1.02E+04 1.39E+04 72.32 73.39
19.08 254-12hrs 27.98 29.34 28.87 0.1126563 0.0830429 2.66E+04 2.25E+04 3.69E+04 71.98 60.86
38.16 254-12hrs 26.47 27.49 27.23 0.1029489 0.0960547 7.21E+04 7.16E+04 1.02E+05 70.42 69.91
76.24 254-12hrs 30.13 31.38 29.31 0.285191 0.266093 6.42E+03 6.27E+03 2.81E+04 22.86 22.31
114.40 254-12hrs 30.09 31.56 29.57 0.351111 0.281265 6.60E+03 5.60E+03 2.39E+04 27.59 23.43
152.56 254-12hrs 29.80 31.71 30.27 0.697372 0.411796 7.99E+03 5.10E+03 1.55E+04 51.63 32.96
0.00 254-16hrs 20.94 21.60 28.98 1.000000 1.000000 2.78E+06 2.86E+06 3.45E+04 8071.72 8287.61
19.08 254-16hrs 30.21 31.06 28.93 0.0349152 0.0332616 6.09E+03 7.66E+03 3.56E+04 17.12 21.52
38.16 254-16hrs 29.46 29.78 27.48 0.0214928 0.0295643 1.00E+04 1.71E+04 8.77E+04 11.41 19.47
76.24 254-16hrs 27.75 28.69 28.24 0.005336 0.004395 3.10E+04 3.38E+04 5.46E+04 56.64 61.80
114.40 254-16hrs 29.01 29.98 28.89 0.003496 0.002820 1.35E+04 1.51E+04 3.65E+04 36.90 41.28
152.56 254-16hrs 28.76 29.74 29.06 0.004678 0.003747 1.59E+04 1.75E+04 3.28E+04 48.38 53.32
0.00 254-24hrs 17.74 18.11 29.58 1.000000 1.000000 2.31E+07 2.54E+07 2.38E+04 97089.95 106979.74
19.08 254-24hrs 25.70 26.96 29.27 0.0070410 0.0050483 1.20E+05 9.97E+04 2.88E+04 416.30 346.27
38.16 254-24hrs 27.83 29.11 29.27 0.0016086 0.0011374 2.94E+04 2.60E+04 2.88E+04 101.91 90.13
76.24 254-24hrs 28.07 28.70 28.37 0.000336 0.000280 2.51E+04 3.36E+04 5.04E+04 49.70 66.58
114.40 254-24hrs 29.54 30.21 28.21 0.000109 0.000088 9.49E+03 1.30E+04 5.57E+04 17.04 23.42
152.56 254-24hrs 28.95 29.65 28.39 0.000185 0.000147 1.40E+04 1.85E+04 4.98E+04 28.14 37.19
0.00 254-36hrs 15.95 17.23 29.48 1.0000000 1.0000000 7.53E+07 4.41E+07 2.53E+04 297718.82 174407.10
19.08 254-36hrs 18.91 19.25 28.92 0.1088188 0.1022378 1.06E+07 1.24E+07 3.58E+04 29734.73 34766.80
38.16 254-36hrs 21.73 22.35 29.06 0.0169802 0.0131390 1.65E+06 1.79E+06 3.28E+04 5033.60 5446.44
76.24 254-36hrs 25.94 27.99 28.72 0.000581 0.000341 1.02E+05 5.23E+04 4.06E+04 252.38 129.09
114.40 254-36hrs 28.12 30.44 28.76 0.000132 0.000064 2.42E+04 1.13E+04 3.96E+04 61.28 28.55
152.56 254-36hrs 28.27 30.96 28.03 0.000072 0.000027 2.20E+04 8.15E+03 6.23E+04 35.25 13.09
0.00 254-48hrs 15.59 16.67 29.97 1.0000000 1.0000000 9.55E+07 6.26E+07 1.86E+04 512148.09 335822.85
19.08 254-48hrs 17.58 18.80 29.48 0.1792444 0.1626677 2.56E+07 1.65E+07 2.53E+04 101411.57 65268.22
38.16 254-48hrs 19.47 20.77 29.16 0.0387409 0.0332616 7.35E+06 4.81E+06 3.08E+04 23843.51 15584.45
76.24 254-48hrs 23.03 24.18 29.28 0.0035697 0.0034006 7.00E+05 5.69E+05 2.86E+04 2444.82 1985.89
114.40 254-48hrs 25.86 27.03 28.73 0.0003429 0.0003221 1.08E+05 9.55E+04 4.03E+04 267.74 236.91
152.56 254-48hrs 28.21 29.11 28.40 0.0000535 0.0000606 2.28E+04 2.60E+04 4.95E+04 46.16 52.48
76.721543 58.678237
Irradiance Fluence
mW/cm2 Time UV Dose 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 N N/No Log N/No
0.069629448 (min) (mJ/cm2) pfu/ml
0 0 TNTC TNTC 36 4500000 1 0
4.566666667 19.078469 TNTC TNTC 65 812500 0.180555556 -0.743389144
9.133333333 38.156938 TNTC TNTC 79 - 98750 0.021944444 -1.658675409
18.25 76.244246 - TNTC 67 - 8375 0.001861111 -2.730227698
27.38333333 114.40118 TNTC 42 - 525 0.000116667 -3.93305321
36.51666667 152.55812 34 42.5 9.44444E-06 -5.024823584


























0.00 254-0hrs 26.72 28.47 30.08 1.000000 1.000000 6.11E+04 3.88E+04 1.74E+04 351.08 222.61
19.02 254-0hrs 26.54 28.09 29.70 0.870551 1.000000 6.88E+04 4.92E+04 2.21E+04 312.22 222.98
38.04 254-0hrs 26.12 27.75 28.84 0.641713 0.697372 9.09E+04 6.08E+04 3.76E+04 241.43 161.63
76.16 254-0hrs 26.55 28.06 29.37 0.687771 0.812252 6.84E+04 5.01E+04 2.71E+04 252.64 185.07
114.03 254-0hrs 27.26 28.68 29.75 0.547147 0.687771 4.28E+04 3.40E+04 2.14E+04 200.15 158.98
152.07 254-0hrs 27.52 29.21 29.62 0.417544 0.435275 3.60E+04 2.44E+04 2.32E+04 155.48 105.23
0.00 254-4hrs 26.52 27.42 30.05 1.000000 1.000000 6.98E+04 7.48E+04 1.77E+04 393.27 421.62
19.02 254-4hrs 26.43 27.64 28.46 0.3535534 0.2851909 7.40E+04 6.52E+04 4.77E+04 155.33 136.72
38.04 254-4hrs 27.44 28.58 29.39 0.3344819 0.2832210 3.80E+04 3.62E+04 2.67E+04 142.08 135.32
76.16 254-4hrs 27.07 28.13 28.93 0.314253 0.281265 4.85E+04 4.80E+04 3.56E+04 136.30 134.74
114.03 254-4hrs 26.77 27.65 29.69 0.655197 0.664343 5.91E+04 6.48E+04 2.22E+04 266.54 291.88
152.07 254-4hrs 28.23 29.53 29.29 0.180491 0.136787 2.25E+04 2.00E+04 2.85E+04 79.22 70.16
0.00 254-12hrs 26.16 27.41 30.02 1.000000 1.000000 8.85E+04 7.53E+04 1.81E+04 489.66 416.43
19.02 254-12hrs 25.77 26.65 28.86 0.5864175 0.7578583 1.15E+05 1.21E+05 3.72E+04 308.06 325.84
38.04 254-12hrs 28.04 28.85 29.77 0.2284579 0.3099269 2.56E+04 3.06E+04 2.11E+04 121.04 144.72
76.16 254-12hrs 28.05 29.05 29.47 0.184284 0.219151 2.54E+04 2.70E+04 2.54E+04 99.79 105.96
114.03 254-12hrs 29.53 30.32 30.59 0.143587 0.197510 9.55E+03 1.22E+04 1.27E+04 75.30 95.99
152.07 254-12hrs 27.99 28.95 30.13 0.303549 0.371131 2.64E+04 2.87E+04 1.69E+04 156.49 170.03
0.00 254-16hrs 19.31 20.49 28.42 1.000000 1.000000 8.17E+06 5.73E+06 4.89E+04 16730.05 11722.92
19.02 254-16hrs 28.16 29.74 28.82 0.0028595 0.0021671 2.36E+04 1.75E+04 3.81E+04 61.95 45.93
38.04 254-16hrs 28.33 29.69 28.51 0.0020502 0.0018097 2.11E+04 1.81E+04 4.62E+04 45.66 39.08
76.16 254-16hrs 28.23 29.91 29.56 0.004550 0.003217 2.25E+04 1.57E+04 2.41E+04 93.70 65.41
114.03 254-16hrs 28.53 30.03 28.98 0.002472 0.001980 1.85E+04 1.46E+04 3.45E+04 53.59 42.31
152.07 254-16hrs 28.33 29.67 29.16 0.003217 0.002879 2.11E+04 1.83E+04 3.08E+04 68.40 59.28
0.00 254-24hrs 16.81 17.74 28.84 1.0000000 1.0000000 4.26E+07 3.20E+07 3.76E+04 113304.78 85136.48
19.02 254-24hrs 23.55 25.53 28.17 0.0058799 0.0028398 4.96E+05 2.44E+05 5.71E+04 869.68 427.79
38.04 254-24hrs 26.93 29.25 28.59 0.0007556 0.0002883 5.32E+04 2.38E+04 4.40E+04 121.03 54.10
76.16 254-24hrs 27.72 29.82 28.99 0.000577 0.000256 3.16E+04 1.66E+04 3.43E+04 92.08 48.55
114.03 254-24hrs 29.00 30.93 29.52 0.000343 0.000171 1.36E+04 8.31E+03 2.47E+04 54.95 33.69
152.07 254-24hrs 29.32 31.76 28.62 0.000147 0.000052 1.10E+04 4.94E+03 4.32E+04 25.42 11.45
0.00 254-36hrs 15.29 15.88 28.66 1.0000000 1.0000000 1.16E+08 1.03E+08 4.21E+04 276571.27 243909.76
19.02 254-36hrs 18.93 19.55 28.13 0.0555527 0.0544094 1.05E+07 1.03E+07 5.85E+04 17957.35 17632.57
38.04 254-36hrs 21.19 22.01 28.05 0.0109722 0.0093553 2.36E+06 2.21E+06 6.15E+04 3838.40 3596.46
76.16 254-36hrs 25.52 26.35 28.23 0.000618 0.000523 1.35E+05 1.46E+05 5.50E+04 245.63 265.76
114.03 254-36hrs 28.90 29.74 28.76 0.000086 0.000072 1.45E+04 1.75E+04 3.96E+04 36.60 44.25
152.07 254-36hrs 29.06 30.11 27.91 0.000043 0.000031 1.30E+04 1.39E+04 6.71E+04 19.41 20.69
0.00 254-48hrs 14.88 15.26 30.35 1.0000000 1.0000000 1.53E+08 1.51E+08 1.47E+04 1036854.04 1028164.39
19.02 254-48hrs 17.50 17.72 29.59 0.0960547 0.1073207 2.70E+07 3.24E+07 2.36E+04 114482.90 137415.97
38.04 254-48hrs 18.05 18.82 29.22 0.0507658 0.0387409 1.88E+07 1.63E+07 2.97E+04 63245.47 54836.49
76.16 254-48hrs 22.20 23.17 28.98 0.0024213 0.0016086 1.21E+06 1.07E+06 3.45E+04 3510.89 3101.46
114.03 254-48hrs 28.11 29.39 29.86 0.0000741 0.0000397 2.44E+04 2.18E+04 2.00E+04 122.22 109.15
152.07 254-48hrs 29.60 30.56 29.70 0.0000236 0.0000158 9.12E+03 1.05E+04 2.21E+04 41.34 47.50
184.143163 185.683071
Irradiance Fluence Time 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 N N/No Log N/No
mW/cm2 (mJ/cm2) (min) pfu/ml
0.07957694 0 0 159 3 1987500 1 0
19.01888855 3.9833333 114 28 350000 0.176100629 -0.75423909
38.0377771 7.9666667 TNTC 35 - 43750 0.022012579 -1.65732908
76.15513114 15.95 TNTC 70 - 8750 0.004402516 -2.35629908
114.0337544 23.883333 26 - 325 0.000163522 -3.78642378
152.0715315 31.85 30 37.5 1.88679E-05 -4.72427587






























0 254 13.63 27.11 1.0000000 0 0 0 0 0
19.07427414 254 15.9 26.63 0.148650889 -0.82783249 19.955222 -0.79020374 0.88094787 0.053215088
38.14854827 254 17.6 26.15 0.032803646 -1.48407788 38.262013 -1.44343883 0.11346458 0.057472295
76.2274824 254 21.42 26.55 0.003064782 -2.51360046 76.45625 -2.47898201 0.2287676 0.048957881
114.3760307 254 25.43 26.43 0.000175043 -3.75685435 114.71826 -3.5988136 0.34223218 0.223503369
152.5245789 254 28.32 26.27 2.11351E-05 -4.67499583 152.98028 -4.71864518 0.45569676 0.061729502
254 NEW B
0 254 12.11 25.76 1 0 0 0 0 0
20.83616987 254 14.78 25.93 0.176776695 -0.75257499 19.048679 -0.74881412 0.04212963 0.007672072
38.37547743 254 17.1 26.09 0.039554894 -1.40279978 38.339687 -1.49168747 0.42696458 0.288066427
76.68501761 254 20.56 26.09 0.003594483 -2.44436356 76.354618 -2.4329434 0.2821176 0.267333407
115.060495 254 23.68 25.9 0.000362433 -3.44077285 114.97927 -3.72933269 1.33716313 0.237470142






0.069629448 Time Fluence 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 N N/No Log N/N0
mW/cm2 (min) (mJ/cm2) pfu/ml
0 0 TNTC TNTC 36 4500000 1 0
4.56666667 19.078469 TNTC TNTC 65 812500 0.18055556 -0.743389144
9.13333333 38.156938 TNTC TNTC 79 - 98750 0.02194444 -1.658675409
18.25 76.244246 - TNTC 67 - 8375 0.00186111 -2.730227698
27.3833333 114.40118 TNTC 42 - 525 0.00011667 -3.93305321
36.5166667 152.55812 34 42.5 9.4444E-06 -5.024823584
Irradiance Time Fluence 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 N N/No Log N/N0
mW/cm2 (min)  (mJ/cm2) pfu/ml
0.072908672 0 0 TNTC TNTC 30 3750000 1 0
8.83333333 38.641596 TNTC 226 19 260000 0.06933333 -1.15905792
17.5 76.554106 TNTC 184 23000 0.00613333 -2.212303432
26.5 115.92479 - 102 12 1275 0.00034 -3.468521083
35.4333333 155.00384 49 1 - 61.25 1.6333E-05 -4.786925175
Irradiance Time Fluence 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 N N/No Log N/N0
mW/cm2 (min) (mJ/cm2) pfu/ml
0.07957694 0 0 159 3 1987500 1 0
3.98333333 19.018889 114 28 350000 0.17610063 -0.754239093
7.96666667 38.037777 TNTC 35 - 43750 0.02201258 -1.65732908
15.95 76.155131 TNTC 70 - 8750 0.00440252 -2.356299084
23.8833333 114.03375 26 - 325 0.00016352 -3.786423776
31.85 152.07153 30 37.5 1.8868E-05 -4.72427587
Viability at 10^-x dilution
Viability at 10 -̂x dilution




























0.00 254-4hrs 32.06 30.26 1.0000000 1.0000000 89.73 778.39
19.08 254-4hrs 32.84 29.54 0.3535534 53.59 1217.81
38.16 254-4hrs 28.94 1768.34
76.24 254-4hrs 29.35 1370.49
114.40 254-4hrs 30.06 881.44
152.56 254-4hrs 28.41 2458.41
0.00 254-12hrs 24.47 32.70 28.13 1.0000000 1.0000000 13515.15 137.17 2925.83
19.08 254-12hrs 25.87 28.52 0.4965462 5359.19 2295.92
38.16 254-12hrs 26.90 27.01 0.0853775 2713.61 5869.82
76.24 254-12hrs 28.08 27.29 0.0457527 1244.38 4932.08
114.40 254-12hrs 29.70 28.56 0.0358968 426.68 2239.54
152.56 254-12hrs 30.88 27.82 0.0094859 195.66 3547.66
0.00 254-16hrs 22.76 25.88 28.79 1.0000000 1.0000000 41830.70 9806.64 1941.17
19.08 254-16hrs 24.46 28.71 0.2911834 13604.74 2040.15
38.16 254-16hrs 25.13 28.46 0.1538931 8738.52 2383.17
76.24 254-16hrs 28.05 28.98 0.0291573 1269.29 1724.91
114.40 254-16hrs 28.56 29.56 0.0306069 906.19 1202.76
152.56 254-16hrs 29.77 27.17 0.0025241 407.40 5314.08
0.00 254-24hrs 22.16 19.95 28.97 1.0000000 1.0000000 62181.55 401614.69 1735.67
19.08 254-24hrs 23.70 28.83 28.86 0.3186402 0.0019667 22478.52 1546.87 1858.51
38.16 254-24hrs 23.55 30.79 27.16 0.1088188 0.0001556 24820.43 453.48 5347.22
76.24 254-24hrs 24.48 32.79 27.65 0.0802141 0.0000546 13426.15 129.65 3943.10
114.40 254-24hrs 26.41 27.29 0.0164018 3751.02 4932.08
152.56 254-24hrs 27.90 26.09 0.0025417 1401.53 10399.31
0.00 254-36hrs 21.25 16.64 27.05 1.0000000 1.0000000 113443.76 3189739.48 5725.66
19.08 254-36hrs 22.91 21.17 27.99 0.6070974 0.0830429 37883.80 187114.56 3191.87
38.16 254-36hrs
76.24 254-36hrs 24.40 29.22 26.38 0.0708052 0.0001026 14154.90 1211.76 8683.82
114.40 254-36hrs 26.55 28.09 0.0521930 3419.61 2999.49
152.56 254-36hrs 28.12 26.42 0.0055243 1211.92 8470.55
0.00 254-48hrs 22.22 15.69 28.37 1.0000000 1.0000000 59764.72 5781596.30 2520.31
19.08 254-48hrs 22.16 18.05 27.52 0.5783441 0.1080672 62181.55 1319455.33 4274.99
38.16 254-48hrs 24.72 21.23 28.96 0.2660925 0.0323520 11457.37 180216.42 1746.49
76.24 254-48hrs 25.38 23.63 27.22 0.0504151 0.0018350 7408.01 40111.21 5151.44
114.40 254-48hrs 26.72 28.34 28.27 0.0412346 0.0001452 3056.30 2102.22 2681.96






















0.00 254-4hrs 24.13 27.31 1.0000000 1.0000000 16919.28 4871.14
19.02 254-4hrs 29.02 27.65 0.0426888 668.69 3943.10
38.04 254-4hrs 27.79 3614.44
76.16 254-4hrs 27.79 3614.44
114.03 254-4hrs 27.77 3659.66
152.07 254-4hrs 27.98 3211.78
0.00 254-12hrs 21.22 25.62 27.05 1.0000000 1.0000000 115714.81 11540.14 5725.66
19.02 254-12hrs 22.90 31.63 27.12 0.3275984 0.0162885 38134.93 268.02 5481.85
38.04 254-12hrs 24.03 26.56 0.1015315 18074.91 7764.52
76.16 254-12hrs 27.22 27.52 0.0216423 2196.47 4274.99
114.03 254-12hrs 29.85 28.36 0.0062584 386.42 2536.03
152.07 254-12hrs 26.88 6363.87
0.00 254-16hrs 20.75 18.67 27.52 1.0000000 1.0000000 157852.93 895003.67 4274.99
19.02 254-16hrs 22.57 29.54 27.54 0.2871746 0.0005418 47425.78 991.78 4222.17
38.04 254-16hrs 23.56 31.65 27.57 0.1476241 0.0001281 24656.98 264.69 4144.16
76.16 254-16hrs 26.55 28.15 0.0277763 3419.61 2889.68
114.03 254-16hrs 27.39 27.72 0.0115177 1963.11 3775.20
152.07 254-16hrs 29.41 27.07 0.0018097 516.79 5654.91
0.00 254-24hrs 20.65 14.37 29.06 1.0000000 1.0000000 168634.74 13211084.35 1641.23
19.02 254-24hrs 20.97 22.58 27.51 0.2735734 0.0011533 136497.58 77401.09 4301.65
38.04 254-24hrs 23.41 28.78 27.87 0.0647041 0.0000201 27225.85 1596.06 3439.09
76.16 254-24hrs 25.69 28.41 0.0193704 6036.00 2458.41
114.03 254-24hrs 26.99 29.12 0.0128686 2556.95 1581.14
152.07 254-24hrs 29.59 26.95 0.0004716 458.85 6092.89
0.00 254-36hrs 20.65 14.02 28.66 1.0000000 1.0000000 168634.74 16447461.51 2104.55
19.02 254-36hrs 20.34 17.95 27.24 0.4632940 0.0245183 206966.33 1404699.35 5087.79
38.04 254-36hrs 22.90 22.51 27.37 0.0859714 0.0011374 38134.93 80868.45 4692.80
76.16 254-36hrs 24.67 29.24 27.47 0.0270168 0.0000115 11842.19 1196.69 4409.96
114.03 254-36hrs 26.34 27.63 0.0094859 3928.58 3992.43
152.07 254-36hrs 29.02 28.38 0.0024894 668.69 2504.69
0.00 254-48hrs 20.83 14.72 29.06 1.0000000 1.0000000 149725.96 10611531.12 1641.23
19.02 254-48hrs 20.93 16.40 29.00 0.8950251 0.2993697 140153.10 3706876.09 1703.60
38.04 254-48hrs 21.43 18.53 27.73 0.2624292 0.0283600 100723.47 976987.44 3751.80
76.16 254-48hrs 23.90 23.21 28.35 0.0727958 0.0017003 19696.04 52174.50 2551.84
114.03 254-48hrs 26.12 27.80 27.86 0.0111254 0.0000503 4543.21 2947.80 3460.53





























0.00 280-0hrs 27.93 30.34 30.71 1.0000000 1.0000000 27480.48 12020.84 11768.86 233.50 102.14
29.35 280-0hrs 27.46 29.44 30.27 1.0210121 1.3755418 37487.64 21117.04 15471.23 242.31 136.49
58.71 280-0hrs 27.29 29.58 29.67 0.7578583 0.8235910 41943.88 19345.00 22465.28 186.71 86.11
117.42 280-0hrs 27.69 29.62 29.85 0.6506709 0.9075192 32202.60 18866.59 20087.03 160.32 93.92
0.00 280-4hrs 29.08 29.78 29.81 1.0000000 1.0000000 12854.01 17068.34 20592.78 62.42 82.89
29.35 280-4hrs 27.81 28.84 28.47 0.9526380 0.7578583 29747.99 30744.33 47368.10 62.80 64.91
58.71 280-4hrs 27.91 28.73 28.05 0.6643429 0.6113201 27846.03 32936.14 61500.25 45.28 53.55
117.42 280-4hrs 28.50 29.58 27.85 0.3842188 0.2952482 18856.73 19345.00 69642.21 27.08 27.78
0.00 280-12hrs 28.47 29.64 28.71 1.0000000 1.0000000 19234.22 18631.83 40802.91 47.14 45.66
29.35 280-12hrs 28.65 29.60 28.25 0.6417129 0.7474246 17077.52 19104.30 54310.18 31.44 35.18
58.71 280-12hrs 28.99 29.53 27.95 0.4117955 0.6372803 13641.55 19960.12 65444.74 20.84 30.50
117.42 280-12hrs 29.94 31.21 27.89 0.2044755 0.1907824 7282.27 6972.57 67931.85 10.72 10.26
0.00 280-16hrs 22.64 23.67 28.68 1.0000000 1.0000000 905645.83 782384.68 41571.00 2178.55 1882.04
29.35 280-16hrs 29.48 30.01 28.37 0.0070410 0.0099575 9868.73 14779.42 50406.18 19.58 29.32
58.71 280-16hrs 28.78 29.39 27.27 0.0053361 0.0071393 15671.91 21788.50 99875.75 15.69 21.82
117.42 280-16hrs 30.06 31.39 29.11 0.0078668 0.0063899 6727.19 6229.50 31819.97 21.14 19.58
0.00 280-24hrs 19.42 20.54 28.68 1.0000000 1.0000000 7601831.19 5551704.20 41571.00 18286.38 13354.75
29.35 280-24hrs 27.68 28.38 27.60 0.0015430 0.0020645 32416.07 41004.65 81351.80 39.85 50.40
58.71 280-24hrs 28.82 29.57 27.54 0.0006717 0.0008680 15263.15 19466.49 84443.43 18.08 23.05
117.42 280-24hrs 30.00 31.02 27.70 0.0003312 0.0003550 6999.23 7853.29 76448.56 9.16 10.27
0.00 280-36hrs 17.40 18.47 29.31 1.0000000 1.0000000 28876542.60 20287670.91 28099.86 102764.02 72198.49
29.35 280-36hrs 21.21 22.00 27.93 0.0273939 0.0332616 2329637.66 2225724.73 66263.49 3515.72 3358.90
58.71 280-36hrs 25.43 26.88 28.77 0.0026313 0.0020220 143345.65 104872.93 39309.04 364.66 266.79
117.42 280-36hrs 29.41 30.59 27.75 0.0000822 0.0000762 10335.87 10279.29 74108.91 13.95 13.87
0.00 280-48hrs 15.20 15.92 28.33 1.0000000 1.0000000 123544124.10 100125286.96 51675.29 239077.75 193758.53
29.35 280-48hrs 18.15 18.71 27.97 0.1008302 0.1126563 17592888.87 17457390.90 64636.10 27218.36 27008.73
58.71 280-48hrs 20.99 22.12 27.25 0.0085492 0.0064343 2694114.62 2064643.27 101125.25 2664.14 2041.67
117.42 280-48hrs 29.30 30.41 27.80 0.0000394 0.0000301 11115.04 11505.42 71840.85 15.47 16.02
Average
Irradiance Fluence 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 N N/No Log N/No
mW/cm2 Time (min) mJ/cm2 pfu/ml
0.04193 0.000 0 TNTC TNTC 42 5250000 1 0
11.667 29.3542189 TNTC TNTC 70 875000 0.166666667 -0.77815125
23.333 58.7084378 TNTC TNTC 48 60000 0.011428571 -1.942008053
46.667 117.416876 73 182.5 3.47619E-05 -4.458896435





























0.00 280-0hrs 27.82 29.54 29.56 1.0000000 1.0000000 2.96E+04 1.98E+04 2.41E+04 122.85 82.46
28.98 280-0hrs 28.93 30.52 29.63 0.4863275 0.5321851 1.42E+04 1.07E+04 2.30E+04 61.63 46.63
57.70 280-0hrs 29.10 31.06 29.48 0.3895823 0.3298770 1.27E+04 7.66E+03 2.53E+04 50.18 30.29
115.26 280-0hrs 29.12 31.27 29.40 0.3634931 0.2698071 1.25E+04 6.72E+03 2.66E+04 47.11 25.27
0.00 280-4hrs 28.43 29.01 28.97 1.000000 1.000000 1.97E+04 2.76E+04 3.47E+04 56.89 79.62
28.98 280-4hrs 27.84 28.43 28.28 0.9330330 0.9265881 2.92E+04 3.97E+04 5.33E+04 54.71 74.55
57.70 280-4hrs 27.57 28.53 28.08 0.9794203 0.7526234 3.49E+04 3.73E+04 6.04E+04 57.75 61.84
115.26 280-4hrs 27.31 28.21 28.27 0.742262 0.668964 4.14E+04 4.56E+04 5.36E+04 77.17 85.03
0.00 280-12hrs 27.29 27.67 27.90 1.000000 1.000000 4.19E+04 6.40E+04 6.75E+04 62.13 94.73
28.98 280-12hrs 29.51 30.68 29.20 0.5285090 0.3056601 9.68E+03 9.72E+03 3.01E+04 32.16 32.29
57.70 280-12hrs 28.28 29.57 27.86 0.4897101 0.2606164 2.18E+04 1.95E+04 6.92E+04 31.51 28.13
115.26 280-12hrs 28.37 29.17 27.84 0.186856 0.205898 2.05E+04 2.50E+04 7.01E+04 29.32 35.68
0.00 280-16hrs 24.68 25.71 29.46 1.000000 1.000000 2.35E+05 2.18E+05 2.56E+04 919.15 852.24
28.98 280-16hrs 27.19 28.33 27.26 0.0382075 0.0354026 4.48E+04 4.23E+04 1.00E+05 44.59 42.10
57.70 280-16hrs 29.83 30.58 29.25 0.0243489 0.0295643 7.83E+03 1.03E+04 2.92E+04 26.85 35.46
115.26 280-16hrs 28.97 30.04 28.30 0.006258 0.004979 1.38E+04 1.45E+04 5.26E+04 26.26 27.55
0.00 280-24hrs 19.08 19.77 27.91 1.000000 1.000000 9.52E+06 8.99E+06 6.71E+04 14184.22 13400.02
28.98 280-24hrs 27.87 28.99 27.94 0.0023066 0.0017121 2.86E+04 2.80E+04 6.59E+04 43.42 42.50
57.70 280-24hrs 29.29 30.27 28.50 0.0012708 0.0010394 1.12E+04 1.26E+04 4.65E+04 24.07 27.01
115.26 280-24hrs 28.72 29.84 27.16 0.000425 0.000292 1.63E+04 1.64E+04 1.07E+05 15.25 15.37
0.00 280-36hrs 16.33 16.60 28.17 1.000000 1.000000 5.86E+07 6.54E+07 5.71E+04 102587.83 114599.10
28.98 280-36hrs 22.00 22.51 28.43 0.0235195 0.0199150 1.38E+06 1.62E+06 4.86E+04 2846.54 3330.61
57.70 280-36hrs 26.65 27.67 28.73 0.0011533 0.0006858 6.40E+04 6.40E+04 4.03E+04 158.86 158.70
115.26 280-36hrs 28.92 29.86 28.63 0.000110 0.000094 1.43E+04 1.62E+04 4.29E+04 33.32 37.86
0.00 280-48hrs 15.42 15.87 28.29 1.000000 1.000000 1.07E+08 1.03E+08 5.30E+04 201656.55 195009.62
28.98 280-48hrs 18.39 18.85 27.88 0.0960547 0.0953912 1.50E+07 1.60E+07 6.84E+04 21963.29 23396.02
57.70 280-48hrs 22.44 23.54 28.46 0.0086685 0.0055243 1.03E+06 8.49E+05 4.77E+04 2168.51 1780.66
115.26 280-48hrs 28.92 29.86 27.54 0.000143 0.000110 1.43E+04 1.62E+04 8.44E+04 16.92 19.23
Average
Irradiance Fluence 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 N N/No Log N/No
mW/cm2 Time min mJ/cm2 pfu/ml
0.044589648 0.000 0 TNTC TNTC 31 3875000 1 0
10.833 28.98327 TNTC TNTC 43 537500 0.138709677 -0.857893238
21.567 57.699 TNTC TNTC 50 62500 0.016129032 -1.792391689
43.08333333 115.2642 150 13 187.5 4.83871E-05 -4.315270435
























0.044589648 0.000 0 Control TNTC TNTC 31 3875000 1 0
10.833 28.98327127 1 TNTC TNTC 43 537500 0.13870968 -0.85789324
21.567 57.69900466 2 TNTC TNTC 50 62500 0.01612903 -1.79239169
43.0833333 115.2642404 3 150 13 187.5 4.8387E-05 -4.31527043
Average
Irradiance Time Fluence Sample 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 N N/No Log 
mW/cm2 (min) mJ/cm2 pfu/ml Reduction
0.0419346 0.000 0 Control TNTC TNTC 42 5250000 1 0
11.667 29.35421892 1 TNTC TNTC 70 875000 0.16666667 -0.77815125
23.333 58.70843784 2 TNTC TNTC 48 60000 0.01142857 -1.94200805
46.667 117.4168757 3 73 182.5 3.4762E-05 -4.45889643
Viability at 10 -̂x dilution
Viability at 10 -̂x dilution
Fluence
mJ/cm2


























0 280-48hrs 15.20 15.92 28.33 1.0000000 1.0000000 1.24E+08 1.00E+08 5.17E+04 239077.75 193758.53 0 0
29.35421892 280-48hrs 18.15 18.71 27.97 0.1008302 0.1126563 1.76E+07 1.75E+07 6.46E+04 27218.36 27008.73 -0.99640929 -0.94824449
58.70843784 280-48hrs 20.99 22.12 27.25 0.0085492 0.0064343 2.69E+06 2.06E+06 1.01E+05 2664.14 2041.67 -2.06807607 -2.19149837
117.4168757 280-48hrs 29.30 30.41 27.80 0.0000394 0.0000301 1.11E+04 1.15E+04 7.18E+04 15.47 16.02 -4.40406884 -4.52147053
3-Aug-15
0 280-48hrs 15.42 15.87 28.29 1.0000000 1.0000000 1.07E+08 1.03E+08 5.30E+04 201656.55 195009.62 0 0
28.98327127 280-48hrs 18.39 18.85 27.88 0.0960547 0.0953912 1.50E+07 1.60E+07 6.84E+04 21963.29 23396.02 -1.01748139 -1.02049169
57.69900466 280-48hrs 22.44 23.54 28.46 0.0086685 0.0055243 1.03E+06 8.49E+05 4.77E+04 2168.51 1780.66 -2.06205547 -2.25772497















0 0 0 0
29.1687451 -0.81802224 0.185473824 0.0563861
58.2037212 -1.86719987 0.504716591 0.105794745
116.340558 -4.38708343 1.076317655 0.101558918
0 0 0 0
29.1687451 -1.00694534 0.185473824 0.014900225
58.2037212 -2.06506577 0.504716591 0.004257207

























0.00 280-4hrs 24.04 28.99 1.0000000 1.0000000 17955.88 1714.22
28.98 280-4hrs 26.17 28.99 0.2284579 4395.58 1714.22
57.70 280-4hrs 30.04 28.97 0.0154099 340.83 1735.67
115.26 280-4hrs 28.11 2962.43
0.00 280-12hrs 24.06 29.27 28.33 1.0000000 1.0000000 17720.17 1174.42 2583.76
28.98 280-12hrs 25.37 28.49 0.4506252 7457.12 2339.14
57.70 280-12hrs 29.62 28.33 0.0211969 449.84 2583.76
115.26 280-12hrs 27.29 4932.08
0.00 280-16hrs 23.64 27.27 33.05 1.0000000 1.0000000 23387.53 4107.69 137.39
28.98 280-16hrs 24.61 31.31 0.1528300 12321.08 405.24
57.70 280-16hrs 27.83 34.26 0.1267449 1467.87 64.76
115.26 280-16hrs 31.22 428.56
0.00 280-24hrs 24.05 20.56 30.60 1.0000000 1.0000000 17837.64 274131.27 630.09
28.98 280-24hrs 24.74 29.91 27.46 0.0703162 0.0001738 11306.96 786.71 4437.46
57.70 280-24hrs 25.83 27.39 0.0314674 5502.71 4634.82
115.26 280-24hrs 31.69 26.84 0.0003700 114.57 6524.10
0.00 280-36hrs 23.24 18.89 30.03 1.0000000 1.0000000 30462.25 779847.53 898.03
28.98 280-36hrs 25.05 25.64 28.57 0.1036649 0.0033771 9212.83 11396.54 2225.66
57.70 280-36hrs 27.01 32.12 27.51 0.0127797 0.0000181 2523.38 197.22 4301.65
115.26 280-36hrs 31.39 27.98 0.0008501 139.69 3211.78
0.00 280-48hrs 21.50 18.78 30.49 1.0000000 1.0000000 96171.11 835443.83 674.68
28.98 280-48hrs 25.17 24.63 30.54 0.0813339 0.0179484 8510.60 21447.61 654.03
57.70 280-48hrs 27.80 29.42 29.45 0.0061722 0.0003048 1497.26 1069.16 1287.89





















0.00 280-4hrs 25.63 26.76 1.0000000 1.0000000 6280.09 6856.76
29.35 280-4hrs 31.12 26.91 0.0246888 166.97 6246.29
58.71 280-4hrs 25.50 15006.93
117.42 280-4hrs 25.27 17313.58
0.00 280-12hrs 21.50 23.79 29.52 1.0000000 1.0000000 96171.11 36288.07 1233.04
29.35 280-12hrs 24.86 29.34 0.0859714 10445.10 1379.03
58.71 280-12hrs 26.61 28.58 0.0150928 3286.70 2211.86
117.42 280-12hrs 28.88 1835.54
0.00 280-16hrs 20.62 18.42 28.05 1.0000000 1.0000000 172010.66 1046638.10 3075.01
29.35 280-16hrs 23.51 30.35 27.46 0.0896222 0.0001703 25485.14 597.29 4437.46
58.71 280-16hrs 26.20 26.83 0.0089742 4309.31 6564.79
117.42 280-16hrs 31.54 27.02 0.0002528 126.51 5833.44
0.00 280-24hrs 19.20 15.00 29.01 1.0000000 1.0000000 439557.72 8905323.93 1693.04
29.35 280-24hrs 22.44 27.09 27.47 0.0363979 0.0000789 51679.37 4597.66 4409.96
58.71 280-24hrs 24.45 27.21 0.0075464 13694.93 5183.57
117.42 280-24hrs 30.01 27.45 0.0001889 347.66 4465.13
0.00 280-36hrs 20.03 14.07 27.95 1.0000000 1.0000000 254010.90 15940595.22 3272.24
29.35 280-36hrs 21.73 19.50 27.80 0.2773924 0.0209051 82612.83 532302.73 3592.04
58.71 280-36hrs 23.84 26.40 27.07 0.0387409 0.0001055 20492.53 7081.73 5654.91
117.42 280-36hrs 29.53 27.07 0.0007504 477.40 5654.91
0.00 280-48hrs 18.89 12.37 26.59 1.0000000 1.0000000 539471.58 46207476.95 7621.06
29.35 280-48hrs 19.99 16.00 26.76 0.5248583 0.0908733 260813.53 4761708.73 6856.76
58.71 280-48hrs 23.78 21.92 26.69 0.0361465 0.0014298 21321.23 117001.76 7161.72




































0 0 224 15.27 30.73 1.0000000 1.18E+08 1.16E+04 0
0.05789 1.6 5.557442 224 16.97 30.75 0.3120826 3.84E+07 1.15E+04 -0.5057304
3.2 11.11488 224 20.68 30.34 0.0179484 3.31E+06 1.48E+04 -1.745974
4.8 16.67233 224 25.11 31.55 0.0019262 1.77E+05 6.98E+03 -2.7152906
6.4 22.22977 224 27.96 30.74 0.0001524 2.69E+04 1.16E+04 -3.8170603
224 B
0.0391685 0.0 0 224 17.45 31.35 1.0000000 2.79E+07 7.91E+03 0
3.3 7.755353 224 20.10 29.66 0.0493776 4.85E+06 2.26E+04 -1.3064702
5.1 11.94638 224 24.23 30.27 0.0043043 3.17E+05 1.55E+04 -2.3660958
6.7 15.82405 224 26.85 30.28 0.0007050 5.61E+04 1.54E+04 -3.1517841
8.4 19.7409 224 29.65 31.64 0.0002599 8.82E+03 6.60E+03 -3.5852672
254 A
0.077514 0 0 254 13.63 27.11 1.0000000 3.49E+08 1.10E+05 0 0 0
4.1 19.06844 254 15.9 26.63 0.1486509 7.78E+07 1.49E+05 -0.8278325 -0.7902037 0.05321509
8.2 38.13687 254 17.6 26.15 0.0328036 2.53E+07 2.00E+05 -1.4840779 -1.4434388 0.05747229
16.4 76.27374 254 21.42 26.55 0.0030648 2.03E+06 1.56E+05 -2.5136005 -2.478982 0.04895788
24.6 114.4106 254 25.43 26.43 0.0001750 1.43E+05 1.68E+05 -3.7568543 -3.5988136 0.22350337
33 153.4777 254 28.32 26.27 0.0000211 2.12E+04 1.86E+05 -4.6749958 -4.7186452 0.0617295
254 B
0.077514 0 0 254 12.11 25.76 1.0000000 9.52E+08 2.55E+05 0
4.1 20.83617 254 14.78 25.93 0.1767767 1.63E+08 2.30E+05 -0.752575
8.2 38.37548 254 17.1 26.09 0.0395549 3.52E+07 2.08E+05 -1.4027998
16.4 76.68502 254 20.56 26.09 0.0035945 3.58E+06 2.08E+05 -2.4443636
24.6 115.0605 254 23.68 25.9 0.0003624 4.56E+05 2.34E+05 -3.4407729
33 153.436 254 28.04 25.87 0.0000173 2.56E+04 2.38E+05 -4.7622945
224+254 A
224 0 0 0 224+254 13.98 29.28 1.0000000 2.77E+08 2.86E+04 0 0 0
0.05789 1.6 5.557442 5.557441696 224+254 17.07 29.54 0.1406323 3.59E+07 2.44E+04 -0.8519149 -0.7836814 0.13956022
3.2 11.11488 11.11488339 224+254 21.69 30.45 0.0107464 1.70E+06 1.38E+04 -1.9687362 -1.9065233 0.23797241
254 3.966667 18.96527 30.08015369 224+254 23.89 29.74 0.0014298 3.97E+05 2.15E+04 -2.8447335 -2.7865343 0.1034218
0.079686 7.95 38.01023 49.12510999 224+254 25.24 29.39 0.0004401 1.63E+05 2.67E+04 -3.3564845 -3.265172 0.12579789
16.06 76.78544 87.90032228 224+254 30.17 30.33 0.0000277 6.26E+03 1.49E+04 -4.5575941 -4.3599178 0.2002321
224+254 B
224 0 0 0 224+254 16.04 31.42 1.0000000 7.09E+07 7.57E+03 0
0.05789 1.6 5.557442 5.557441696 224+254 17.88 30.35 0.1330463 2.10E+07 1.47E+04 -0.8759973
3.2 11.11488 11.11488339 224+254 21.82 30.20 0.0078125 1.56E+06 1.62E+04 -2.10721
254 3.966667 18.96527 30.08015369 224+254 24.68 30.60 0.0014199 2.35E+05 1.26E+04 -2.8477438
0.079686 7.95 38.01023 49.12510999 224+254 26.33 30.69 0.0004816 7.91E+04 1.19E+04 -3.3173506
16.06 76.78544 87.90032228 224+254 28.64 29.52 0.0000432 1.72E+04 2.47E+04 -4.3649349
224+254 C
224 0 0 0 224+254 14.89 29.11 1.0000000 1.52E+08 3.18E+04 0
0.05789 1.6 5.557442 5.557441696 224+254 17.56 29.71 0.2381595 2.60E+07 2.19E+04 -0.6231321
3.2 11.11488 11.11488339 224+254 21.58 30.34 0.0227183 1.82E+06 1.48E+04 -1.6436238
254 3.966667 18.96527 30.08015369 224+254 24.19 29.55 0.0021522 3.25E+05 2.42E+04 -2.6671258
0.079686 7.95 38.01023 49.12510999 224+254 25.33 29.18 0.0007556 1.53E+05 3.05E+04 -3.1216811
16.06 76.78544 87.90032228 224+254 29.41 29.82 0.0000696 1.03E+04 2.05E+04 -4.1572242
254+224 A
254 0 0 0 254+224 16.65 30.87 1.0000000 4.74E+07 1.07E+04 0 0 0
0.0847408 3.75 19.06667 19.06667109 254+224 19.00 30.92 0.2030631 1.00E+07 1.03E+04 -0.692369 -0.7540801 0.08727274
7.5 38.13334 38.13334218 254+224 20.66 30.61 0.0518325 3.35E+06 1.25E+04 -1.2853981 -1.3666762 0.11494459
224 1.666667 5.501252 43.63459458 254+224 23.28 30.85 0.0099575 5.93E+05 1.08E+04 -2.0018495 -2.1824675 0.25543242
0.0550125 3.333333 11.0025 49.13584699 254+224 27.83 30.52 0.0003382 2.94E+04 1.32E+04 -3.4708759 -3.3986287 0.10217297
5 16.50376 54.63709939 254+224 30.96 30.28 0.0000327 3.71E+03 1.54E+04 -4.4853469 -4.4868521 0.0021286
254+224 B
254 0 0 0 254+224 16.42 30.68 1.0000000 5.52E+07 1.20E+04 0
0.0847408 3.75 19.06667 19.06667109 254+224 18.97 30.52 0.1528300 1.02E+07 1.32E+04 -0.8157913
7.5 38.13334 38.13334218 254+224 20.38 29.83 0.0356489 4.03E+06 2.03E+04 -1.4479543
224 1.666667 5.501252 43.63459458 254+224 23.58 29.99 0.0043343 4.87E+05 1.84E+04 -2.3630855
0.0550125 3.333333 11.0025 49.13584699 254+224 27.48 30.69 0.0004716 3.70E+04 1.19E+04 -3.3263815





































0.05789002 0 0 224 15.27 30.73 1.0000000 1.18E+08 1.16E+04 0
1.6 5.557441696 224 16.97 30.75 0.3120826 3.84E+07 1.15E+04 -0.50573
3.2 11.11488339 224 20.68 30.34 0.0179484 3.31E+06 1.48E+04 -1.745974
4.8 16.67232509 224 25.11 31.55 0.0019262 1.77E+05 6.98E+03 -2.715291
6.4 22.22976678 224 27.96 30.74 0.0001524 2.69E+04 1.16E+04 -3.81706
224 B
0.03916845 0.0 0 224 17.45 31.35 1.0000000 2.79E+07 7.91E+03 0
3.3 7.755353272 224 20.10 29.66 0.0493776 4.85E+06 2.26E+04 -1.30647
5.1 11.94637752 224 24.23 30.27 0.0043043 3.17E+05 1.55E+04 -2.366096
6.7 15.82405415 224 26.85 30.28 0.0007050 5.61E+04 1.54E+04 -3.151784
8.4 19.74089924 224 29.65 31.64 0.0002599 8.82E+03 6.60E+03 -3.585267
280 A
0 0 280 15.11 29.44 1.0000000 1.31E+08 2.59E+04 0 0 0
0.04905388 9.833333 28.94178787 280 19.38 29.87 0.0698304 7.81E+06 1.98E+04 -1.155955 -1.1183264 0.05321509
19.65 57.83452186 280 23.09 30.36 0.0074943 6.73E+05 1.46E+04 -2.125272 -2.1207563 0.00638581
29.48333 86.77630974 280 26.53 30.07 0.0005648 6.93E+04 1.75E+04 -3.248114 -3.3399278 0.12984481
39.31667 115.7180976 280 30.46 29.87 0.0000323 5.16E+03 1.98E+04 -4.491368 -4.2505435 0.34057656
280 B
0 0 280 15.67 29.47 1.0000000 9.06E+07 2.54E+04 0
0.04816854 9.933333 28.70845208 280 20.85 31.06 0.0830429 2.96E+06 9.47E+03 -1.080698
19.88333 57.46507271 280 24.61 31.38 0.0076517 2.46E+05 7.76E+03 -2.116241
29.81667 86.1735248 280 28.32 30.72 0.0003700 2.12E+04 1.17E+04 -3.431742
39.76667 114.9301454 280 30.76 31.24 0.0000978 4.24E+03 8.47E+03 -4.00972
224+280 A
0 0 0 224+280 A 16.47 30.58 1.0000000 5.34E+07 1.28E+04 0 0 0
0.05501252 1.583333 5.226189785 5.226189785 224+280 A 19.18 30.98 0.2016604 8.91E+06 9.95E+03 -0.695379 -0.6788226 0.02341464
3.233333 10.67242967 10.67242967 224+280 A 22.92 30.68 0.0122591 7.53E+05 1.20E+04 -1.91154 -1.786613 0.17667409
9.933333 28.70845208 39.38088175 224+280 A 27.42 30.86 0.0006138 3.85E+04 1.07E+04 -3.21199 -3.2240313 0.01702883
0.04816854 19.88333 57.46507271 68.13750238 224+280 A 31.63 30.60 0.0000277 2.38E+03 1.26E+04 -4.557594 -4.3062341 0.35547679
29.81667 86.1735248 96.84595446 224+280 A 34.92 30.52 0.0000027 2.71E+02 1.32E+04 -5.572065 -5.1716953 0.43307884
224+280 B
0 0 0 224+280 B 16.06 30.35 1.0000000 7.00E+07 1.47E+04 0
0.05501252 1.583333 5.226189785 5.226189785 224+280 B 18.30 30.39 0.2176376 1.59E+07 1.44E+04 -0.662266
3.166667 10.45237957 10.45237957 224+280 B 22.07 30.84 0.0217929 1.32E+06 1.09E+04 -1.661686
9.933333 28.70845208 39.16083165 224+280 B 26.73 30.27 0.0005807 6.07E+04 1.55E+04 -3.236072
0.04816854 19.88333 57.46507271 67.91745228 224+280 B 29.05 29.87 0.0000881 1.31E+04 1.98E+04 -4.054874
29.81667 86.1735248 96.62590437 224+280 B 31.98 30.42 0.0000169 1.89E+03 1.41E+04 -4.771325
280+224 A
0 0 0 280+224 A 16.29 31.19 1.0000000 6.01E+07 8.73E+03 0 0 0
0.04816854 9.933333 28.70845208 28.70845208 280+224 A 19.98 30.60 0.0514744 5.25E+06 1.26E+04 -1.288408 -1.0551101 0.32993354
19.88333 57.46507271 57.46507271 280+224 A 23.05 29.98 0.0039883 6.91E+05 1.85E+04 -2.399209 -2.2261168 0.2447894
1.666667 5.501252405 62.96632512 280+224 A 27.01 30.30 0.0003199 5.05E+04 1.52E+04 -3.494958 -3.4573295 0.05321509
0.05501252 3.333333 11.00250481 68.46757752 280+224 A 31.02 31.14 0.0000355 3.57E+03 9.01E+03 -4.449223 -4.446213 0.00425721
5 16.50375721 73.96882993 280+224 A 34.48 30.66 0.0000023 3.63E+02 1.21E+04 -5.635282 -5.6111991 0.03405766
280+224 B
0 0 0 280+224 B 15.21 29.32 1.0000000 1.23E+08 2.79E+04 0
0.04816854 9.933333 28.70845208 28.70845208 280+224 B 19.02 30.40 0.1507260 9.90E+06 1.43E+04 -0.821812
19.88333 57.46507271 57.46507271 280+224 B 23.33 30.62 0.0088507 5.74E+05 1.24E+04 -2.053025
1.666667 5.501252405 62.96632512 280+224 B 27.11 29.86 0.0003805 4.72E+04 2.00E+04 -3.419701
0.05501252 3.333333 11.00250481 68.46757752 280+224 B 30.47 29.82 0.0000360 5.13E+03 2.05E+04 -4.443203

























































0.033919 0 0.00 0.00 280 15.11 29.44 1.0000000 1.31E+08 2.59E+04 0 0.00 0 0
0.03076108 0.04905388 9.833333 18.15 28.94 280 19.38 29.87 0.0698304 7.81E+06 1.98E+04 -1.155955183 18.08 -1.11832643 0.053215088
19.65 36.27 57.83 280 23.09 30.36 0.0074943 6.73E+05 1.46E+04 -2.125271769 36.15 -2.12075632 0.006385811
29.48333 54.42 86.78 280 26.53 30.07 0.0005648 6.93E+04 1.75E+04 -3.248113653 54.23 -3.3399278 0.129844814
39.31667 72.57 115.72 280 30.46 29.87 0.0000323 5.16E+03 1.98E+04 -4.491367535 72.32 -4.25054354 0.340576562
280 B
0.033536 0 0.00 0.00 280 15.67 29.47 1.0000000 9.06E+07 2.54E+04 0
0.0302059 0.04816854 9.933333 18.00 28.71 280 20.85 31.06 0.0830429 2.96E+06 9.47E+03 -1.080697684
19.88333 36.04 57.47 280 24.61 31.38 0.0076517 2.46E+05 7.76E+03 -2.11624087
29.81667 54.04 86.17 280 28.32 30.72 0.0003700 2.12E+04 1.17E+04 -3.431741951
39.76667 72.07 114.93 280 30.76 31.24 0.0000978 4.24E+03 8.47E+03 -4.009719542
254 A
0.07830642 0.07751397 0 0.00 0.00 254 13.63 27.11 1.0000000 3.49E+08 1.10E+05 0 0.00 0 0
4.1 19.26 19.07 254 15.9 26.63 0.1486509 7.78E+07 1.49E+05 -0.827832488 19.26 -0.79020374 0.053215088
8.2 38.53 38.14 254 17.6 26.15 0.0328036 2.53E+07 2.00E+05 -1.484077879 38.53 -1.44343883 0.057472295
16.4 77.05 76.27 254 21.42 26.55 0.0030648 2.03E+06 1.56E+05 -2.513600464 77.05 -2.47898201 0.048957881
24.6 115.58 114.41 254 25.43 26.43 0.0001750 1.43E+05 1.68E+05 -3.756854346 115.58 -3.5988136 0.223503369
33 155.05 153.48 254 28.32 26.27 0.0000211 2.12E+04 1.86E+05 -4.674995833 155.05 -4.71864518 0.061729502
254 B
0.07830642 0.07751397 0 0.00 0.00 254 12.11 25.76 1.0000000 9.52E+08 2.55E+05 0
4.1 19.26 19.07 254 14.78 25.93 0.1767767 1.63E+08 2.30E+05 -0.752574989
8.2 38.53 38.14 254 17.1 26.09 0.0395549 3.52E+07 2.08E+05 -1.40279978
16.4 77.05 76.27 254 20.56 26.09 0.0035945 3.58E+06 2.08E+05 -2.444363565
24.6 115.58 114.41 254 23.68 25.9 0.0003624 4.56E+05 2.34E+05 -3.44077285
33 155.05 153.48 254 28.04 25.87 0.0000173 2.56E+04 2.38E+05 -4.762294531
254+280 A
0.085837 0 0 0 0 0 254+280 12.57 27.26 1.0000000 7.02E+07 1.00E+04 0 0 0 0
0.08257676 0.08174222 3.883333 19.2403861 19.04593657 19.04593657 19.24038614 254+280 15.03 26.96 0.1476241 1.38E+07 1.21E+04 -0.830842788 19.29103928 -0.75709044 0.104301572
7.783333 38.563349 38.17361535 38.17361535 38.56334904 254+280 16.22 26.87 0.0607909 6.30E+06 1.28E+04 -1.216161182 38.62336693 -1.23422298 0.025543242
15.55 77.0441213 76.26548849 76.26548849 77.04412132 254+280 18.99 27.12 0.0105985 1.01E+06 1.10E+04 -1.974756772 77.12713904 -2.06958122 0.134102021
0.03283 10.15 17.9417832 28.6112818 104.8767703 94.98590455 254+280 22.24 26.99 0.0010180 1.18E+05 1.19E+04 -2.992238157 95.05599547 -3.00427936 0.017028828
0.02946106 0.04698076 20.3 35.8835665 57.2225636 133.4880521 112.9276878 254+280 25.74 26.80 0.0000789 1.17E+04 1.34E+04 -4.103038841 112.9989812 -4.20087359 0.138359228
30.46667 53.8548107 85.88082616 162.1463147 130.8989321 254+280 27.77 26.49 0.0000156 3.05E+03 1.62E+04 -4.807449031 130.9425682 -4.78637693 0.029800449
254+280 B
0.081047 0 0 0 0 0 254+280 13.24 27.00 1.0000000 4.51E+07 1.18E+04 0
0.07830645 0.07751401 4.116667 19.3416924 19.14596143 19.14596143 19.34169241 254+280 15.47 26.96 0.2073299 1.03E+07 1.21E+04 -0.68333809
8.233333 38.6833848 38.29192286 38.29192286 38.68338483 254+280 17.00 26.60 0.0559391 3.76E+06 1.51E+04 -1.252284782
16.43333 77.2101568 76.42881769 76.42881769 77.21015676 254+280 19.99 26.56 0.0068485 5.22E+05 1.55E+04 -2.164405669
0.03142 10.56667 17.9159296 28.57005379 104.9988715 95.1260864 254+280 22.99 26.73 0.0009631 7.19E+04 1.40E+04 -3.016320557
0.02825856 0.04506318 21.15 35.8601179 57.18517075 133.6139884 113.0702746 254+280 26.81 26.29 0.0000503 5.76E+03 1.84E+04 -4.298708338
31.71667 53.7760475 85.75522454 162.1840422 130.9862043 254+280 27.88 25.81 0.0000172 2.84E+03 2.48E+04 -4.765304831
280+254 A 
0.030919 0 0 0 0 0 280+254 14.16 27.53 1.0000000 2.46E+07 8.50E+03 0 0 0 0
0.02812451 0.0448494 7.983333 13.4716381 21.48286095 21.48286095 13.47163811 280+254 16.21 27.45 0.2284579 6.34E+06 8.93E+03 -0.641193891 13.55601163 -0.69236899 0.072372519
15.96667 26.9432762 42.9657219 42.9657219 26.94327622 280+254 18.61 27.36 0.0406669 1.30E+06 9.44E+03 -1.39075858 27.22452127 -1.36366588 0.038314863
26.6 44.8867107 71.57963691 71.57963691 44.8867107 280+254 21.84 26.95 0.0032621 1.54E+05 1.22E+04 -2.486507764 45.182018 -2.41426057 0.102172969
26.63333 44.9429597 71.6693357 71.6693357 44.94295971 280+254 22.03 27.27 0.0035697 1.36E+05 9.99E+03 -2.447373865 45.25232927 -2.36910607 0.110687383
0.0797 4.1 18.8896615 18.78032244 90.44965814 63.83262124 280+254 24.04 27.27 0.0008862 3.59E+04 9.99E+03 -3.052444156 64.3339589 -2.94708366 0.149002246
0.07678724 0.07634277 8.216667 37.8561103 37.63698765 109.3063233 82.79907001 280+254 25.55 26.58 0.0001929 1.32E+04 1.53E+04 -3.714710146 83.45398216 -3.57623635 0.195831523
12.31667 56.7457718 56.41731009 128.0866458 101.6887315 280+254 26.86 26.88 0.0000958 5.57E+03 1.27E+04 -4.018750442 102.5356118 -3.99015259 0.040443467
16.43333 75.7122206 75.2739753 146.943311 120.6551803 280+254 30.27 27.79 0.0000169 5.86E+02 7.23E+03 -4.771325431 121.6172414 -4.66596493 0.149002246
280+254 B
0.030919 0 0 0 0 0 280+254 13.86 27.29 1.0000000 2.99E+07 9.86E+03 0
0.02812451 0.0448494 8.083333 13.6403851 21.75195733 21.75195733 13.64038514 280+254 16.28 27.24 0.1804911 6.05E+06 1.02E+04 -0.743544089
16.3 27.5057663 43.86270983 43.86270983 27.50576633 280+254 18.23 27.22 0.0460709 1.67E+06 1.03E+04 -1.336573181
26.95 45.4773253 72.52147423 72.52147423 45.47732531 280+254 21.02 26.67 0.0045497 2.64E+05 1.45E+04 -2.342013366
0.0797 27 45.5616988 72.65602242 72.65602242 45.56169883 280+254 21.16 26.98 0.0051187 2.41E+05 1.20E+04 -2.290838267
0.07678724 0.07634277 4.183333 19.2735977 19.16203631 91.81805873 64.83529657 280+254 22.40 26.39 0.0014397 1.06E+05 1.73E+04 -2.841723159
8.366667 38.5471955 38.32407262 110.980095 84.10889431 280+254 24.20 26.21 0.0003650 3.23E+04 1.93E+04 -3.43776255
12.55 57.8207932 57.48610893 130.1421313 103.382492 280+254 25.88 26.15 0.0001093 1.06E+04 2.00E+04 -3.961554743








Fluence Viability at 10^-x dilution
Sample Time UV Dose 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 N N/No Log N/No
(min) mJ/cm2 pfu/ml
Control 0.000 0 TNTC 63 12 1575000 1 0
1 1.600 5.557442 TNTC 159 12 397500 0.252381 -0.59794
2 3.200 11.11488 TNTC 60 15 - 15000 0.009524 -2.02119
3 3.967 30.08015 170 10 4250 0.002698 -2.56889
4 7.950 49.12511 TNTC 58 1450 0.000921 -3.03591
5 16.060 87.90032 40 100 6.35E-05 -4.19728
280+224
Fluence Viability at 10^-x dilution
Sample Time UV Dose 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 N N/No Log N/No
(min) mJ/cm2 pfu/ml
Control 0.000 0 TNTC TNTC 30 7500000 1 0
1 9.933 28.70845 TNTC TNTC 31 3 775000 0.103333 -0.98576
2 19.883 57.46507 200+ 22 - 55000 0.007333 -2.1347
3 1.667 62.96633 120 11 3000 0.0004 -3.39794




B.3 Raw Data Chapter 5 
 




























0.000 0.0000 K1 12.41 28.08 1.0000000 7.81E+07 6.04E+03 0
8.017 25.7702 K2 14.47 28.08 0.2398160 2.00E+07 6.04E+03 -0.6201218
16.017 51.4868 K3 16.01 27.25 0.0463914 7.23E+06 1.01E+04 -1.3335629
24.000 77.1499 K4 17.85 27.19 0.0124303 2.14E+06 1.05E+04 -1.9055199
A6
0.000 0.0000 L1 11.96 27.14 1.0000000 1.05E+08 1.08E+04 0 0.000 0.168 3.9905
8.250 32.5297 L2 11.69 26.95 1.0570180 1.26E+08 1.22E+04 0.0240824 7.667 0.166 3.9430
16.200 56.5653 L3 12.63 27.24 0.6736168 6.75E+07 1.02E+04 -0.1715871 15.567 0.147 3.4917
24.317 74.5095 L4 13.05 27.52 0.6113201 5.11E+07 8.55E+03 -0.2137313 23.750 0.129 3.0641
0.000 0.0000 M1 12.42 27.40 1.0000000 7.75E+07 9.21E+03 0 0.000 0.166 3.9430
8.000 25.7166 M2 16.48 28.00 0.0908733 5.30E+06 6.34E+03 -1.0415638 8.333 0.126 2.9929
15.867 51.0046 M3 21.11 27.56 0.0027053 2.49E+05 8.34E+03 -2.5677859 16.200 0.113 2.6841
23.867 76.7212 M4 25.90 26.98 0.0000654 1.05E+04 1.20E+04 -4.1843169 24.000 0.084 1.9952



























0.00 0.00 X1 DNA 13.83 26.83 1.0000000 1.53E+07 6.56E+03 0
8.00 26.00 X2 DNA 15.58 26.63 0.2588162 4.81E+06 7.43E+03 -0.587008492
16.00 52.00 X3 DNA 18.05 26.01 0.0303955 9.40E+05 1.09E+04 -1.517191178
24.00 78.00 X4 DNA 19.11 25.57 0.0107464 4.66E+05 1.44E+04 -1.968736172
0.00 0.00 Z1 DNA 12.54 26.23 1.0000000 3.58E+07 9.53E+03 0 0.0000 0.1730 4.1093
7.50 27.61 Z2 DNA 12.19 25.78 0.9330330 4.51E+07 1.26E+04 -0.030103 8.0000 0.1550 3.6817
15.50 52.28 Z3 DNA 12.14 24.94 0.5396141 4.66E+07 2.13E+04 -0.267916696 16.4333 0.1420 3.3729
24.00 78.10 Z4 DNA 12.72 25.11 0.4061262 3.18E+07 1.91E+04 -0.391338994 24.9833 0.1370 3.2542
0.00 0.00 Y1 DNA 12.75 26.89 1.0000000 3.12E+07 6.32E+03 0 0.0000 0.1650 3.9192
8.00 26.00 Y2 DNA 16.19 25.88 0.0457527 3.21E+06 1.18E+04 -1.339583481 8.3333 0.1400 3.3254
16.00 52.00 Y3 DNA 19.16 25.31 0.0039334 4.51E+05 1.69E+04 -2.405229665 16.3333 0.1190 2.8266
24.00 78.00 Y4 DNA 23.67 25.06 0.0001452 2.29E+04 1.97E+04 -3.838132445 24.3333 0.0900 2.1378


















































0.00 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0
8.02 8.00 -0.62012 -0.58701 8.01 -0.603565 0.0234146
16.02 16.00 -1.33356 -1.51719 16.01 -1.425377 0.1298448
24.00 24.00 -1.90552 -1.96874 24.00 -1.937128 0.0447007
0.00 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0.00 3.990499 4.109264 0.00 4.049881 0.0839794
8.25 7.50 0.024082 -0.0301 7.88 -0.00301 0.0383149 7.67 8.00 3.942993 3.68171 7.83 3.812352 0.1847547
16.20 15.50 -0.17159 -0.26792 15.85 -0.219752 0.0681153 15.57 16.43 3.491686 3.372922 16.00 3.432304 0.0839794
24.32 24.00 -0.21373 -0.39134 24.16 -0.302535 0.1255876 23.75 24.98 3.064133 3.254157 24.37 3.159145 0.1343671
0.00 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0.00 3.942993 3.91924 0.00 3.931116 0.0167959
8.00 8.00 -1.04156 -1.33958 8.00 -1.190574 0.2107317 8.33 8.33 2.992874 3.325416 8.33 3.159145 0.2351424
15.87 16.00 -2.56779 -2.40523 15.93 -2.486508 0.1149446 16.20 16.33 2.684086 2.826603 16.27 2.755344 0.1007753







Decrease in qPCR amplification of a 1.1-kb viral DNA fragment 
 
 
Relative expression level of E1A DNA at 0 and 48 hours postinfection 
 
 
















0.000 0.0000 A1-LR-PCR 12.39 10.99559 0
12.467 39.6749 A4 LR-PCR 15.81 9.94754 -1.04805
24.900 79.2437 A5 LR-PCR 17.10 9.5528 -1.44279
37.333 118.8125 A6 LR-PCR 18.18 9.22232 -1.77327
0.000 B1-LR-PCR 11.59 11.23886 0
12.467 B4 LR-PCR 11.77 11.18378 -0.05508
24.833 B5 LR-PCR 11.27 11.33678 0.09792
37.400 B6 LR-PCR 11.52 11.26028 0.02142
0.000 0.0000 C1-LR-PCR 11.20 11.3582 0
8.083 25.7250 C3 LR-PCR 13.73 10.58402 -0.77418
12.450 39.6218 C4 LR-PCR 14.19 10.44326 -0.91494























0.000 0.0000 M1 0h 25.78 27.21 1.0000000 1.14E+04 1.04E+04 0 0.0000 0.1660 3.9430
8.000 25.7166 M2 0h 26.00 27.27 0.8950251 9.84E+03 9.99E+03 -0.0481648 8.3333 0.1260 2.9929
15.867 51.0046 M3 0h 25.89 27.04 0.8235910 1.06E+04 1.15E+04 -0.0842884 16.2000 0.1130 2.6841
23.867 76.7212 M4 0h 25.72 26.94 0.8645372 1.18E+04 1.23E+04 -0.0632163 24.0000 0.0840 1.9952
0.000 0.0000 M1 48 h 12.42 27.40 1.0000000 7.75E+07 9.21E+03 0 0.0000 0.1660 3.9430
8.000 25.7166 M2 48 h 16.48 28.00 0.0908733 5.30E+06 6.34E+03 -1.0415638 8.3333 0.1260 2.9929
15.867 51.0046 M3 48 h 21.11 27.56 0.0027053 2.49E+05 8.34E+03 -2.5677859 16.2000 0.1130 2.6841
23.867 76.7212 M4 48 h 25.90 26.98 0.0000654 1.05E+04 1.20E+04 -4.1843169 24.0000 0.0840 1.9952
Average Germicidal Irradiance throughout the water volume = 0.053576 mW/cm2
LPUV | NH2CL
LPUV | NH2CL






















0.00 0.00 Y1 mRNA 19.22 13.40 28.01 1.0000000 1.0000000 433787.50 24247599.70 3152.43 0 0
8.00 26.00 Y2 mRNA 20.32 16.24 27.12 0.2517389 0.0753630 209719.39 4097415.18 5481.85 -0.59904969 -1.122841884
16.00 52.00 Y3 mRNA 22.08 20.02 25.57 0.0253829 0.0018736 65556.70 384394.80 14367.90 -1.59545898 -2.727331761
24.00 78.00 Y4 mRNA 24.39 23.84 25.16 0.0038525 0.0000998 14248.74 35169.77 18538.92 -2.41426057 -4.000688642
0.00 0.00 X1 mRNA 20.90 14.49 27.67 1.0000000 1.0000000 142958.85 12254963.95 3906.51 0 0
8.00 26.00 X2 mRNA 20.73 15.97 28.13 1.5529378 0.4948283 159952.68 4851984.82 2925.83 0.191154047 -0.305545446
16.00 52.00 X3 mRNA 22.11 17.94 26.95 0.2633403 0.0557455 64270.07 1413520.95 6092.89 -0.57948274 -1.253789932
24.00 78.00 X4 mRNA 21.94 19.43 26.44 0.2080497 0.0139364 71909.99 556148.51 8365.89 -0.68183294 -1.855849923
0.00 L1 mRNA 21.04 14.94 26.53 1.0000000 1.0000000 130328.34 9246192.59 7910.68 0 0
8.25 L2 mRNA 20.91 14.55 26.20 0.8705506 1.0424658 142017.41 11803174.40 9711.96 -0.060206 0.0180618
16.20 L3 mRNA 21.28 14.77 26.53 0.8467453 1.1250585 111217.29 10284512.43 7910.68 -0.0722472 0.051175099
24.32 L4 mRNA 21.18 15.00 26.20 0.7219646 0.7631296 118813.75 8905323.93 9711.96 -0.1414841 -0.117401698







Decrease in DNA-EMA qPCR amplification after 25 min exposure to disinfectant 
 
 














LPUV Only 0.000 0.000 A1 EMA-37C 20.82 4.480042 3.02E+04 100.00 Untreated 100.00 0.000
LPUV Only 24.900 79.244 A5 EMA-37C 21.08 4.405448 2.54E+04 84.22 LP UV treated 87.69 4.913
NH2CL Only 0.000 B1 EMA-37C 20.61 4.540291 3.47E+04 100.00 NH2CL treated 91.26 5.964
NH2CL Only 24.833 B5 EMA-37C 20.82 4.480042 3.02E+04 87.05 LP UV | NH2CL treated 20.45 7.110
LPUV | NH2CL 0.000 0.000 C1 EMA-37C 19.30 4.91613 8.24E+04 100.00
LPUV | NH2CL 24.883 79.191 C5 EMA-37C 22.13 4.104203 1.27E+04 15.42
LPUV Only 0.000 0.000 K1 EMA 37 E1A 20.30 4.62923 4.26E+04 100.00
LPUV Only 24.000 77.150 K4 EMA 37 E1A 20.44 4.589064 3.88E+04 91.17
NH2CL Only 0.000 L1 EMA 37 E1A 17.25 5.504275 3.19E+05 100.00
NH2CL Only 24.317 L4 EMA 37 E1A 17.32 5.484192 3.05E+05 95.48
LPUV | NH2CL 0.000 0.000 M1 EMA 37 E1A 17.97 5.297707 1.98E+05 100.00
LPUV | NH2CL 23.867 76.721 M4 EMA 37 E1A 20.04 4.703824 5.06E+04 25.48
LPUV Only 0.000 0.000 1.1kb EMA 37C A1 20.87 8.40E+00 2.51E+08 100.00
LPUV Only 24.900 79.244 1.1kb EMA 37C A5 20.96 8.37E+00 2.35E+08 93.86
NH2CL Only 0.000 1.1kb EMA 37C B1 19.53 8.81E+00 6.44E+08 100.00
NH2CL Only 24.833 1.1kb EMA 37C B5 19.07 8.95E+00 8.91E+08 138.28
LPUV | NH2CL 0.000 0.000 1.1kb EMA 37C C1 19.14 8.93E+00 8.48E+08 100.00
LPUV | NH2CL 24.883 79.191 1.1kb EMA 37C C5 23.36 7.64E+00 4.34E+07 5.11
LPUV | NH2CL 0.000 0.000 1.1kb EMA 37C M1 17.32 9.49E+00 3.06E+09 100.00

















0.000 0 N1 13.41 29.87 1.0000000 4.03E+07 1.98E+03 0
1.017 18.64343 N2 15.35 29.71 0.2332582 1.12E+07 2.19E+03 -0.632163
2.000 36.6756 N3 16.28 29.43 0.1008302 6.05E+06 2.61E+03 -0.9964093
3.000 55.0134 N4 17.29 29.35 0.0473661 3.11E+06 2.74E+03 -1.324532
A6
0.000 Q1 12.73 29.88 1.0000000 6.32E+07 1.97E+03 0
1.000 Q2 12.76 29.53 0.7684376 6.19E+07 2.45E+03 -0.1143914
2.000 Q3 12.35 29.13 0.7737825 8.12E+07 3.14E+03 -0.1113811
3.000 Q4 12.12 28.90 0.7737825 9.45E+07 3.63E+03 -0.1113811
0.000 0 O1 12.77 29.50 1.0000000 6.15E+07 2.50E+03 0
1.000 18.3378 O2 15.80 29.54 0.1258694 8.31E+06 2.44E+03 -0.9000797
2.000 36.6756 O3 17.60 28.86 0.0225614 2.53E+06 3.72E+03 -1.6466341
3.000 55.0134 O4 20.57 29.13 0.0034720 3.56E+05 3.14E+03 -2.4594151







B.4 Raw Data Inactivation Kinetics CVB5 and MNV-1 
 





Wavelength 218 nm Virus CVB5
Temperature 23 ºC
pH 8 0.007197 mW/cm2
Solution CBS
Fluence
UV Dose Sample Time N N/No Log N/No
mJ/cm2 (min) 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 pfu/ml
0.000 Control 0.00 TNTC TNTC 56 7000000 1.000000 0
4.815 1 11.15 192 13 240000 0.034286 -1.46489
10.320 2 23.90 23 1 2875 0.000411 -3.38646
14.516 3 33.62 242 18 302.5 0.000043 -4.36437
Viability at 10^-x dilution

































Wavelength 224 nm Virus CVB5
Temperature 23 ºC
pH 8 0.019024 mW/cm2
Solution CBS
Fluence
UV Dose Sample Time N N/No Log N/No
mJ/cm2 (min) 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 pfu/ml
0.000 Control 0.00 TNTC 41 5125000 1.000000 0
5.878 1 5.15 TNTC 30 375000 0.073171 -1.13566
11.738 2 10.28 75 12 9375 0.001829 -2.73772
17.616 3 15.43 43 3 537.5 0.000105 -3.97932
Viability at 10^-x dilution
































Wavelength 224 nm Virus CVB5
Temperature 23 ºC
pH 8 0.019347 mW/cm2
Solution CBS
Fluence
UV Dose Sample Time N N/No Log N/No
mJ/cm2 (min) 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 pfu/ml
0.000 Control 0.00 TNTC TNTC 94 11750000 1.000000 0
2.051 1 1.77 TNTC 319 3987500 0.339362 -0.46934
10.254 2 8.83 TNTC TNTC TNTC 64 80000 0.006809 -2.16695
15.477 3 13.33 TNTC TNTC 54 6750 0.000574 -3.24073
Viability at 10^-x dilution
































Wavelength 228 nm Virus CVB5
Temperature 23 ºC
pH 8 0.034452 mW/cm2
Solution CBS
Fluence
UV Dose Sample Time N N/No Log N/No
mJ/cm2 (min) 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 pfu/ml
0.000 Control 0.00 TNTC 70 8750000 1.000000 0
8.785 1 4.25 TNTC 171 18 213750 0.024429 -1.6121
17.571 2 8.50 TNTC 101 7 12625 0.001443 -2.84078
26.356 3 12.75 TNTC 92 11 1150 0.000131 -3.88131
Viability at 10^-x dilution



























CVB5 vs UV232 
 
  
Wavelength 232 nm Virus CVB5
Temperature 23 ºC
pH 8 0.042679 mW/cm2
Solution CBS
Fluence
UV Dose Sample Time N N/No Log N/No
mJ/cm2 (min) 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 pfu/ml
0.000 Control 0.00 TNTC 47 5875000 1.000000 0
9.133 1 3.57 TNTC 182 23 257500 0.043830 -1.35823
18.266 2 7.13 TNTC 72 20 17000 0.002894 -2.53856
27.400 3 10.70 TNTC 67 11 1 837.5 0.000143 -3.84602
45.666 4 17.83 27 0 33.75 0.000006 -5.24073
Viability at 10^-x dilution

































Wavelength 232 nm Virus CVB5
Temperature 23 ºC
pH 8 0.040745 mW/cm2
Solution CBS
Fluence
UV Dose Sample Time N N/No Log N/No
mJ/cm2 (min) 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 pfu/ml
0.000 Control 0.00 TNTC 81 15 1012500 1.000000 0
8.679 1 3.55 TNTC 42 4 52500 0.051852 -1.28524
17.358 2 7.10 141 19 4 2068.75 0.002043 -2.68969
26.036 3 10.65 TNTC 37 0 462.5 0.000457 -3.34028
34.756 4 14.22 40 2 50 0.000049 -4.30643
Viability at 10^-x dilution





























Wavelength 239 nm Virus CVB5
Temperature 23 ºC
pH 8 0.033415 mW/cm2
Solution CBS
Fluence
UV Dose Sample Time N N/No Log N/No
mJ/cm2 (min) 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 pfu/ml
0.000 Control 0.00 TNTC 24 3000000 1.000000 0
10.158 1 5.07 TNTC 35 12 437500 0.145833 -0.83614
21.720 2 10.83 24 4 30000 0.010000 -2
33.415 3 16.67 TNTC 167 6 2087.5 0.000696 -3.15749
43.473 4 21.68 TNTC 31 1 387.5 0.000129 -3.88885
53.597 5 26.73 123 8 153.75 0.000051 -4.29031
58.342 6 29.10 48 5 60 0.000020 -4.69897
Viability at 10^-x dilution


































Wavelength 239 nm Virus CVB5
Temperature 23 ºC
pH 8 0.032566 mW/cm2
Solution CBS
Fluence
UV Dose Sample Time N N/No Log N/No
mJ/cm2 (min) 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 pfu/ml
0.000 Control 0.00 TNTC 269 41 4243750 1.000000 0
15.078 1 7.72 TNTC 112 14 140000 0.032990 -1.48162
30.156 2 15.43 256 28 3350 0.000789 -3.1027
45.234 3 23.15 TNTC 29 362.5 0.000085 -4.06844
60.312 4 30.87 25 31.25 0.000007 -5.1329
Viability at 10^-x dilution
































Wavelength 248 nm Virus CVB5
Temperature 23 ºC
pH 8 0.0326 mW/cm2
Solution CBS
Fluence
UV Dose Sample Time N N/No Log N/No
mJ/cm2 (min) 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 pfu/ml
0.000 Control 0.00 TNTC 34 4250000 1.000000 0
9.845 1 5.03 102 23 207500 0.048824 -1.31137
19.690 2 10.07 TNTC 55 6875 0.001618 -2.79112
29.568 3 15.12 TNTC 46 3 575 0.000135 -3.86872
Viability at 10^-x dilution































Wavelength 248 nm Virus CVB5
Temperature 23 ºC
pH 8 0.0326 mW/cm2
Solution CBS
Fluence
UV Dose Sample Time N N/No Log N/No
mJ/cm2 (min) 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 pfu/ml
0.000 Control 0.00 256 40 4100000 1.000000 0
9.845 1 5.00 118 10 147500 0.035976 -1.44399
19.690 2 10.00 TNTC 67 4 8375 0.002043 -2.6898
29.568 3 15.00 TNTC 51 7 637.5 0.000155 -3.8083
Viability at 10^-x dilution






























Wavelength 254 nm Virus CVB5
Temperature 23 ºC
pH 8 0.063822 mW/cm2
Solution CBS
Fluence
UV Dose Sample Time N N/No Log N/No
mJ/cm2 (min) 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 pfu/ml
0.000 Control 0.00 TNTC TNTC 112 14000000 1.000000 0
4.085 1 1.07 TNTC 156 13 1950000 0.139286 -0.85609
8.744 2 2.28 TNTC TNTC 40 500000 0.035714 -1.44716
12.318 3 3.22 TNTC TNTC 58 72500 0.005179 -2.28579
16.402 4 4.28 TNTC 160 13 20000 0.001429 -2.8451
20.678 5 5.40 TNTC TNTC 47 5875 0.000420 -3.37712
24.572 6 6.42 TNTC 80 1000 0.000071 -4.14613
29.103 7 7.60 190 237.5 0.000017 -4.77046
Viability at 10^-x dilution
































Wavelength 260 nm Virus CVB5
Temperature 23 ºC
pH 8 0.085396 mW/cm2
Solution CBS
Fluence
UV Dose Sample Time N N/No Log N/No
mJ/cm2 (min) 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 pfu/ml
0.000 Control 0.00 TNTC 230+ 28 3500000 1.000000 0
5.295 1 1.03 TNTC 35 1 437500 0.125000 -0.90309
10.504 2 2.05 TNTC 51 6 63750 0.018214 -1.73959
15.798 3 3.08 TNTC 71 3 8875 0.002536 -2.5959
21.007 4 4.10 TNTC 156 14 1950 0.000557 -3.25403
26.302 5 5.13 226 28 316.25 0.000090 -4.04404
Viability at 10^-x dilution
































Wavelength 265 nm Virus CVB5
Temperature 23 ºC
pH 8 0.079008 mW/cm2
Solution CBS
Fluence
UV Dose Sample Time N N/No Log N/No
mJ/cm2 (min) 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 pfu/ml
0.000 Control 0.00 TNTC TNTC 88 11000000 1.000000 0
5.294 1 1.12 TNTC 50 625000 0.056818 -1.24551
10.587 2 2.23 TNTC 74 6 92500 0.008409 -2.07525
16.355 3 3.45 TNTC 103 12875 0.001170 -2.93165
21.174 4 4.47 TNTC 118 8 1475 0.000134 -3.8726
27.258 5 5.75 330 412.5 0.000038 -4.42597
Viability at 10^-x dilution
































Wavelength 270 nm Virus CVB5
Temperature 23 ºC
pH 8 0.047052 mW/cm2
Solution CBS
Fluence
UV Dose Sample Time N N/No Log N/No
mJ/cm2 (min) 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 pfu/ml
0.000 Control 0.00 TNTC 145 7 1812500 1.000000 0
7.764 1 2.75 TNTC 52 11 101250 0.055862 -1.25288
15.951 2 5.65 TNTC 92 13 11500 0.006345 -2.19758
23.291 3 8.25 TNTC 77 962.5 0.000531 -3.27488
31.054 4 11.00 27 33.75 0.000019 -4.73
Viability at 10^-x dilution
































Wavelength 280 nm Virus CVB5
Temperature 23 ºC
pH 8 0.033822 mW/cm2
Solution CBS
Fluence
UV Dose Sample Time N N/No Log N/No
mJ/cm2 (min) 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 pfu/ml
0.000 Control 0.00 TNTC 56 7000000 1.000000 0
17.114 1 8.43 80 8 100000 0.014286 -1.8451
26.246 2 12.93 58 1 7250 0.001036 -2.98476
34.228 3 16.87 70 8 875 0.000125 -3.90309
43.359 4 21.37 57 0 71.25 0.000010 -4.99231
Viability at 10^-x dilution
































Wavelength 289 nm Virus CVB5
Temperature 23 ºC
pH 8 0.035636 mW/cm2
Solution CBS
Fluence
UV Dose Sample Time N N/No Log N/No
mJ/cm2 (min) 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 pfu/ml
0.000 Control 0.00 TNTC 41 5125000 1.000000 0
16.856 1 7.88 TNTC 42 10 525000 0.102439 -0.98953
50.709 2 23.72 TNTC 75 7 9375 0.001829 -2.73772
67.636 3 31.63 TNTC 63 11 787.5 0.000154 -3.81344
84.456 4 39.50 91 4 113.75 0.000022 -4.65374
Viability at 10^-x dilution































Wavelength MP UV Virus CVB5
Temperature 23 ºC
pH 8 0.425309 mW/cm2
Solution CBS
Fluence
UV Dose Sample Time N N/No Log N/No
mJ/cm2 (min) 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 pfu/ml
0.000 Control 0.00 TNTC TNTC 40 5000000 1.000000 0
5.529 1 0.22 TNTC 123 11 1537500 0.307500 -0.51215
11.483 2 0.45 TNTC 206 26 291250 0.058250 -1.2347
17.012 3 0.67 TNTC TNTC 85 106250 0.021250 -1.67264
22.541 4 0.88 TNTC 218 25 29250 0.005850 -2.23284
28.496 5 1.12 TNTC TNTC 65 8125 0.001625 -2.78915
34.025 6 1.33 TNTC 113 1412.5 0.000283 -3.54898
39.554 7 1.55 185 231.25 0.000046 -4.33489
Average irradiance through the water =





























Wavelength 224 nm Virus MNV-1
Temperature 23 ºC
pH 8 0.018692 mW/cm2
Solution CBS
Fluence
UV Dose Sample Time N N/No Log N/No
mJ/cm2 (min) 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 pfu/ml
0.000 Control 0.00 TNTC 78 16 975000 1.000000 0
5.065 1 4.52 TNTC TNTC 117 7 146250 0.150000 -0.82391
10.131 2 9.03 TNTC 77 7 9625 0.009872 -2.0056
15.196 4 13.55 TNTC 48 7 600 0.000615 -3.21085
20.262 5 18.07 27 5 33.75 0.000035 -4.46073
Viability at 10^-x dilution































Wavelength 228 nm Virus MNV-1
Temperature 23 ºC
pH 8 0.031801 mW/cm2
Solution CBS
Fluence
UV Dose Sample Time N N/No Log N/No
mJ/cm2 (min) 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 pfu/ml
0.000 Control 0.00 TNTC 203 38 3643750 1.000000 0
7.473 1 3.92 TNTC 102 10 127500 0.034991 -1.45604
14.947 2 7.83 TNTC 139 24 23687.5 0.006501 -2.18703
22.420 3 11.75 TNTC 284 3550 0.000974 -3.01132
29.893 4 15.67 229 30 330.625 0.000091 -4.04221
Viability at 10^-x dilution































Wavelength 239 nm Virus MNV-1
Temperature 23 ºC
pH 8 0.030837 mW/cm2
Solution CBS
Fluence
UV Dose Sample Time N N/No Log N/No
mJ/cm2 (min) 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 pfu/ml
0.000 Control 0.00 TNTC 168 24 2550000 1.000000 0
12.952 1 7.00 199 14 24875 0.009755 -2.01078
25.903 2 14.00 243 44 4 4268.75 0.001674 -2.77624
38.824 3 20.98 189 21 249.375 0.000098 -4.00969
45.300 4 24.48 62 0 77.5 0.000030 -4.51724
Viability at 10^-x dilution































Wavelength 254 nm Virus MNV-1
Temperature 23 ºC
pH 8 0.052056 mW/cm2
Solution CBS
Fluence
UV Dose Sample Time N N/No Log N/No
mJ/cm2 (min) 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 pfu/ml
0.000 Control 0.00 TNTC 88 8 1100000 1.000000 0
7.600 1 2.43 TNTC 187 17 3 23375 0.021250 -1.67264
15.513 2 4.97 TNTC 188 34 3 3300 0.003000 -2.52288
23.165 3 7.42 60 17 0 143.75 0.000131 -3.88378
Viability at 10^-x dilution






























Wavelength 260 nm Virus MNV-1
Temperature 23 ºC
pH 8 0.084519 mW/cm2
Solution CBS
Fluence
UV Dose Sample Time N N/No Log N/No
mJ/cm2 (min) 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 pfu/ml
0.000 Control 0.00 TNTC 177 20 2356250 1.000000 0
7.015 1 1.38 TNTC 52 65000 0.027586 -1.55931
14.115 2 2.78 TNTC 35 2 4375 0.001857 -2.73124
21.130 3 4.17 TNTC 30 375 0.000159 -3.79819
24.933 4 4.92 27 2 33.75 0.000014 -4.84395
Viability at 10^-x dilution





























Wavelength 265 nm Virus MNV-1
Temperature 23 ºC
pH 8 0.077871 mW/cm2
Solution CBS
Fluence
UV Dose Sample Time N N/No Log N/No
mJ/cm2 (min) 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 pfu/ml
0.000 Control 0.00 TNTC 173 31 3018750 1.000000 0
6.931 1 1.48 TNTC 97 121250 0.040166 -1.39615
13.861 2 2.97 TNTC 121 15125 0.005010 -2.30013
20.792 3 4.45 300 31 387.5 0.000128 -3.89156
24.296 4 5.20 38 0 47.5 0.000016 -4.80313
Viability at 10^-x dilution
































Wavelength 280 nm Virus MNV-1
Temperature 23 ºC
pH 8 0.030319 mW/cm2
Solution CBS
Fluence
UV Dose Sample Time N N/No Log N/No
mJ/cm2 (min) 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 pfu/ml
0.000 Control 0.00 TNTC 152 30 2825000 1.000000 0
10.309 1 5.67 TNTC 71 88750 0.031416 -1.50285
19.829 2 10.90 TNTC 74 9250 0.003274 -2.48488
29.743 3 16.35 322 41 457.5 0.000162 -3.79063
Viability at 10^-x dilution




























Relative Inactivation for Action Spectrum 
 
Wavelength MP UV Virus MNV-1
Temperature 23 ºC
pH 8 0.401353 mW/cm2
Solution CBS
Fluence
UV Dose Sample Time N N/No Log N/No
mJ/cm2 (min) 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 pfu/ml
0.000 Control 0.00 227 30 3293750 1.000000 0
10.034 1 0.42 _ TNTC 142 15 182500 0.055408 -1.25643
20.469 2 0.85 _ TNTC 81 9 10125 0.003074 -2.5123
30.503 3 1.27 61 8 762.5 0.000231 -3.63545
35.720 4 1.48 210 20 262.5 0.000080 -4.09856
Average irradiance through the water =

































218 0.3095 1.8445 224 0.2126 1.2521
224 0.2256 1.3445 228 0.1384 0.8151
228 0.1540 0.9178 239 0.1042 0.6137
232 0.1302 0.7759 254 0.1698 1.0000
239 0.0894 0.5328 260 0.1903 1.1207
248 0.1341 0.7992 265 0.1894 1.1154
254 0.1678 1.0000 280 0.1282 0.7550
260 0.1570 0.9356
265 0.1746 1.0405
270 0.1471 0.8766
280 0.1140 0.6794
289 0.0554 0.3302
CVB5 MNV-1
